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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

 

This review of existing literature was intended to form an evidence base for further consideration of 

how applicable the findings would be, if a GB trial of LHVs were to be undertaken, in engagements 

with relevant GB stakeholders and development of potential policy options and trial designs. 

There are two main parts. The first aims to provide an overview of what is permitted and how in 

each of the countries where evidence was found of the use of LHVs. The report then examines each 

technical aspect, issue by issue, starting each topic area with a summary of the results of the last 

major DfT LHV study (Knight, et al., 2008). The focus was then on assessing whether those findings 

still apply, or whether new evidence from subsequent international studies, trials, or operational 

implementations. Although extensive stakeholder engagement has been reported separately (Brand 

& Smallwood, 2022), where relevant input from stakeholders has also been included here to clarify 

or expand certain points, particularly where direct correspondence with authors was possible. 

In general, it was found that many of the results of the 2008 review are judged to be largely still 

applicable. It was found that there is now considerably more experience with the vehicles, 

particularly in a European context which is most likely to translate to a GB situation. The 

understanding of the performance expected of European style LHVs was much greater and more 

evidence was available of the safety performance of LHVs in service. Mode shift was still found to 

be a controversial area where a wide range of diverging studies and opinions could be found. 

However, on balance the literature strongly suggests that the previous UK estimates would 

represent an outlier in Europe and most newer studies, particularly those based on trials (which 

tended to be more relevant to volume constrained goods), found that mode shift effects would be 

substantially lower. A smaller group of topics were found where further data, topic specific GB 

stakeholder discussions or bespoke GB analysis might be undertaken, either within the feasibility 

study or as part of any trial that DfT may or may not choose to implement in future. In particular, 

although several studies show evidence to suggest that 60 tonne LHVs on 8 axles can produce 

effects in bridges consistent with existing traffic, there has not been a complete analysis of all of the 

aspects necessary for a full evaluation in a specific GB context.  

Contact name Jason Smallwood 

Contact details +447760461115  |  jason.smallwood@wsp.com 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 SCOPE AND APPROACH 

This literature review is designed specifically to provide insights relevant to the feasibility of running 

an LHV trial in GB and act as an evidence base on which the remainder of the study can build.  It is 

not designed to be a comprehensive reference on all LHV matters, although it does provide a 

reasonable summary and a substantial bibliography.  Literature has been sought via all of the 

standard approaches (e.g., Google Scholar, Transport research international documentation (TRID), 

Elsevier, IMechE etc), as well as tracing the evidence from one of several existing major 

international LHV reviews back through their bibliographies and engagement with organisations 

active in this field who have provided papers the team had not found elsewhere.   

In each subject area the literature review begins by looking at the last major DfT LHV study (Knight, 

et al., 2008) to assess whether the results still stand given new evidence from other international 

studies, trials or operational implementations undertaken since that time. 

 Where no substantial changes are identified compared with (Knight, et al., 2008), the key 

outcomes have been summarised. 

 Where there is new material or insight since 2008, the most relevant points have been identified, 

reviewed, and the implications to be considered by stakeholder engagement and policy option 

development have been highlighted. 

 

As such, this report should not be considered in isolation but should be read in conjunction with 

(Brand & Smallwood, 2022) and (Knight, et al., 2022). 
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2 VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS 

2.1 BASIC CONFIGURATIONS 

Around the world, there is a huge range of different vehicle weights, dimensions and configurations 

that are longer and heavier than are currently permitted in the UK and, as such, could be considered 

to be within scope of this study. In fact, (de Saxe, et al., 2019) reviewed these configurations and 

selected only those that they considered relevant to Europe, in terms of already being in use in at 

least one EU country or very likely to be in use soon. They identified 27 different combinations, 5 

standard HGVs complying with existing regulations and 22 LHVs. Several of these exceeded the 

25.25m and 60 tonnes that have been considered to define the scope of this work. 

When considering only vehicles of 25.25m length, the main high-level configurations can be 

described by the 5 defined as acceptable in the early trials in the Netherlands (Aarts, et al., 2010). 

These are the two main variants described under the European Modular System (EMS as defined 

by Directive 96/53/EC) plus the B-Double, a standard rigid/drawbar combination with max length 

vehicle and trailer, and a rigid truck towing two shorter drawbar trailers.  These are illustrated in 

Figure 1, below.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Main types of LHV configuration at 25.25m & 60 tonnes. Source: adapted from 

(Aarts, et al., 2010) 
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The diagram indicates that, within these high-level definitions, lots of variations can exist. This is 

illustrated by the options shown in terms of the number of axles for the B-Double (2 axle link trailer 

for Denby Eco Combi and in (Knight, et al., 2008), but 3 axle in Dutch literature (Aarts, et al., 2010)). 

However, variation is also possible in axle positions, wheelbases, overhangs, the use of steered 

axles, maximum heights, and the geometry of tow hitch points etc. 

Wherever a semi-trailer has been indicated above, it is assumed that it is a standard 13.6m semi-

trailer. However, it would also be at least theoretically possible to substitute a UK longer semi-trailer 

in those combinations if the length of other components (rigid truck or centre axle trailer) were 

reduced. Different geometries and configurations are also possible if the 25.25m is implemented 

only as a restriction of ‘up to’ that length. For example, (Knight, et al., 2011) considered the merits of 

a very long semi-trailer at up to around 16.2m resulting in an articulated combination of up to around 

19.4m. This had been considered by some stakeholders to be an optimum length because a 16m 

loading length would accommodate exactly 16 rows of UK pallets or 20 rows of EU pallets with no 

wasted space, with up to 0.2m added as a tolerance to account for imperfect loading of pallets. A 

standard 13.6m semi-trailer could theoretically load 17 rows of 0.8m EU pallets assuming 100% of 

the max length was ‘interior’ and perfect loading. However, when loading UK 1m pallets then 0.6m 

‘spare’ space is left. A 16.2m trailer would also allow carriage of a 53-foot shipping container, not 

common in the EU but more commonly used in North America. 

Double deck vehicles at heights of up to 4.9m also need consideration. The general EU height limit 

is 4m and although some member states may permit more, for example, 4.2m or 4.6m, the UK is 

very unusual in leaving height unrestricted. When considering lightweight goods, a 25m vehicle that 

has a lower height limit may be considerably less productive than a standard length double deck 

semi-trailer. However, if unrestricted height were to be permitted on a 25.25m vehicle then it may be 

a uniquely UK vehicle. The evidence provided from experience in other EU countries would not be 

applicable to that vehicle in terms of issues like roll and directional stability. However, Australia do 

also permit ‘overheight’ vehicles as part of their performance based standard permit scheme  and 

additional information is being sought from them about the extent of any changes in performance 

experienced. 

2.2 EXCEPTIONS FOR SAFETY & ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT 

Directive (EU) 2015/719 amended Directive 96/53/EC, on the weights and dimensions of vehicles 

that Member States would be required to permit to freely circulate on their territory. This amendment 

introduced a number of new possibilities for vehicles and vehicle combinations provided they 

improved safety or environmental performance. These conditions have since been incorporated in 

amendments to Commission Regulation 1230/2012 which defines the weights and dimensions of 

individual new vehicles and trailers for approval before registration. Broadly the changes are: 

• Elongated cabs: Vehicles may exceed the maximum length requirements if their frontal 
geometry fits within a curved envelope shape, that has been demonstrated to be likely to 
achieve both aerodynamic and safety (pedestrian impact mechanics) improvements. The 
loading length must not be increased. In theory the length is not limited. In practice, 
additional length is unlikely to exceed around 0.8m because compliance with turning circles 
is still required. 

• Aerodynamic aids: These are not considered to be included in the definition of length but are 
required to meet certain technical requirements relating to their stiffness and hostility in a 
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collision and the ability to retract or fold them into a stowed position. There is no restriction 
on the maximum length they add. 

• Maximum weight of alternatively fuelled or zero emissions vehicles: this can generally be 
increased by 1 tonne for alternatively fuelled vehicles, including hybrids, gas powered etc. 
and up to 2 tonnes for zero emission vehicles (e.g. Battery Electric or Hydrogen Fuel Cell 
Electric) and is applied to motor vehicles with two or three axles and articulated or drawbar 
combinations of 4, 5 or 6 axles. 

The Directive does not explicitly state how these requirements apply to EMS combinations. Member 

States are permitted to use vehicles that exceed the standard 18.75m if they permit combinations of 

individual vehicle or trailer ‘modules’ that comply with the weights and dimensions specified by 

Annex 1 to that regulation. The additional weight permitted for ZEV motor vehicles is defined in 

Annex 1 so appears to be included in that definition. However, the length requirements for elongated 

cabins and aerodynamic aids are incorporated in the articles of the directive as exceptions to the 

dimensions defined in annex 1. Arguably, this could be interpreted to mean that if a standard EMS 

module must comply with annex 1 such that elongated cabs and aerodynamic aids are not 

permitted. However, stakeholder input from Sweden suggests that they are routinely used in EMS 

combinations there. In any case, additional flexibility is given for Member States to exceed 

dimensions in the case of a trial. 

Some of these permissions were transposed into UK legislation (The Road Vehicles Authorised 

Weight Regulations and the Construction and Use Regulations) in 2017. However, the increased 

mass limits were only applied to 2 or 3 axle rigid vehicles, not to articulated or drawbar 

combinations. This was possible because the UK already permitted a maximum GVW 4 tonnes 

higher than the 40 tonnes specified for conventionally fuelled vehicles in Directive 96/53/EC and 2 

tonnes higher than that for zero emission vehicles. The permissions related to elongated cabins and 

aerodynamic aids came into effect from the 14th February 20221. 

The UK is no longer a member of the EU so, subject to the ability to amend retained EU law and the 

constraints of the trade agreement with the EU, the UK would be able to interpret this as it saw fit. If 

the UK decided to extend these exceptions to LHVs then for alternatively fuelled vehicles the 

maximum GVW would be increased to 61 tonnes and for zero emissions vehicles it would be 62 

tonnes, with most of the additional mass carried by the front axle. This would increase road wear 

and bridge loading compared with an LHV not permitted such an exception. 

In theory permitting LHVs to benefit from elongated cabs and aerodynamic aids in the same way as 

standard HGVs would leave length unlimited. (Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) proposed the following 

future concept dimensions taking advantage of both EMS, a longer semi-trailer and these 

allowances as shown in Figure 2, below (axles shown in blue are steered axles and in red driven 

axles). 

 

1 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/hgv-operators-can-now-use-aerodynamic-features-and-longer-cabs-to-
reduce-fuel-consumption-and-emissions 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/hgv-operators-can-now-use-aerodynamic-features-and-longer-cabs-to-reduce-fuel-consumption-and-emissions
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/hgv-operators-can-now-use-aerodynamic-features-and-longer-cabs-to-reduce-fuel-consumption-and-emissions
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Figure 2: Future truck concept combining EMS, elongated cabs and boat tail aerodynamic 

aids. Source: (Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) 

In practice, other analyses suggested the increase in length at both front and rear may be more 

constrained such that an overall increase of around 1-2m might be more likely. It should be noted 

that rear aerodynamic aids need to retract such that they increase length by less than 0.2m when 

folded so their effect on, for example, parking bay length would be small. 

2.3 LHVS FOR URBAN AREAS 

Although not specifically part of the objectives of this GB feasibility study and not extensively 

covered in the literature, authors such as (Wandel & Asp, 2021) have identified that it is not only 

long haul vehicles that can benefit by increasing both length and weight. Particularly in weight 

constrained sectors there may be applications that would not currently be permitted by weights and 

dimensions regulations within urban areas. For example, (Wandel & Asp, 2021) make reference to 

an urban construction vehicle, which is a single rigid vehicle with 5 axles at a mass of 42 tonnes 

(length not specified). Similarly, the potential of this approach within the UK has been considered by 

(Isted, et al., 2021). 

2.4 LHVS BEYOND 25.25M 

Although also not part of this GB feasibility study, the most recent literature from EU LHV studies 

relates to the longer combinations covered by EMS2 or described as A-Double’s in countries where 

these (and indeed longer combinations) are in use.  Beyond the EU, combinations over 30m long 

and with GVW at 70, 80 or in some special cases, much more than 100 tonnes are in operation. 

Where the literature refers to these configurations the results have been included, in particular 

where insights gained from these studies might be useful in considering planning for a GB trial of 

25.25m LHVs. 

 

Figure 3: EMS 2 / A-Double configuration 
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(Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) considered a further future concept based on this configuration with a 

semi-trailer taking advantage of the changes to allow carriage of a 45 foot container as well as the 

elongated cab and aerodynamic aids. 

 

Figure 4: Future truck concept combining EMS, elongated cabs and boat tail aerodynamic 

aids. Source: (Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) 

2.5 VEHICLES THAT ARE HEAVIER BUT NOT LONGER 

DfT are separately considering a trial of increasing the weight limit of standard articulated vehicles to 

48 tonnes when used in intermodal operation. As such, this possibility will not be explicitly duplicated 

in this work. In addition to this, DfT have received a request to consider whether a 100 tonne vehicle 

is feasible within existing length constraints. This has been considered beyond the scope of this 

research because preliminary consideration showed that this would present a very different set of 

quite substantial challenges compared with 60 t and 25m long LHVs. If maximum axle weights 

stayed the same, it is quite possible that a 100t vehicle would require 12 axles. In an overall length 

of only 16.5m, comprised of a separate tractor and trailer, this would be difficult to achieve with 

suitable gaps between axles. Even if existing axle weight limits could be achieved, such a vehicle 

would be likely to present significant challenges for medium to long span bridges where the amount 

of load per metre length of bridge is a significant factor as well as axle load. If maximum axle weight 

were increased, this would present significant challenges in terms of pavement wear and the 

challenges for bridges would be increased and extended to short span structures. 

Although it is possible that technical solutions could be found for these vehicles, for example, mobile 

cranes and abnormal indivisible load vehicles have significantly higher axle weights, the solutions 

are different (e.g. “pendle” axles with multiple wheels across the axle to spread load). As such, this 

prospect was not explicitly considered further in this report. 
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3 WHAT IS PERMITTED IN OTHER COUNTRIES? 

3.1 SUMMARY 

The main focus of this review is on countries with economies and transport systems that are similar 

to the UK, such that results from their experiences might be transferable to a GB context. As such, 

the most obvious countries to consider would be those in Northern Europe that started trials as early 

as 2001, such as the Netherlands, Denmark, Belgium, Germany, and then those in Southern Europe 

such as Spain and Italy.  However, there are also lessons to be learned from countries with key 

differences to GB, but where LHVs have been in common use for much longer, first looking at 

Scandinavia, and even wider, to Australia and North America.  These countries have had longer to 

develop both technology and management approaches, including Performance Based Standards 

(PBS), and also to see gradual societal acceptance of LHVs and these approaches may still be 

highly relevant in a GB context. 

 

3.2 AUSTRALIA AND THE PBS APPROACH 

Australia is a very large country with some places sparsely populated and with very different 

transport challenges to the UK. As such, the types of vehicle that are feasible and economically 

desirable are quite different to the UK. As such, the Australian usage of vehicles, that are longer 

and/or heavier than those permitted in the UK, has not been considered in detail. However, Australia 

is one of the foremost users of ‘higher capacity transport’ and has been at the forefront of the 

development of an innovative regulatory system to enable their use. Although the specific solutions 

and usage levels might be different in the UK, the regulatory principles may be transferrable. 

In Australia, standard vehicles are defined by prescriptive regulations similar to those used in 

Europe. However, vehicles larger than this can be permitted without any specific prescription of 

maximum length, weight, or configuration. Instead, industry is encouraged to use “high productivity 

vehicles” that suit their particular operation, provided they meet a range of safety and infrastructure 

protection criteria, that are expressed as 4 different levels of performance and are aligned with 4 

different levels of infrastructure. This is known as the performance-based standards (PBS) approach 

and the detailed rules can be found in (NHVR, 2020). The specific standards are: 

 Longitudinal Performance (low speed): 

• Startability: The ability to commence forward motion on a specified slope. 

• Gradeability: The ability to maintain forward motion on a specified slope and the ability to 

achieve a minimum speed on a 1% slope. 

• Acceleration capability: Ability to accelerate from rest of to increase speed on a road. 

 Directional Performance (low speed): 

• Low speed swept path: the maximum width of the swept path, defined by the paths of the 

extreme points of the vehicle, as it negotiates a 90 degree turn with 12.5m outer radius. 

• Frontal Swing: defines the maximum amount by which the front outside corner tracks outside 

the path of the front outside wheel of the vehicle, in the same low speed turn. 

• Tailswing: defines the maximum amount by which the rear outside corner tracks outside the 

initial and final straight paths of the vehicle, in the same low speed turn. 
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• Steer tyre friction demand: measures the ability of the steer axle to generate enough frictional 

force to make the combination negotiate a low speed 90 degree turn (a potential problem with 

multiple driven, non steered axles on short wheelbase vehicles). 

 Directional and roll performance (high speed): 

• Static rollover threshold: a measure of the resistance to rollover associated with the 

fundamental geometry and stiffness properties of the vehicle and load. 

• Rearward amplification: a measure of the ‘whipcrack’ effect that can happen in combinations 

with trailers when the lead vehicle undertakes a sudden lane change manoeuvre. 

• Tracking ability on a straight path: How well the path(s) of the trailer(s) track the path of the 

prime mover on a straight road with lateral slope or an uneven surface. 

• High speed transient offtracking: The distance by which the last axle in a combination tracks 

outside the path of the steer axle in a sudden evasive manoeuvre. 

• Yaw damping coefficient: a measure of how quickly the sway of the rearmost trailer subsides 

after a sudden steering input. 

 Infrastructure protection: 

• Pavement vertical loading: A measure of the vertical forces applied. 

• Horizontal pavement loading: A measure of the horizontal forces applied when starting or 

accelerating. 

• Tyre contact area: the degree to which tyre loads are spread across the pavement. 

• Bridge loading: a formula to assess the maximum effect of a vehicle on a bridge, relative to a 

reference vehicle. 

The results of most of the tests above categorise the vehicle performance into one of four levels. Four 

levels of infrastructure standard are also defined by infrastructure authorities. Access to the road 

network is then granted by matching the vehicle PBS standard to the standard of the road network. 

Gaining access in Australia is complex because of the Federal structure and the fact that road 

standards are controlled differently in each state. However, typically, high productivity vehicles are 

given access to a defined network of roads in a particular state by a specific permit that they apply for. 

To supplement this scheme, the Federal Government has worked with all Australian road agencies 

to create the intelligent access programme (IAP) (NVHR, 2021). This scheme monitors the use of a 

vehicle via an in-vehicle unit (IVU) equipped with satellite tracking, on-board sensors and 

communications (telematics), though exact specifications vary according to the requirements of the 

infrastructure owners. Telematics hardware and analytical services are supplied commercially by 

private sector technology companies accredited by an independent body, Transport Certification 

Australia (TCA). Compliance may be assessed either by the technology supplier or by TCA, but TCA 

act as the trusted and secure gateway that controls who can see the agreed compliance data. A 

national law enables road authorities to make enrolment in the IAP a condition of a permit to allow 

the use of LHVs. In some states it is imposed as a precondition of being able to use LHVs on a 

particular route and in some it can be used to grant additional access to operators that demonstrate 

high levels of compliance. More details of this approach are provided in section 5.2.3. 

Discussion with contacts at TCA and ARRB confirm that their PBS scheme does permit “overheight” 

vehicles that may be comparable to double deck vehicles in the UK but details of how comparable 

vehicles were to UK double decked vehicles could not be identified. 
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3.3 NORTH AMERICA AND REST OF THE WORLD 

Various forms of LHV are in use in other countries where, like Australia, haul distances can be much 

larger than GB and the vehicles and regulations reflect this.  Beyond the distances, some of these 

countries also have greater differences in culture, governance, and regulation versus GB, than 

would be the case within the EU.  They are included here to provide an insight into the range of 

policy approaches that have been adopted to operate vehicles, that are large, in relation to the local 

infrastructure, even if the actual vehicle dimensions would not be suitable for use in GB. 

The primary source for this section is (ITF, 2019) with some short sections of directly quoted text.  

(For more detailed descriptions of the situation in each country, see Annex 1 of this reference) 

 

3.3.1 CANADA  

Canada introduced the first PBS system in the mid-1980s (Australia followed in the 1990s) to try and 

harmonise HGV weight and dimension limits within their own country, without having to specify 

every single minor design variant that would comply.  The Canadians also applied three principles in 

guiding their policy choice: 

1. To encourage the use of the most stable heavy vehicle configurations through the 
implementation of practical, enforceable weight and dimensions limits. 

2. To balance the available capacities of the national highway transportation system by 
encouraging the use of the most productive vehicle configurations relative to their impact on 
the infrastructure. 

3. To provide the motor transport industry with the ability to serve markets across Canada using 
safe, productive, nationally acceptable equipment. 

After extensive physical testing, this led to a series of vehicle envelopes (including size, weight and 

performance) within which compliance could be assessed across a whole class of vehicle, and then 

used to regulate where or how such a class could be operated. 

Canada made a distinction between common freight vehicles, that travel on general truck routes, 

and specialised very High Capacity/ Productivity Vehicles, that are limited access vehicles that can 

operate only on specific routes. 

For the more common full road system access vehicles, Canada used PBS and vehicle parameter 

sensitivity analysis to create a set of “vehicle envelopes”, that still included configurations that in 

Europe would be classed as LHVs, as summarised in Figure 5 (the detailed values are given in (ITF, 

2019)  tables 12 and 13) where for reference, the ‘long’ semi-trailer elements are commonly longer 

than a standard European unit, at 48 ft / 14.6m long. 
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Figure 5: Dimensional and mass limits and reference definitions for Canadian Vehicle 

Envelope System 

Beyond this envelope, Canada then permits the use of “High productivity limited access” vehicles. 

PBS is used as a compliance tool to judge acceptability and in most regions, vehicles operate under 

special permit programs, governed by strict operating conditions and a structure and enforcement 

framework designed to engender a level of safety consciousness, which far exceeds that found in 

other vehicle classes.  The special permit system requires that operators meet conditions 

(depending on the state) relating to driver training, driving experience physical fitness, criminal 

records, hours of operation (time of day), vehicle dimensions (wheelbase, hitch offset, dolly drawbar 

length) adverse weather operations, vehicle tracking and swaying and overtaking. 

 

3.3.2 USA 

In most US states, ‘standard’ articulated combinations range from 12.2 – 16.2m with tandem axle 

semi-trailers.  Longer Combination Vehicles (LCVs) - longer than 60 ft / 18.3m, are then permitted in 

certain states in three common configurations shown in Figure 6. 

The larger semi-trailer element shown are commonly longer than a standard European unit, at 48 ft / 

14.6m long, resulting combinations over 100ft (30m).  

LCVs are permitted in about half the states, with some states restricting us to the Toll-motorways. 
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Figure 6: Common LCVs in USA 

Perhaps the most distinctive point about US context is that in 1991 the national government 

passed an act prohibiting states from further expanding the permitted routes or removing 

restrictions on LCVs. 

From the current website (U.S. DoT, 2019) this appears to still be the case, as shown in the 2017 

map from their current website. This means that while the number of LCV in the USA is not capped 

per se – the demand for such vehicles is effectively constrained by the routes they can be used on. 

 

Figure 7: Permitted Longer Combination Vehicles on the National Highway System: 2017 

(U.S. DoT, 2019) 
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3.3.3 SOUTH AFRICA 

In 2004 the South African Department of Transport recommended a combination of PBS and self-

regulation as a possible solution to the country’s many challenges in the road freight sector, 

including: reducing the cost of logistics, reducing greenhouse gas emissions, protecting an ageing 

infrastructure from the impact of ever-growing freight demand, and improving alarming road safety 

statistics. 

In 2006 a PBS pilot project was launched, to examine the performance in real operations, adopting 

the Australian PBS standards, with some tailoring of infrastructure elements to suit their context. 

The pilot began in 2007 with two vehicles, growing slowly over 10 years to 245 vehicles in 2017 

across 10 industries, the last data we could find (de Saxe, et al., 2019).  The vehicles are constantly 

monitored and the data processed by a series of project partners from industry and academia, with 

data also being collected for a set of baseline vehicles to provide a counterfactual.  They report a 

12% reduction in fuel use and carbon emissions per tonne-km, arising from a saving more than 

6,200 journeys and 735,000 km per month.  The safety outcomes show a 39% reduction in collision 

rate compared to the baseline vehicles.  As of 2019 the project was continuing to grow and there 

was an expectation that the national DfT would soon move for formalise PBS into the national 

regulations.  The vehicle permitted can be very large with the main two classes ranging from 18.6 m 

to 30.0 m with combination masses ranging from 56.8tto 82t and then two further classes only 

operating either in remote areas or on private mines, up to 42.8m in length and 185t combination 

mass. 

 

3.3.4 REST OF THE WORLD 

Given unlimited time, it would be possible to expand the review to cover other countries where it is 

known there are vehicles comparable to the European LHVs, but the number of references is more 

limited, as is the amount of data.  However, in order to emphasise that the use of these vehicles is 

much more widespread that the westernised nations, we note cases in China, other parts of Africa, 

eastern Europe (including Estonia and studies in relation to Slovakia), Iceland and South America 

(Mexico, Argentina, Uruguay and Brazil). 

The systems adopted are often based on research or even performance standards adapted from 

earlier adopting countries.  In China, as part of the national change towards a more sustainable 

growth model, their regulations were revised with some inspiration from EU 96/53 and the Chinese 

Modular System (CMS) has some roots in the European EMS. 

 

3.4 EUROPE 

3.4.1 SWEDEN 

Sweden has a long history of using vehicles that are longer and heavier than the EU norm in specific 

forestry applications. However, more than 10 years ago they formally adopted a policy of developing 

a “High Capacity Transport” (HCT) system more generally and have increased weights and 

dimensions in stages (CLOSER, 2021) (Vierth, et al., 2018): 

 1968: 37 tonnes, 24m. 
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 1974: 51.4 tonnes, 24m. 

 1990: 56 tonnes, 24m. 

 1993: 60 tonnes, 24m. 

 1995: SE join EU & negotiate to ensure 60t/24m can still be used. 

 1996: The concept of EMS added to EU regulations & 25.25m and 60t permitted. 

 2012: HCT Policy adopted. 

 2015: 64 tonnes & 25.25m. 

 2018: 74 tonnes & 25.25m. 

In addition to this, combinations at 64 and 74 tonnes and an overall length of 34.5m (based on two 

standard semi-trailers) are being actively trialed. 

In the earlier years regulations were based on a design prescriptive approach including ‘traditional’ 

Swedish forestry vehicles and the slightly different EMS combinations. However, in 2018 a Swedish 

version of the PBS approach was implemented for vehicles that exceed 64 tonnes2. For those 

vehicles the configuration is not explicitly controlled, instead any configuration that meets the 

following requirements are considered (de Saxe, et al., 2019): 

 Static Rollover Threshold (≥ 0.35∙g, if the vehicle is not equipped with an active rollover 

prevention system): 

• Rearward amplification of yaw rate (≤ 2.4). 

• Yaw damping coefficient (≥ 0.15). 

• Tracking ability (≤ 0.4 m off-tracking on a straight path with 5% cross fall). 

• Startability (≥ 12%, if the load on driven axles is less than 20% of total weight). 

• Engine effect (5 kW/t up to 44t and 2 kW/t for weight in excess of 44t). 

• Coupling strength (according to ISO 18868:2013). 

• Parking brake of the towed vehicle (should hold the vehicle on a 12% road grade). 

• Braking activation delay for the complete vehicle (≤ 0.6 s, if the vehicle is not equipped with an 

Electronic Braking System, EBS). 

The turning performance of the vehicle is not part of this standard but in Sweden all power driven 

vehicles must meet the EU turning requirement (Regulation EU 1230/2012) to turn a full circle 

between concentric radii of 12.5m outer and 5.3m inner circles. All road trains must meet a very 

similar requirement except the inner radius is reduced to 2m (Swedish Transport Agency, 2018). 

Sweden implement a series of 4 ‘bearing classes’ for their road (and bridge) network3: 

 BK1: Max 64 tonnes GVW, potentially reduced depending on wheelbase and axle load. 

 BK2: Max 51.4 tonnes GVW, potentially reduced depending on wheelbase and axle load. 

 BK3: Max 37.5 tonnes GVW, potentially reduced depending on wheelbase and axle load. 

 BK4: Max 74 tonnes GVW, potentially reduced depending on wheelbase and axle load. 

 

(Piecyk & Allen, 2020) state that when Sweden increased its maximum weight from 51 tonnes to 60 

tonnes, €2.7 billion was invested in upgrading roads and bridges to increase the bearing capacity. 

 

2 https://transportstyrelsen.se/TSFS/TSFS%202018_40.pdf 
3 https://www.trafikverket.se/for-dig-i-branschen/vag/bk--barighetsklasser-pa-vagar-och-broar 
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It is up to road owners to classify what roads are determined to be in each bearing class and, 

therefore, what vehicles are able to access them. (CLOSER, 2021) identified that in 2019 20% of 

state roads and 30% of the Strategic network in Sweden were classed as BK4. (Asp, 2019) 

identified that 10 billion SEK (c£804million, 945million Euros at 2022 rates) had been allocated to 

strengthen the most important roads. The implementation plan was that by 2025, 40% of state roads 

and 60% of the strategic network would be accessible at BK4. (CLOSER, 2021) reported that 

progress was ahead of schedule and this may be achieved by the end of 2023.  According to our 

interview with the Australian TCA, some or all of their IT platform for managing these access rights 

was adopted by Sweden. 

(CLOSER, 2021) cited a Trafikverket report considering the socio-economic impact of moving to 

longer (34.5m) vehicles and found benefits of 1 to 1.4 billion Euros for costs of >€10 million euros for 

improving “tight” roundabouts and road width in urban areas. 

(Vierth, et al., 2008) found that 74% of tonne kms freight in Sweden was carried by vehicles with a 

capacity of more than 40 tonnes and/or had 7 or more axles. (Asp, 2019) state that the Swedish 

HCT programme targets 80% of freight transport work on road being undertaken using HCT (defined 

as vehicles >60 tonne or 25.25m) by 2030, leading to energy consumption being 10% lower per 

tonne km than in 2018 (when 60 tonne 25.25m vehicles had already been legal for 22 years). The 

target for 2020 is for HCT to represent 5% of tonne kms and for 45% by 2025. 

3.4.2 FINLAND 

The development of HCTs in Finland has closely tracked that in Sweden – indeed, competition 

between the timber industries of the two countries has been cited as one of the drivers for the 

expansion in use of these vehicles in both countries (ITF, 2019) and (CLOSER, 2021).  They 

permitted 25.25m combinations at 60 tonnes and then 76 tonnes from 2013 and a height increase 

from 4.2 to 4.4m.  In 2019 they obtained EU approval to move up to 34.5m at the same weight 

(CLOSER, 2021). 

Although the logging sector is often referred to as the main user of HCTs, use in other sectors is 

expanding including mail/parcels, food products to supermarkets, container port traffic, wood 

products, cardboard and new uses are still emerging.  HCTs are also no longer just used for long 

haul work, with short haul uses seen, such as between ports and factories (CLOSER, 2021). 

This expansion of use cases may arise from the fact that in Finland, there are no special route 

restrictions (unlike Sweden) – their 2019 regulation “applies to the entire street and private road 

networks”, relying instead on very tightly defined technical requirements (Stability, safety, turnability). 
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Figure 8: Finnish LHV in urban setting (CLOSER, 2021) 

There is reportedly an extensive monitoring system for all combinations > 28m. 

 

Figure 9: Finnish LHV monitoring data (CLOSER, 2021) 

There are calls for higher weight limits to be permitted (beyond trials) at 84t, 90t or more, but any 

such increase could not apply to the entire road network due to infrastructure limits and so 

introduces more complexity than can be covered by the current ‘all access’ regulation. 

 

3.4.3 NORWAY 

Norway has permitted 25.25m / 60t vehicles since 2014 (ITF, 2019) with some conditions. 

From web and trade reports we can see that an amendment to the Norwegian Regulations on the 

use of vehicles entered into force on 15 January 2020, has expanded the access these vehicles can 

have, but we have not yet located a reliable source document.  According to trade reports, the 

“modular road network” (where traffic of 25.25 m long modular combinations is allowed) is now 

available to 24-metre long trucks with GVW of 60 tonnes with one trailer/semi-trailer, an increase 
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from 19.5 metres and up to 50 tonnes. An exception to this pervious limit was timber trucks. For this 

type of transport, the vehicle could be extended to 24 metres and its gross vehicle weight could 

reach 60 tonnes. 

Source documents relating to Norway appear to be limited - for example although the major ITF/OECD 

and CEDR reports both Norwegian contributors they contain very few details for the country and there 

was no specific reference cited as a source, even for the length and weight values cited. 

 

3.4.4 NETHERLANDS 

The Netherlands was the first EU country outside of Sweden and Finland to formally begin trials of 

25.25m 60 tonne LHVs, in 2001.  It is worth noting that the maximum weight of standard articulated 

combinations in NL was already 50 tonnes, rather than the 40 tonnes in Directive EU 96/53. This 

meant that their bridges were designed to a higher standard than was typical in Europe, such that 60 

tonne LHVs were of no significant concern for bridge overload. 

According to (Aarts, et al., 2010), LHV use in NL has developed in three phases, with evaluation 

after each of the first two.   Phase 1 (2001-2003) involved only 4 companies and 4 LHVs.  Phase 2 

(2004-2006) expanded the pilot initially to 66 companies and 100 LHVs, growing to 76 companies 

and 162 LHVs by the end.   Phase 3 (2007-2011) involved 196 companies and 429 LHVs as of 

January 2010. The results were good and from 2013 these longer and heavier vehicles were 

permitted on part of the public road network, subject to special permits (ITF 2019).  At a workshop 

on the modal shift effects of LHVs in the EU (IFT 2019) it was reported that by 2016, there were 

1400 LHVs in use.  

The vehicle configurations permitted in NL are the same as defined in Figure 1 (Aarts, et al., 2010). 

(Aarts & Feddes, 2009) found that 56% of the fleet were configuration D (rigid vehicle 

+dolly+semitrailer). Configuration A (tractor, semi-trailer, drawbar trailer) represented 23%, with B-

doubles at 12%, configuration E (rigid + two drawbar trailers) were 6 % and a longer rigid towing a 

longer full trailer were just 3%. 

The regulation of LHVs in the trials involved not only permits on vehicles (on tractive units permitted 

to pull LHV combinations) and roads (contained in a national ‘Road Document’ that gave all the 

roads open to LHVs) but also access to drop points or ‘core areas’. In 2010-11, there were 447 core 

areas but there was big variation in size location and layout).  Individual companies needed a 

specific ‘dispensation’ to take LHVs into each core area (Rakic, et al., 2011).  

(Aarts & Feddes, 2009) stated that vehicles joining the trial in the 3rd phase had to be equipped with 

front underrun protection, vision enhancing systems, electronically controlled brake systems (EBS), 

on-board axle weighing so that the driver could see axle weights, ‘closed’ sideguards and a special 

length sign on the rear. Approval for LHV use was marked on the registration of the vehicle.  Two 

rear axles on the middle trailer (or dolly) must carry no more than 1.5 times the weight of the prime 

mover. LHVs were not permitted to carry hazardous goods and could not be used on slippery roads 

or when visibility was less than 200 metres. Drivers required a minimum 5 years experience and a 

separate LHV certificate. 

The Netherlands is also working on the preliminary phases of a trial to permit “A-double” 

combinations at 32m length and 72 tonnes in weight. These are referred to as EMS 2. (Smits, 2021) 
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Consultation with contacts at the Dutch Ministry revealed that in total now there were about 2,000 

EMS vehicles (25.25m at 50 or mainly 60 tonnes) out of an overall HGV fleet (more than 3.5 tonnes) 

of about 130,000. It was confirmed that the approach to road access remained similar to the trial. 

General access was granted to the motorway network. Individual operators would apply for a permit 

to use vehicles from their base and using a specific route to the motorway and from there to the 

destination. Once a route is approved for one operator, it is added to a database so that it is 

subsequently available to any operator. 

NL are also trialling the concept of an intelligent access programme, currently with only two service 

providers. The rationale for this was that the biggest risk to their infrastructure was not the longer 

and heavier vehicles per se, but overloading more generally and that the existing control of 

overloading was ineffective. They found that data privacy issues were the biggest barrier to 

introduction and that these barriers were institutional and regulatory. In fact, they found that 

responsible operators were quite ready to share data because they wanted to comply with rules but 

needed a level playing field to be able to compete with operators who may be less compliant. As 

such, weighing was an important part of the scheme, but these measurements were taken statically 

because on board axle weighing was not yet considered sufficiently accurate for measurements in 

motion to be considered. 

In terms of safety, monitoring was only undertaken in the first parts of the trial (last report 2013). The 

stakeholders we engaged suggest that, since then, safety had really not been seen as an issue in 

NL for EMS 1 (25.25m/60t) to the extent that funding for studies was not seen as good value. 

Studies of safety are now focussed on EMS 2. 

 

3.4.5 DENMARK 

Denmark began trials of EMS HCTs at 25.25m and 60 tonnes in 2008 on a limited road network 

covering ~1000km of national highways and 10km of local roads, connecting 36 selected locations 

(companies, ports, DCs).  The trial has been prolonged twice and as of 2018 almost all national 

roads (4200km) were open to EMS along with 585 km of local roads, connecting 240 locations. 

Four specific designs are permitted, being the same as Figure 1, with the exception of type E, the 

rigid towing two centre axle drawbar trailers. 

A significant feature of the Danish trial has been the large number of “crossings” and roundabouts 

rebuilt or adjusted to make roads EMS accessible and so maximise the network that can be used. It 

is not 100% clear whether crossings means cross-road type junctions or perhaps bridges.  For these 

amendments, a single design, type B, was used as the limiting case, presumably because of its 

lesser standard of low speed manoeuvrability (in the absence of steered trailer axles). 

B 
 

B-Double/link design used as 
limiting case for DN road 
modifications 

 

During the course of the trial for 2008-2011 (MoT Denmark, ND) reported that around €17m was 

invested in road infrastructure to support the use of LHVs and that this was estimated to generate an 
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additional annual infrastructure maintenance cost of around €0.2m. However, this was expected to 

generate a return on investment of 2.6 by 2016. 

Importantly, these changes were specified by the national road authority in consultation with the 

local police, and the costs were met by the national government for the state roads, but by local 

authorities and private companies for all other roads. This latter initiative was called “the Enterprise 

Programme” (MoT Denmark, ND). It was intended to ensure that the investment in the LHV road 

network occurred only where it was needed and enable private companies to invest in a new or 

improved road infrastructure to connect their facility to the national LHV network. The private 

companies were often financially supported by local authorities in a public private partnership. 

In December 2020, the Danish national agreement on green transition led to work to analyse the 

feasibility of an EMS 2 compliant network.  The study is looking at international experience of all 32-

34m combinations, but with a primary focus on DUO2 (EMS2) A-Double.   They are looking in 

particular at the experience around Europe where these are in use (Finland, Sweden, trials in Spain 

and the pilot studies and trials in Netherlands) (CLOSER, 2021). 

 

3.4.6 BELGIUM 

(Vlaanderen MOW, 2020) states that 4 LHV configurations are permitted in Flanders as part of their 

trials, the two standard EMS combinations, a B-double and a rigid towing a centre axle drawbar 

combination. The 25.25m truck and full trailer defined based on the NL configurations is not listed. 

The vehicles can be up to 25.25m long and 60 tonnes and must meet additional technical 

requirements for braking and suspension. They must comply with a reduced turning circle 

requirement with an outer radius of 14.5m and an inner radius of 6.5m (compared with standard 

EU/UK limits of 12.5m and 5.3m respectively). The pilot project commenced in 2014 and ran in 2 

phases, the first completing in 2018 and the second scheduled for 2018-24. 

The first pilot project consisted of only two participating companies and 6 routes. In the second pilot 

project the constraints were that the vehicles must drive on an approved route, the vehicle must 

have a permit (granted for one year) and all vehicles in the combination must be checked by a 

recognised technical service. The driver must have obtained a certificate of competence, initially 

provided by the established driver training facilities in the Netherlands, but with a Flemish equivalent 

expected to be available by 2021. 

The permitted routes consisted of motorways, plus some additions within ports and ‘branch routes’ 

which are routes connecting origins and destinations to the rest of the network and are applied for 

by operators on a twice-yearly basis and assessed by experts as to whether they are acceptable. 

The project appears to be largely regulated by ‘Ministerial Decrees’. 

A project was also initiated in the Walloon region and began in October 2017 (Walloon, 2018). The 

project had very similar characteristics to that in Flanders and initially involved two operators and is 

managed by permits that the operators apply for, including application in respect of the route. 

Drivers must have at least 5 years’ experience (C+E) and certified for LHVs either in NL or in the 

Walloon region. 

The vehicles permitted were the same as for Flanders, but restrictions were also applied to require a 

minimum loading length of 18m and that for the transport of containers, a maximum of 3 Twenty 

Foot Equivalent Units (TEU) were permitted. The carriage of 45-foot containers was not permitted 
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and nor was the carriage of dangerous goods or live animals. Vehicles also had to be equipped with 

an Electronic Braking System (EBS) and an electronic stability control (ESC) or “rolling stability 

system”. It appears likely that this means and electronic stability control with either a directional 

(yaw) stability control function or a roll stability control function. The brake reaction time of trailer 

axles was also tightly controlled such that as you move back down the combination, each group of 

axles shall react no more than 0.1s later than the axle group ahead of it. A minimum power of 5kw 

per tonne was required. The turning circle was 14.5m and 6.5m as per the Flanders project. 

Routes were risk assessed by the applicant transport companies against a set of criteria provided 

and must use the shortest possible connection to the approved main routes listed by the Authorities. 

Routes can cross from Walloon to Flanders but in that case the operator would need to obtain 

permits from both the Walloon and Flanders Governments. 

(Walloon, 2018) also report that a 2015 decision of the Benelux committee of Minsters offers the 

possibility of implementing cross-border transport within the Benelux countries and that the 

Netherlands, the Walloon region and the Flemish Region have agreed to use this possibility. 

Luxembourg declined at this time. Vehicles must comply with all three sets of regulation, which were 

stated to be similar, such that a large number of combinations in existence will be able to meet all 

requirements. 

3.4.7 GERMANY 

Germany’s earliest exploration of longer vehicles was their “Gigaliner” (or BigMaxx) which was an 

extended semi-trailer, with an overall vehicle length up to 17.8m, similar to but slightly shorter than 

the GB Longer-Semi-trailer.   Around 300 of these trailers were in use from 2006-7 and it is 

important to note this, because some of the initial public response to all longer and or heavier 

vehicles saw them all being associated with this “Gigaliner” step (Irzik, et al., 2016).  Gigaliners 

could be operated on almost all roads in most, but not all states.  

Around the same time, a 2006 study showed that permitting LHVs across the country would pose 

significant challenges and requirements for substantial reinforcement of bridges (estimated at EUR 8 

billion and heavily driven by the structures in the former East Germany) (Originally Glasser et. al 

2006, cited in (Irzik, et al., 2016). 

The German trials of 25.25m LHVs began in 2012, for an initial period of five years, with regulations 

defining requirements for the vehicles or vehicle combinations, equivalent to types A, B, C and D 

and Figure 1, but, like Denmark, not the Triple combination (Type E).  The existing Gigaliner was 

incorporated into the regulations as a type on its own, but was permitted on a wider range of routes. 

Only a few were noted as being in use on the trial. 

The most common design (58%) was the Rigid-dolly-semi-trailer (Type D in Figure 1) followed by 

Type A, Tractor-Semi-Trailer-Dolly-Centre axle trailer (43%).  Only 10 trailers (7%) were of Type B 

or C. Direct communication with the author of the German report suggested that the non-standard 

nature of a longer semi-trailer and the interlink trailer of a B-Double combined with the 4 year 

duration of the trial may have artificially constrained their usage because of operator concerns over 

return on investment and residual value.  
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A 
 

Tractor + Semi-trailer + Centre-
axle-trailer  (EMS Format A) 

D 
 

Rigid-dolly-semi-trailer 

Figure 10: Most common DLHV designs in DE trial: A & D  

Performance Based Standards were not used to specify the vehicles and no intelligent access 

system was deployed. The trial was managed with a philosophy that the infrastructure was fixed so 

problems had to be solved via either vehicle performance or route restrictions. As such, vehicles 

were required to be compliant with German national manoeuvrability standards. These were 

understood to be similar to EU standards but it is noted that (Lippold & Schemmel, 2017) in their 

study of the accessibility of parking in Germany found the swept path (test procedure unknown) to 

be around 1m larger than standard HGVs. The LHVs in the trial also had to be fitted with a range of 

safety features such as ESC, ACC/AEB, Traction control, EBS, rear view camera and air 

suspension on all but the front axle. 

The trial was restricted to a pre-defined set of routes.  In 2016, the approved network covered 

11,600km, of which around 70% is federal motorway, and representing 60% of all German federal 

motorway.  Not all German states joined the trial at the start, with some joining, with limited routes, 

later.   

The key distinction between the German trials and others in the EU, was the absence of a weight 

increase, with all LHVs limited to the same levels as other articulated HGVs, i.e. 40 tonnes, or 44 

tonnes where operating as part of a multi-modal journey. The regulations also set requirements for 

drivers, loads, driving behaviour (overtaking by LHVs was largely prohibited) and a commitment to 

participation in the research, including periodic empirical surveys of all the operators and, for single 

year only (2013) a continuous trip survey, with a follow up 3 month survey in 2015 (Burg, Schrempp, 

Röhling, Klaas-Wissing, Schreiner, 2016) cited in (Irzik, et al., 2016)).  The surveys showed that 

91% of the trips were between warehouses or production sites. 

At the time of the final report, the trial involved showed that around 59 companies had registered for 

the trial, and 158 vehicle combinations were approved for use. 

Direct correspondence with the authors suggests that the situation now is that the use of 25.25m 

LHVs has been fully legalised, without any increase in GVW, and the trial of longer semi-trailers has 

been extended to try to gain additional numbers and evidence. Since the main trial has completed, 

obligations to report the usage of LHVs and requirements for special reporting of collisions etc. have 

been removed. As such, LHVs cannot be identified separately to any other type of HGV and no 

objective data exists to quantify the actual usage or safety in service. It was reported that the 

available route network had expanded and now included nearly all motorways. It was thought that 

usage would have increased significantly but this couldn’t be quantified. There are no formal plans 

for further trials but there are regular requests from industry to consider higher weights. 
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3.4.8 SPAIN 

Direct literature on the Spanish use of LHVs is hard to identify using an English language search.  

The lack of references in other major reviews perhaps indicates that they had the same challenge.  

What is known is that the use of EMS1 configurations was permitted on Spanish roads from 

December 2015 at 25.25m and up to 60 tonnes (Orden PRE/2788/2015, 2015). 

The project team engaged with stakeholders from Idiada, a private proving ground, test and 

research service in Catalonia that was involved in the research leading to the decision and 

subsequently in delivering approvals in accordance with the requirements. Discussions with them 

suggested the following situation. 

A small scale scientific trial (a few instrumented vehicles travelling on a few different individual 

routes) was undertaken in 2015. There was initially a lot of safety concern but in the short trials they 

found behaviour to be very good, with the general exception of manoeuvrability in parking areas 

where very skilled drivers were needed. The short trials were converted directly to a regulation 

permitting use more generally in 2016. Overall, it was reported that the process proved easier than 

expected and that this may partly be because deciding to do it later than other countries such as 

Sweden, Finland, the Netherlands and Germany means they could just use information and learning 

from their earlier work. 

Spain permits 25.25m and 60 tonne combinations at a max 4m height and with a minimum 7 axles 

on any configuration. General national requirements for traction of goods vehicles meant that it was 

very difficult to achieve LHVs with only one driven axle. 

Road restrictions are described as being quite tight, with the original intention to be from highway 

entry to exit as far as possible. Each and every operator wishing to use an LHV has to apply for a 

permit. The application process includes the requirement to provide a safety case and an analysis of 

the manoeuvrability of the vehicle combination(s) on the roads involved. This must be done even if 

another operator has made the same route application with similar vehicles. Applications can be for 

multiple vehicles, but each combination that could be used must be specifically identified by unique 

tractor and trailer VIN. The application system is based on their national system for dealing with 

Abnormal Indivisible Load (AIL) movements (e.g. the Spanish equivalent of ESDAL). 

In terms of users, the vehicles were commonly used in the volume freight sector and car parts and 

supermarkets were specifically mentioned. The total number of LHVs was estimated to be around 

1,000 but since legalisation, the usage was essentially unmonitored. Safety data would theoretically 

be available through national reporting statistics, but the stakeholders were not aware of any 

comparative stats being available. 

Originally, vehicles were imported from Sweden and pre-dated the changes to UNECE Regulations 

13 and 55 which were specifically intended to allow approval of multi-trailer vehicles in terms of 

brakes and couplings. Additional systems such as ESC are required but otherwise the arrangement 

tends to follow the Swedish model. There are no additional requirements for rear steered axles or 

manoeuvrability and PBS and IAP are not used. 

Idiada highlighted that even after amendments to UN Regulations 55 and 13, there were still 

important items such as Dollies that could not be type approved under the EU scheme. These were 

approved on a national basis through a Small Series scheme. 
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Spain is now also moving on to a trial of EMS 2 with consideration of 32m and 70 tonnes. Their first 

use case is for transport of car parts from factory to assembly site. Retail industries are now also 

showing interest. 

 

3.4.9 PORTUGAL AND ITALY 

No literature has been identified in relation to Portugal either but consultation with contacts at the 

Laboratório Nacional de Engenharia Civil identified that they have also permitted the European 

modular system in national transport not subject to international competition4. 

Direct literature on the use of LHVs in Italy is similarly hard to find in searches and so far we have 

not found anything useful, apart from references in other documents that the trailers are in use. 

 

3.4.10 EUROPEAN UNION 

The European Union sets a policy framework (Directive 96/53/EC) for the weights and dimensions of 

goods vehicles by specifying configurations that must be guaranteed free circulation, without 

competitive discrimination, in all EU Member States. However, this does not dictate an absolute 

single standard for all EU countries, and higher GVWs are permitted in several countries, including 

the UK. As already stated, the concept of the European Modular System was created within this 

framework in order to allow Sweden and Finland to continue to use vehicles larger than the EU norm 

when they joined the bloc. While individual Member States are free to permit the use of EMS within 

their borders, the Directive is ambiguous about cross border traffic. It is clear that it is not a 

requirement of the Directive that Member states permit cross border transport with these vehicles. 

However, it is less clear whether cross border transport is permitted if each country affected also 

permit the vehicles nationally. In 2012, the EC made a legal interpretation that cross border 

transport was permitted5. However, after extensive opposition in the EU Parliament this 

interpretation was reversed such that it was considered that cross border transport was not 

permitted6. 

On the 21st January 2022 the EC issued a call for evidence in relation to a review of the framework 

relating to the weights and dimensions of commercial vehicles. This included many elements related 

mainly to the environmental and safety performance of vehicles, including assessing the 

effectiveness of past changes in relation to aerodynamic aids and elongated cabins. However, it 

also included an aim to tackle the fragmentation of the market for the use of over size and over 

weight vehicles. They identified that current rules “hamper the full potential” for use of the European 

Modular System “for greening the sector”. Possible policy measures identified at a more detailed 

level included the relevant selection reproduced below: 

• removing barriers and providing incentives for energy saving technologies such as electric 

trailers 

 

4 Decreto-Lei n.º 132/2017 - Diário da República n.º 196/2017, Série I de 2017-10-11 
5 file:///C:/Users/Malcolm/Downloads/Vice-
President_Kallas_remarks_to_Transport_Committee_on_longer_modular_trucks%20(1).pdf 
6 https://www.euractiv.com/section/transport/news/amber-light-for-monster-truck-traffic-across-borders/ 

https://dre.pt/application/conteudo/108284890
file:///C:/Users/Malcolm/Downloads/Vice-President_Kallas_remarks_to_Transport_Committee_on_longer_modular_trucks%20(1).pdf
file:///C:/Users/Malcolm/Downloads/Vice-President_Kallas_remarks_to_Transport_Committee_on_longer_modular_trucks%20(1).pdf
https://www.euractiv.com/section/transport/news/amber-light-for-monster-truck-traffic-across-borders/
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• Alignment of maximum weights to the most commonly allowed, 

o 44 tonnes already allowed in 13 MS. 

o EMS of up to 25.25m with or without additional weight in cross border transport as 

authorised in 10 and 9 Member States respectively. 

• Permitting cross border transport for EMS at 25m/60 tonnes, where powered by zero 

emissions vehicles or used as part of intermodal transport only. 

• Establishing safety requirements for cross border transport of oversized and overweight 

vehicles. 

• The use of modern information and communication technologies to ensure compliance with 

national permits and road access limitations. 

Although details will only emerge over the next year or more, it is very clear that the EU is 

considering the possibility of much wider use of EMS, with much more harmonisation between 

national standards and permits and potentially the use of some form of the Intelligent Access 

concept to ensure compliance with the rules. 

3.5 ANALYSIS 

It is clear that there is now much more experience with LHVs in Europe than there was at the time of 

the previous UK review of the feasibility of LHVs (Knight, et al., 2008). There is clear divergence in 

terms of the extent of usage of vehicles falling within the scope of this work (60 tonnes and 25.25m). 

In Sweden and Finland, where vehicles of comparable length have been used for half a century or 

more, then they are the default long haul vehicle undertaking a very large proportion of tonne kms. 

However, in the remaining countries where relatively standard length EU combinations have 

historically been the norm, the number of LHVs in operation appears to be in low ‘thousands’ of 

vehicles or single figure percentages of tonne kms, even where there is a decade or two of 

experience. 

It is clear different approaches have been taken in different places but also that where trials have 

occurred, they have tended to be seen as successful and full legalisation or widespread use has 

followed.  

It has not been possible to identify significant information relating to LHV implementation in Portugal, 

Italy, the Czech Republic and Estonia. These countries were identified in EU consultation 

documentation as among those that had trialed or implemented EMS. 
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4 IMPACTS OF LHVS 

4.1 SAFETY 

4.1.1 MANOEUVRABILITY 

(Knight, et al., 2008) highlighted two important aspects of low-speed manoeuvrability that had the 

potential to influence collision risk: the swept path and the tailswing. The swept path reflects the fact 

that the rear of a long rigid vehicle will tend to track inside the path of the front of the vehicle. The 

rear axle “cuts in” to the corner. The extent that this occurs is influenced primarily by the wheelbase 

between axles or between an articulation point and axle, and the number of articulation points. The 

tail swing is the amount by which the rearmost point of the vehicle will swing outside the path of the 

front, as a turn is initiated. It is largely dependent on the tightness of the turn, the wheelbase and the 

amount by which the rear of the vehicle overhangs the rear most axle. 

Both of these performance factors will vary strongly depending on whether or not rear or 

intermediate axles are steered, and if so, the characteristics of the steering systems. (Knight, et al., 

2010) studied the influence of steered axles on the manoeuvrability of longer semi-trailers and 

divided them into three categories: 

 Self-steer axles were passive that steered in response to the frictional forces developed by the 

tyres during a turn. These had the advantage of relatively low cost and weight and disadvantages 

of a typically smaller maximum steering effect. 

 Command steer axles were activated mechanically or hydraulically in direct proportion to the 

articulation angle generated at the coupling between tow vehicle and trailer. These had the 

advantage of increased steering effect and the disadvantage of increased cost and weight. 

(Operators also note the benefits of being able to steer when reversing). 

 Both self-steer and command steer axles had the same effect as reducing the wheelbase – they 

reduced cut in, but increased tail swing. Both could also cause reduced stability in high-speed 

manoeuvres if not designed to mitigate this (e.g. by use of axle locking mechanisms). 

 Active steer axles. These were similar to command steer axles but activated electronically such 

that the relationship between articulation angle between tow vehicle and trailer and the steered 

angle could be varied using a complex algorithm. This approach allowed the tradeoff between cut 

in and tail swing to be eliminated such that near perfect path following could be achieved. It also 

provided the ability to improve high speed stability. The disadvantage was further increases in 

weight and cost. 

Germany applies their national turning circle requirement (BO-Kraftkreis) to LHVs. The source text 

has not been identified so we are not aware of the definitive requirements, but it is thought to be 

similar to the EU requirement. Krone advertise7 a dolly for use in an EMS configuration that utilises 

“active steering”. They state that this easily passes the German requirement because the active 

steering means that the vehicle actually tracks an inner circle radius of 7.2m, well inside the 

regulatory requirement.  

(CLOSER, 2021) presented an ‘intelligent bogie’ concept intended to aid manoeuvrability at lower 

cost and weight penalty than actively steered axles. This concept involved a tri-axle bogie where the 

 

7 https://www.krone-trailer.com/english/products/long-hgv/long-hgv/ 

https://www.krone-trailer.com/english/products/long-hgv/long-hgv/
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rear most axle was a relatively low cost self-steer axle and the centre axle was an intelligently 

controlled lift axle. As the combination began to turn, the rear axle would begin to steer and the lift  

axle would take much of the weight off of the centre axle. This effectively shortens the wheelbase of 

the trailer such that it pivots around the front axle rather than the centre axle (or the mid point 

between the front and centre axles if the rear axle was steered). This was found to be sufficient to 

make a 25.25m EMS combination of a rigid towing a semi-trailer on a dolly pass the EU turning 

requirement. The disadvantages were identified to be an increased tailswing at the rear of the trailer 

and the temporary increase above static loading limits of the front and rear axle in the bogie that 

would share the mass normally taken by the centre axle. It was noted that complex brake control 

was needed and that although the system could pass UNECE Regulation 13 on braking, the heavier 

axles became under braked, which could increase stopping distance in a low speed turn. 

The combination of (Knight, et al., 2008), (Knight, et al., 2010) and (Knight, et al., 2011) showed that 

none of the longer vehicles considered in those reports (note option E, rigid and double drawbar was 

not considered) could meet current regulatory turning circle requirements (EU and UK) without the 

aid of steering axles. It has been shown that longer semi-trailers at 18.55m and 19.4m could be 

compliant when equipped with appropriate steered axles and also that the use of a steered bogie on 

the interlink trailer of the B-Double (as proposed by Denby Transport) could make that compliant. It 

was clear that a B-double with a fixed bogie and standard non-steered EMS combinations of tractor, 

semi-trailer, drawbar or rigid, dolly, semi-trailer could not comply and to permit these vehicles the 

turning circle requirement must be relaxed, as Sweden has done (12.5m outer and 2.0m inner, a 

max swept path of 10.5m for their longest vehicles). 

(Kural, et al., 2012) assessed three standard EU HGVs and a variety of the vehicle configurations 

permitted in the Dutch LHV trials against the safety relevant tests in the Australian Performance 

Based Standards Scheme. This scheme classifies vehicles in terms of 4 levels. None of the LHVs 

were simulated with steered axles. All were classified as level 1 performance. The swept path of the 

standard vehicles was between 4.3 and 5.05m. The LHVs recorded swept paths between 5.05m 

and 7.26m, with the B-double giving the highest score. However, it should be noted that the 

Australian PBS approach requires only a 90 degree turn rather than the full 360 degree turning circle 

required by EU and UK Regulations and so is a less severe test. The swept path is defined as 

illustrated below, as the maximum width (perpendicular to the path) between the outermost and 

innermost trajectories. 

  

Figure 11: Illustration of the swept path definition in the Australian PBS for low speed 

manoeuvrability. (NHVR, 2020) 
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(Kural, et al., 2012) undertook a comparison of the different test methods and when assessed 

according to the full turning circle test, then the standard vehicles had swept paths of 5.0m to 6.72m 

and the LHVs that could complete the test had swept paths from 6.2m to 10.9m. The B Double could 

not complete the manoeuvre. 

(Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) pointed out that in the EU regulatory test, the circumference of the 

inner circle is approximately 33m, so a vehicle in excess of that length could see the front of the 

vehicle meet the rear in the test. It also highlighted that there was a maximum rigid trailer length that 

could possibly meet the requirement regardless of steering geometries of 19.4m, as highlighted in 

Figure 12, below. 

 

Figure 12: Maximum trailer length in EU 360 degree manoeuvrability test. Source: 

(Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) 

(Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) simulated the performance of a range of LHVs in the Australian PBS 

test for low speed swept path (Figure 13), a 90 degree turn with an outer radius of 12.5m, where a 

larger swept path represents worse performance. None of the vehicles involved were equipped with 

steering axles. 
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Figure 13: Low speed swept path for different HGVs and LHVs (Australian test at top, EU at 

bottom). Source: (Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) 

It can be seen that in the Australian test the standard HGVs outperform all of the LHVs by some 

margin, though most of the LHVs meet a limit of 7.4m as used in the Australian PBS. Judged by this 

standard all but 3 of the LHVs assessed could access the whole network, including one in excess of 

27m long. The EU test offers more discrimination between the different standard HGVs with the 

drawbar combinations being more manoeuvrable than the articulated vehicle. It also shows that 

judged by that standard, none of the LHVs could get very close to meeting the requirement without 

steering axles. 

The tail swing performance was also simulated on a 90 degree turn with an 8m radius (Figure 14). 

Again, a larger value represents worse performance. 

 

Figure 14: Tailswing for different HGVs and LHVs. Source: (Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) 
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It can be seen that tail swing performance is more variable. A limit of 0.8m (1m if a lift axle is 

deployed or the rear axle is steered) is set by EU regulation but only for motor vehicles. Neither 

trailers, nor the tractor/trailer combination in service have a tailswing limit applied. As such, the 0.8m 

value cannot be easily compared with the results of (Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014). However, it can be 

seen that a standard articulated vehicle produces the worst result. The results tend to be such that 

those with lower swept path have larger tailswing and vice versa but this is also substantially 

influenced by the extent of rear overhang behind the rearmost axle. 

(de Saxe, et al., 2019) simulated the performance of 27 vehicles considered representative of both 

standard HGVs and longer and heavier combinations already used, or considered likely to be used, 

in Europe. One of the aims of this work was to compare the Australian 90 degree turn for low speed 

manoeuvrability, the EU regulatory manoeuvre and a separate standard implemented for LHVs in 

the Netherlands. Overall, the conclusion in relation to the Australian and EU standards was 

consistent with that of (Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) and they found that the NL standard did not add 

much value over and above the EU and Australian standards. They did, however, find one LHV that 

could comply with the EU turning requirement without steering axles, a rigid vehicle towing two 

drawbar trailers at 24m (vehicle and each trailer suitable for a 20’ container), similar to but slightly 

shorter than combination 10A in (Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014). The standard EMS combinations 

achieved an inner radius of around 3.5 to 4m (compared to the pass value of 5.3m) and a B-double 

with a 3 axle link trailer achieved 2.4m. None of the combinations in excess of 30m could complete 

the manoeuvre at all. 

As such, only one LHV in scope of this work could meet the same level of manoeuvrability 

performance and road access as a standard 16.5m tractor semi-trailer, at least in the conditions 

simulated which did not include any steered axles. However, the debate highlighted about whether 

the more demanding EU test or the Australian test should be used does identify a potential gap in 

knowledge. The argument for the Australian approach is that a 90 degree turn is representative of 

what vehicles might commonly do in service, whereas it would be extremely unusual for a long 

vehicle to travel a full 360 degrees around a circle as is done in the EU case. However, passing the 

harder EU test would guarantee a certain level of performance around a tighter outside radius turn, 

than the 12.5m used in the test, if it was sustained through a lesser angle of say 90 degrees, or 120 

degrees. There has been relatively little published research on what level of manoeuvrability is 

actually needed to successfully and safely negotiate different classes of road. 

(Isted, et al., 2021) examined the potential role of performance based standards and sophisticated 

steering technologies in terms of increasing the capacity of vehicles commonly used in urban 

delivery. As part of this work, they reviewed a small sample of urban road layouts, based on 4 routes 

each from within Oxford, Cambridge and Stevenage. They fitted curves to the bend and junction 

geometries to estimate the outer radius of the turn. They found that in the historic cities of 

Cambridge and Oxford, there was a cluster of turns with an outer radius of around 6.5m to 7m. In 

addition to this, they found a wider band of turns with a radius of between around 8 and 10.5m and it 

was found that most of the turns in the more modern city of Stevenage fell into this band. As such, 

they evaluated the performance of their candidate higher capacity urban vehicles by simulating 

performance in 90 degree turns at radii of 6.5m and 9m. The authors note a much larger sample of 

routes would be needed to allow the study to be generalised to even one city, let alone all cities. 

(TNO, 2010) equipped a standard HGV and an LHV with GPS logging systems and a variety of 

cameras that were calibrated to allow the measurement of the position of the vehicle relative to the 
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vehicle lane. The vehicles were chosen to be worst case examples of each vehicle type. Both 

vehicles were driven in convoy along one real public road route involving a mix of motorway and 

more minor roads. It was concluded that outside of the manoeuvrability tests, on the real public 

road, that the LHV needed significantly more road width than the regular truck combination. This 

difference was not clearly apparent on the main motorway sections, apart from at roadworks but the 

total covered track was significantly higher for LHV than HGV for ‘main roads’ and roads in built up 

areas. Similarly, the variation of the track of the vehicle on motorways always fell within the lane 

width of 3.5m. On main roads the lane width of 3m and on built up roads the lane width of 2.75m 

was exceeded regularly for both LHV and standard combinations but the frequency for LHVs was 2 

and 4 times higher respectively than for the standard HGV. 

4.1.1.1 Manoeuvrability Analysis 

A large amount of information now exists on how different baseline vehicles (without special 

solutions) perform in manoeuvrability tests of different types. It is known that compliance with the EU 

requirements is enough for worst case standard HGVs to be able to negotiate most of the main road 

network in the UK but certainly not all urban roads and not all country lanes. However, what is not 

known in detail is what level of manoeuvrability is needed to negotiate either a) specific routes that 

might be popular LHV routes or b) associated with categories of road such as motorways, A roads, 

or the primary route network. The Dutch evidence shows the expected result that less performance 

is needed on motorways. That is, a worse performance than required by the standard EU regulation 

does not cause difficulty in practice when travelling on Dutch motorways. However, it is not known 

which test procedure and which limit value best correspond to the minimum performance needed for 

that environment or for any of the types of roads on which UK may choose to permit LHVs.  

The literature has shown potential methods, based on desktop mapping and simulation in one case 

and the use of pilot vehicles and road trials in another, to allow comprehensive assessment of what 

level of manoeuvrability performance a vehicle needs to access a certain class of infrastructure. 

However, the need for analysis using these sorts of methods is dependent on the policy options 

chosen by the Government if they decide to implement a trial. It would be possible to follow the 

German model and require compliance with existing turning limits. In practice this would mean the 

LHV performance was quite similar to standard HGV and the need to review route requirements 

would only be by exception (relatively rare problems). Particularly if route restrictions remain to 

larger roads for other (non manoeuvrability) reasons. 

In addition to this, it would be possible for an LHV route network to be defined centrally by 

Government in advance, or using an industry led approach to apply for individual routes where there 

is economic benefit, or in a hybrid where a part of the network (e.g. all motorways) are approved 

centrally in advance and off-motorway routes are industry led. Whether assessment of 

manoeuvrability need is required for any given route depends on these decisions. As such, the 

actual manoeuvrability needs of the road network will not be defined in this project.  

4.1.2 FIELD OF VIEW 

(Knight, et al., 2008) identified that current length HGVs were designed such that, when turning, the 

rear of the trailer was usually visible in at least the wide angle class IV mirror required by UN 

Regulations. However, for a longer vehicle making the same turn there was a high likelihood that the 

rear of the rearmost trailer would not be visible in the mirror. This would be a potential risk in 

manoeuvring situations, though in some circumstances the angles may be such that the rear was 
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visible in direct vision. 

In terms of the field of view from mirrors, no literature has been identified to suggest that the 

situation will have changed since 2008, or that wider angle mirrors are available. In fact, there is 

increasing evidence to explain why mirrors may not have been as effective as expected in 

preventing collisions with vulnerable road users in close proximity around the vehicle (Knight, et al., 

2018). This includes research showing the limitations of mirrors in terms of triggering peripheral 

vision with small image sizes and small relative motions, and also in distortion, size and orientation 

of images causing additional processing time in the brain, as well as the need for active scanning of 

6 mirror locations and several distinct areas of direct vision taking time. 

One change that has occurred since the time of (Knight, et al., 2008) is that it has become legal to 

replace mirrors with a camera monitor system, a concept often referred to as ‘digital mirrors’. The 

mirrors outside the vehicle are removed and replaced by cameras, reducing aerodynamic drag, 

reducing obstructions to the direct view of the driver and reducing the chances of frequent damage 

during manoeuvring or passing other wide vehicles on narrow roads. The images from the cameras 

are then displayed on monitors inside the vehicle, often positioned on the inside of the A-pillars so 

that drivers still have to look in the place that they would be expecting. Research summarised by 

(Knight, et al., 2018) shows that as a minimum these cover the minimum fields of view by law, but 

also that some actually achieve a better than minimum field of view and can offer better view in low 

light and adverse weather conditions. They also offer the potential to change views or change 

emphasis on views dynamically. For example, when travelling at high speeds, most of the monitor 

space can be devoted to narrow angle rear view, when turning at lower speed more space can be 

given to close proximity views. Mercedes now offer a mirror replacement CMS on the Actros8 and 

mention that when the steering is turned, the camera is also pivoted so that it helps to keep the rear 

of the trailer in view. 

Thus, digital mirrors may mitigate some of the risk previously identified as they stand without 

modification, but this is not guaranteed by the regulations. In future, there is the potential for them to 

be designed specifically to mitigate this problem if a signal can detect automatically that the vehicle 

is in use in an LHV combination (or a user setting can be applied) and it can offer an extra wide 

angle view when turning tightly. 

Direct vision from the windows of the cabin was not identified as a risk by (Knight, et al., 2008). 

However, since that time there has been considerable research, technical and policy developments 

in direct vision for HGVs. (Knight, et al., 2018) summarised London’s development of a direct vision 

standard to classify in a star rating how much could be seen directly from the cab. The HGV safety 

permit was developed to make compliance with a minimum 1 star mandatory in 2020 and 3 star 

mandatory in 2024.  In order to reduce the economic consequences for vehicles already in service, 

an alternative route to compliance was offered by fitting a range of additional safety technologies to 

vehicles that could not comply with the vision requirements. 

In parallel, the EU agreed to include a minimum standard for direct vision from goods vehicles within 

their revised General Safety Regulation and technical requirements to implement this are under 

development as a UNECE Regulation. The process of setting the minimum legal standard has 

proved highly controversial. (Summerskill, et al., 2015) identified that the height that an HGV cab 

 

8 https://group.mercedes-benz.com/magazine/technology-innovation/easy-tech-mirrorcam.html 

https://group.mercedes-benz.com/magazine/technology-innovation/easy-tech-mirrorcam.html
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was mounted at was a very substantial influence on the direct vision performance. However, the 

vehicle industry argued strongly that the height of the cab mounting was driven predominantly by 

operational needs for example for ground clearance if used in off road situations (e.g. construction 

vehicles, or quarry vehicles) or in case of very high power needs (large engine and cooling system 

beneath the cab) and needs for driver space (desire for small engine tunnel intrusion into cabin 

space) in long haulage and/or high capacity transport. Clever cab design could improve vision for a 

given application but if legal limits were set too high then vehicles designed for the extreme 

applications would become illegal. In the UNECE regulation, this resulted in an approach to 

segregate vehicles according to vehicle parameters linked to the probability of use in an urban area 

(VRU-Proxi, 2021). However, Sweden has also requested further amelioration of the effects of the 

direct vision regulation for vehicles engaged in their high capacity transport operations, to ensure 

that vehicles suitable for their heaviest operations (>70 tonnes) remain on the market without a need 

for special national exemptions. 

Both the London direct vision standard and the differentiation proposal for the UNECE regulation are 

consistent in the theme that vehicles with poor direct vision should not be used in urban areas. 

Vehicles used in 60 tonne LHV combinations are likely to be at the poor end of the scale due to their 

high power needs, often combined with large cabin space requirements in long haul application. It is 

possible that when the direct vision regulation enters force then the highest power vehicles currently 

available may no longer be available with whole vehicle type approval, though it may remain 

possible to approve them under national schemes for small series. In a best case scenario, 

manufacturers would find a technology solution that would provide equal power whilst also 

permitting better vision. In the worst case scenario for LHVs this would reduce the power to weight 

ratio and the ability to maintain constant speed on a hill, possibly increasing speed differentials 

between HGVs and other traffic on hills. 

The risks of poor direct vision can be at least partially mitigated by the use of technology. For 

example, aftermarket technology as used in the ‘safe system’ element of the London HGV safety 

permit is readily available, but the performance of equipment is variable and no detailed technical 

standards ensuring that it works well have been implemented to date. ‘Digital Mirrors’ would help 

mitigate the problems, are available now and their quality is tightly regulated. Blind spot warning 

systems to the side and front will become mandatory on all new HGVs from 2024 and are subjected 

to significant technical requirements expected to improve performance considerably over most 

aftermarket offers (Knight, et al., 2018). Mercedes have recently enhanced their blind spot warning 

for nearside turns to incorporate an active braking function so that the vehicle can be stopped more 

quickly when the vehicle is turning and a collision with a cyclist on the inside is predicted. This is 

marketed as active sideguard assist9. 

However, (VRU-Proxi, 2021) showed that the vast majority of collisions with vulnerable road users 

which were relevant to shortcomings in direct vision occurred in dense urban areas - in fact the 

majority of GB incidents occurred in just 5 major cities. As such, the most effective mitigation of any 

issues with direct vision would be not to use LHVs in dense urban areas.  

In respect of what other countries require for field of view, Flanders (Vlaanderen MOW, 2020) 

recommended the use of a reversing camera for LHVs because of additional difficulty for drivers in 

 

9 https://www.mercedes-benz-trucks.com/en_GB/models/the-actros/greater-safety.html 

https://www.mercedes-benz-trucks.com/en_GB/models/the-actros/greater-safety.html
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reversing manoeuvres. They had also initially recommended a blind spot camera, but this had not 

been possible to implement by 2020. (Aarts, et al., 2010) stated that blind spot mirrors (front and 

passenger side) were required for all LHVs, and the front requirement was slightly different to that 

for standard HGVs, though not specified in what way. Neither cameras nor mirrors were mentioned 

by (Irzik, et al., 2016). 

Rear view cameras need to be installed at the rear of the vehicle. Where the final trailer towed by an 

LHV combination may not be owned by the same company that owns the vehicle cab, it can be 

difficult to ensure that any camera system installed at the rear is compatible with a monitor system 

installed in the cab. No standard for inter-operability yet exists and this same problem was cited as a 

reason for only requiring rear view cameras for rigid goods vehicles in the forthcoming UNECE 

standard for rear detection devices (UN Regulation 158). 

“Digital mirrors” remain quite new to the market and may not yet be available from all manufacturers. 

The authors are not aware of any country that has made their use mandatory for LHVs. 

4.1.2.1 Analysis: field of view 

Although the field of view from LHVs may be challenged by tall cabins and the ability to see the rear 

of the trailer in some turning circumstances, the risks are well known and several technologies for 

mitigation exist. The risks are also largely confined to dense urban areas, so that route restrictions 

can also form an effective mitigation strategy. 

 

4.1.3 BRAKING 

(Knight, et al., 2008) considered the safety of the braking performance in terms of the stopping 

distance and the stability under braking. It was found that much of the research undertaken on the 

brake performance of LHVs was focused on the distribution of braking among the axles and 

consequently the chances of an axle being under-braked compared to its weight, resulting in 

increased stopping distances, or over braked resulting in wheel lock and potential stability problems. 

In addition to this, it was found that the stopping distance of LHVs could be increased because of a 

longer brake build up time. This was due to the time taken for the air pressure wave to travel from 

the foot pedal to the rear most axle being increased with increased length. It was found that in most 

studies, the conclusions related to vehicles with purely pneumatic braking systems, often without 

ABS. (Knight, et al., 2008) considered that in theory, modern electronically controlled brake systems 

(EBS) with ABS should prevent many of those problems. Electronically controlled braking systems 

were not universal at that time. 

(Rakic, et al., 2011) reported on monitoring of the evaluation phase of the Netherlands trial of LHVs 

during 2010 and noted that lightly laden or unladen LHVs with lightly loaded axles could be more 

prone to poor weather conditions such as slippery surfaces and wind than regular trucks. 

(Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) evaluated the directional stability under braking based on an Australian 

approach of braking both fully laden and unladen combinations from a speed of around 60 km/h at a 

deceleration of 3.7m/s2. The simulation was undertaken assuming a worst case of no ABS. The 

results for a range of combinations are shown below. 
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Figure 15: Directional stability under braking of HGVs and LHVs. Source: (Kraaijenhagen, et 

al., 2014) 

(Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) concluded that because in all cases the vehicles stayed within a 

standard EU lane width of 3.5m that performance was within limits they proposed for the EU. 

However, it would be possible to interpret this test, and the results it produced, differently. On the 

one hand, in the EU this could be considered highly unrepresentative of emergency braking, where 

the demand for stability is greatest. HGVs in the EU are required by UNECE Regulation 13 to 

achieve at least 5 m/s2 mean fully developed deceleration from 60 km/h when the engine is 

disconnected (clutch depressed) or 4 m/s2 when braked with engine connected from up to 90 km/h 

or 80% of maximum speed, whichever is lower. In reality, new EU trucks can achieve decelerations 

levels of the order of 7 to 8 m/s2, see for example (Knight, et al., 2002). Thus, it could be argued this 

test is not severe enough. 

On the other hand, ABS has been mandatory in the EU for many years. EBS is now standard for 

most if not all new trucks10 and trailers, at least partly because of the fact that electronic stability 

control became mandatory on most trucks and trailers over a phased period between 2011 and 

2014. Wabco claim11 to be the first company to introduce electronically controlled braking systems 

for trailers in 1997. So, it has been available for quite some time and a substantial, but not precisely 

known, proportion of the entire vehicle parc will be equipped with EBS. Ignoring the positive 

influence of all of these mandatory systems on the braking stability of vehicles could be argued to 

substantially over-estimate the impact of this test. 

While ABS will be very nearly ubiquitous in the UK fleet, there will still be vehicles, particularly older 

trailers, in the market that still only have a purely pneumatic brake system (non-EBS) and a larger 

number that do not have ESC.  

(Bruzsa & DePont, 2021) reviewed this Australian standard and noted that combinations were 

‘deemed to comply’ if they met regulatory braking requirements. They found that almost all PBS 

 

10 See for example (Hart & Bruzsa, 2014) https://www.volvotrucks.co.uk/en-gb/trucks/trucks/volvo-
fmx/specifications/chassis.html  
11 https://wabco-solutioncentre.com/trailer-ebs/ 

https://www.volvotrucks.co.uk/en-gb/trucks/trucks/volvo-fmx/specifications/chassis.html
https://www.volvotrucks.co.uk/en-gb/trucks/trucks/volvo-fmx/specifications/chassis.html
https://wabco-solutioncentre.com/trailer-ebs/
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applications used this route to compliance. As such, the test has been removed from the Australian 

PBS and replaced with requirements that where new vehicles are used for PBS they must meet 

latest regulations, older vehicles new to use in a PBS system must have ABS/EBS and trailers must 

have a roll stability control and some ‘grandfather rights’ were extended to combinations previously 

certified under the PBS scheme to continue operation unchanged. 

The braking regulations themselves have also been updated to better control the performance of 

LHVs. In 2020, UNECE Regulation 13 (applied in UK, EU and Australia among others) was 

amended and introduced formal definitions of a dolly and the interlink trailer for a B-Double for the 

first time. It also introduces a wide range of technical requirements about the pneumatic and electric 

control line functions between multiple trailers, or between dollies and trailers, as well as formally 

controlling the park brake functions and brake response time limits for multiple trailer combinations. 

Advanced braking systems such as Volvo’s stretch brake12 can also help to avoid the risk of jacknife 

instability in truck and trailer combinations. This acts to apply the trailer brakes during manoeuvres 

that might otherwise be prone to jacknife. The extent to which this type of system, which is not 

mandatory, will have penetrated the market is unknown. 

(Henderson, et al., 2016) described the further development of more advanced heavy vehicle brake 

technology capable of allowing better control of the slip of the wheel, such that during heavy braking 

and/or lower friction conditions, the ABS can maintain the tyre in a condition closer to peak friction. 

This was shown to reduce stopping distance on a low friction surface by 17% and can be configured 

to allow individual wheel control of braking, which may help significantly with the maintenance of 

stability. Such technology may represent an opportunity for further improvements in the brake 

performance of LHVs in the future. 

(Irzik, et al., 2016) tested vehicles that were longer than EU standard (up to 25m) but not heavier 

and found braking performance was comparable to standard vehicles. 

4.1.3.1 Analysis: Braking 

Substantial evidence exists to suggest braking shouldn’t be a major concern where modern brake 

systems are fitted, particularly if approved to UNECE Regulation 13 since the recent amendment to 

explicitly control parameters relevant to multi-trailer brake performance. Given the existence of old 

vehicles within the fleet, requiring that vehicles are equipped with ABS & EBS and/or approval to the 

latest version of R13 should ensure a high standard in practice. 

4.1.4 ROLL & DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 

(Knight, et al., 2008) defined directional stability as being when one part of a vehicle combination 

started following a path that was different to that demanded to the driver, whereas roll stability is 

where at least one part of the combination begins to rollover from resting on its wheels to its side or 

beyond. A number of relevant parameters were identified but the conclusions were based on 3 key 

components: 

 Static roll stability: a measure of the fundamental resistance of the vehicle to rollover, based 

largely on vehicle geometry and stiffness. 

 

12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNwJ7Acs_3Y 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNwJ7Acs_3Y
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 Rearward amplification: a measure of the extent to which the combination suffers from the 

rearmost trailer sees a greater lateral acceleration than the tow vehicle in response to a driver 

steering input. 

 High speed off-tracking: the extent to which parts of the combination will track outside. 

The effect of a range of different design parameters on these measures was concluded to be as 

shown in Table 1, below 

Table 1: relationship between combination design parameters and stability measures 

 

(Knight, et al., 2008) found that a standard 16.5m tractor semi-trailer tended to be relatively stable in 

these assessments. However, standard drawbar combinations at 18.75m could perform badly in 

these tests, particularly where a ‘full’ trailer was used (axles front and rear rather than centre axles). 

The LHVs tended to be significantly worse than a standard articulated vehicle but not really much 

worse (and in some cases better) than existing drawbar vehicles that were already legal. 

(Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) undertook simulation of a selection of standard HGVs and LHV 

configurations. Combinations denoted 4a and 5 are the standard EMS combinations, 6A, 6C and B 

are B-doubles at different lengths of 25.25, 23.5 and 25.25m respectively to accommodate different 

loading units. 10A is a rigid towing two drawbar trailers but is slightly longer than 25.25m (27.4m) in 

order to accommodate 3 C782 swap bodies rather than 3 20’foot containers. The results for static 

roll threshold are shown in Figure , below, based on a steady state turn on a flat smooth road of 

radius 100m. The centre of gravity height is one of the most important determinants of performance 

and so the test is undertaken fully laden. The speed around the turn is increased until rollover 

occurs and the maximum lateral acceleration without rollover is recorded. 
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Figure 16: Static roll threshold of different HGV and LHV configurations. Source: 

(Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) 

It can be seen that the standard 16.5m EU artic achieves the joint lowest performance (rolls over at 

the slowest speed). The UK equivalent vehicle would have 3 axles on the tractor rather than 2 

(tending to increase stability) but the additional 4 tonnes GVW would tend to increase centre of 

gravity height and make performance worse, even for the same overall height (4m).  

(Day, 2012) undertook tilt table testing to assess the SRT for standard HGV single and double deck 

trailers. Neither the maximum permitted weights, axle configurations, overall heights, commodities 

carried (or load density) or centre of gravity heights were identified in the report, which makes it hard 

to evaluate. However, our interpretation of the weights presented and the SRT results were as 

follows: 

 Single deck combination Double deck combination 

Unladen mass 16,460 kg 18,440 kg 

SRT Unladen 0.84 0.69 

Pay Load mass (lower deck) 12,060 kg 8,840 kg 

Pay Load mass (upper deck) 0 kg 5,900 kg 

Pay Load mass (total) 12,060 kg 14,740 kg 

Gross Combination Weight 28,520 kg 33,180 kg 

SRT Laden 0.72 0.43 

This implies a significant degradation in stability for double deck compared to single deck. However, 

for a number of reasons, it may not be appropriate to rely on these results. Firstly, the stability levels 

even of the double deck vehicle are much better than nearly all of the vehicles simulated in Figure 

16. Secondly, the relation between the loads in single and double deck condition are not as 
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expected. It seems possible that the loading condition tested is not realistic. In real operations, an 

operator carrying low density goods would fill as a minimum the available deck area. It is quite 

possible that this will occur at a total load mass of 12,060 kg. So, assuming the deck area was full, 

this is a distribution of mass of around 355kg per square metre of deck area. If it is further assumed 

the height of that load was less than around 1.8m such that two rows could be stacked vertically in a 

double decker and that the vehicle had a GVW of 44 tonnes with a payload of 27540kg, then the 

double decker could have carried double the load. In reality, the mass of the bottom deck in the 

double deck case is 3.2 tonnes less than the single deck case. If this was the same commodity 

carried it would be counter to good loading practice. If this is a different commodity with different 

densities, this is no longer a valid comparison of the change in risk for that specific freight task.  

It is common practice in vehicle testing to use concrete blocks to safely and securely load in test 

vehicles easily. However, such loads are very dense and unrepresentative of the loads typically 

carried by double deckers and the lower vehicles they replaced. If concrete blocks were used in this 

case, it would explain the very high stability performance achieved for the standard vehicle. Moving 

some of those blocks would also explain part of the large difference between vehicles because, 

when the removal of blocks from the lower deck was considered, the centre of gravity height would 

increase by an unrealistically large margin. 

Despite these significant limitations, in the worst case where a commodity carried is of the ideal 

density for a double deck vehicle (would fill payload, deck area and volume simultaneously), then 

the double decker will carry double the payload mass at a centre of gravity height significantly higher 

than the single deck equivalent. As such the relative change in stability could be of the order of 

magnitude shown. It would also be worse than a 4m tall vehicle carrying a load that perfectly filled its 

mass and height (i.e. a higher density load) but in that case, the margin by which it would be worse 

would be quite small. 

No published information was identified that specifically made comparisons for LHVs at different 

overall travelling heights. However, a request was made to the Australian Road research Board 

(ARRB) to see if they had any experience with taller vehicles. Although the height of vehicles was 

not stated in a PBS evaluation of quad trailer combinations in rural Australia (Ritzinger & Bruzsa, 

2019), ARRB have confirmed that the vehicles studied by the paper were also ‘overheight’ vehicles 

at 4.6m. The length was not specified but the AAB quad was a tractor, semi-trailer, A-dolly, semi-

trailer, A-dolly, interlink trailer with 5th wheel, semi-trailer and had 19 axles. The analysis compares 

the vehicle performance with different commodities they may be used for in rural areas (as diverse 

as fuel, quarry products and livestock) which resulted in a large range of centre of gravity height (1.9 

to 2.9m). The upper end of this range is getting close to that expected with a UK double deck 

vehicle. No direct comparison with a lower vehicle carrying the same commodity was undertaken but 

comparison was made to the Australian PBS level 4 requirement for a minimum SRT of 0.35. It was 

found that results were not affected greatly by connections between vehicles and trailers such that 

each component of the combination stood alone to some degree. Those units that carried livestock 

and general freight had only tandem axles and tended to just fail the SRT requirement (results 0.3 – 

0.34). In tests on higher density goods, it was found that triaxle units tended to be slightly more 

stable, but these were not reported with the lower density commodities, so it is not known to what 

extent that may have allowed the vehicles to pass. 

(Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) notes that static stability can be improved with increasing the number 

of axles, increasing the distance between the axles, increasing the roll stiffness and/or increasing 
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the roll centre height. These parameters do not tend to be controlled in design prescriptive 

regulation and so there are no current incentives to improve these. 

Yaw damping coefficient, representing the speed with which oscillation or sway of the vehicles 

stabilises after a lane change, was also assessed. Here a low value represents worse performance. 

 

Figure 17: Yaw Damping Coefficient of different HGV and LHV configurations. Source: 

(Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) 

Here, the standard EU articulated vehicle is the best performer and a full drawbar combination (3A-

B), permitted under current rules, is a worse performer than most of the LHVs. However, three LHVs 

are worse than the standard rigid and full trailer. These are the rigid and 2 centre axle drawbars, the 

EMS combination with a tractor semi-trailer towing a centre axle drawbar and the 25m B-Double 

with a longer interlink trailer to accommodate two equal size load units. Again, improvements can be 

made through increased roll coupling between modules, increased roll centre height and this time 

the use of air suspension. 

High speed transient off tracking is the amount by which the rear most trailer tracks outside the front 

of the vehicle in an ISO lane change at 88 km/h. A larger value represents worse performance. The 

results are shown in Figure 18, below. 
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Figure 18: High speed transient off-tracking of different HGV and LHV configurations. 

Source: (Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) 

Tracking in a straight path measures the amount by which lateral slopes or surface irregularities 

cause the trailers to track outside the path of the tow vehicle. Results are shown in Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19: Tracking ability on a straight path of different HGV and LHV configurations. 

Source: (Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) 

It can be seen that the variation in this measure between all the vehicles is relatively small. 

Rearward amplification measures what is known colloquially as the whipcrack effect, where the 

lateral acceleration experienced by trailers is higher than that experienced by the tow vehicle, after a 

sudden steering input such as a lane change. A higher value represents worse performance. 
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Figure 20: Rearward amplification for different HGV and LHV configurations. Source: 

(Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) 

The variation in this measure is quite substantial and it is an LHV, the standard B-double, that 

scores best, closely followed by a standard EU articulated HGV and a shorter B-Double. The worst 

combinations are those where the rearmost trailer involves a drawbar connection and a short 

wheelbase. 

Although the results now available are much more detailed and comprehensive than in 2008, and it 

is clear that different vehicles rank differently in different tests, the results confirm a similar pattern to 

the conclusions of (Knight, et al., 2008). Similar results were observed by separate but similar 

studies undertaken by (Kural, et al., 2012) and (de Saxe, et al., 2019). 

In theory, the additional height of UK double decks could also influence performance in these 

directional stability tests. The 4.6m tall quad trailer combinations tested by (Ritzinger & Bruzsa, 

2019) were evaluated for tracking on a straight path and rearward amplification. Unlike with SRT, 

there was not such a clear difference between the commodities evaluated and centre of gravity 

height. Performance appeared to be dominated by the configuration, with only the combinations with 

two B couplings in the trailers achieved PBS level 4 performance in rearward amplification. 

One point made by (de Saxe, et al., 2019) was that standard EU combinations were not necessarily 

optimised for stability performance and that small changes to wheelbases, coupling geometry etc. 

could significantly improve them without changes to overall length or carrying capacity, potentially 

highlighting some of the merits of the performance based standard approach. 

(Irzik, et al., 2016) found (based on simulation studies, not the road trial) that for 25.25m 

combinations at 40 or 44 tonnes of configuration tractor, semi-trailer, drawbar trailer, the handling 

was very demanding, although they considered it likely that this was mitigated by mandatory 

electronic stability controls and possibly also on-board axle weighing. The demanding behaviour 

was particularly noticeable when the semi-trailer was unladen and the rearmost drawbar was laden.  
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4.1.5 SIDEWIND LOADING 

Increased length presents an increase in the surface area of the side of the vehicle. Existing HGVs 

can already suffer with wind induced rollover in very windy conditions, principally when unladen and 

sidewinds can also influence directional stability. This was not identified as a risk by (Knight, et al., 

2008) but had been identified by the time of the feasibility studies for the longer semi-trailer trials 

(Knight, et al., 2010) (Knight, et al., 2011). These studies found that overall side wind induced 

collisions were rare such that the total magnitude of effects were small. However, in direct 

comparative measures the resistance of different vehicle configurations to side wind loading in terms 

of the likelihood of rollover was quite variable and strongly linked to the unladen mass and its 

distribution among the axles, which in turn was related to the presence or type of steered axle on the 

longer semi-trailer. 

(Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) also assessed side wind loading for LHVs. However, they assessed 

the performance in relation to the directional stability and how far the vehicle tracked outside the 

original path. The results are shown in Figure 21, below. 

 

Figure 21: Effect of sidewind on vehicle tracking for HGVs and LHVs. Source: 

(Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) 

This highlights variation within the existing fleet and that most combinations are more susceptible 

than a standard articulated vehicle, but that the typical 25m combinations were actually less 

susceptible than an 18.75m drawbar combination (full trailer) that is already legal. Performance 

could be improved by changes to wheelbase, number of axles and the use of air suspension. 

No information has been identified in relation to LHVs taller than 4m. The UK operates existing 

length double deck vehicles at up to around 4.9m. Day (2012) tested one standard double deck 

vehicle and found it had a static roll threshold significantly lower than a standard single deck vehicle 

when unladen. It would also present a greater surface area to a cross wind with a higher centre of 

pressure. It is, therefore, very likely to be more susceptible to wind induced rollover than a standard 

height vehicle when empty or lightly laden. However, it is not known whether this relative risk will 

essentially remain the same when comparing a standard height LHV and a double deck LHV, or 
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whether the differences in configuration, coupling types and additional articulation points would 

affect the relative difference in performance in sidewinds. 

4.1.6 INTERACTION OF DIFFERENT ELEMENTS OF PERFORMANCE 

In preceding sections each of the individual elements of performance that have been identified in the 

literature have been considered in isolation. Although there is significant variation a few key trade-

offs can be identified. For example, the use of a higher number of articulation points, type A 

(drawbar) couplings, and short wheelbases tend to be associated with better manoeuvrability but 

reduced dynamic stability, particularly where the latter two relate to the last trailer in the 

combination. Similarly, fewer articulation points, type B couplings (5 th wheel) and longer wheelbases 

tend to be associated with poorer manoeuvrability but increased dynamic stability. 

(Knight, et al., 2008) also concluded that the use of steered axles to resolve low speed 

manoeuvrability problems could have a detrimental effect on high speed stability factors if the 

steering mechanisms were not automatically locked at higher speeds. (Knight, et al., 2010) explored 

this further and found that novel ‘active steer’ systems could simultaneously improve low speed 

manoeuvring and high speed stability. This was also noted by (Kural, et al., 2012) so it is apparent 

that this trade-off is resolvable but (Kural, et al., 2012) also noted that operators were put off by 

increased unladen weights and costs. 

(Knight, et al., 2008) also noted that a different type of dolly had been considered in Canada with 

what was referred to as a C coupling. In this case instead of being towed by a single drawbar that 

pivoted around the tow hitch, it used two parallel drawbars such that the pivot around the tow hitch 

was eliminated. This reduced the number of articulation points and increased stability, such that the 

dolly effectively became an extension to the rear of the vehicle or trailer towing it with a 5th wheel 

mounted on it.  

(kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) proposed a concept similar to this where the dolly used an A coupling, 

with the associated low speed manoeuvrability advantages of that, but the coupling was designed 

such that the pivot around the tow hitch was automatically locked at higher speeds to improve the 

stability of the combination. 

4.1.7 ANALYSIS: DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE 

Compared to 2008 there is now considerably more evidence around the dynamic performance of 

vehicles. Key trade-offs between low speed manoeuvrability and high speed stability are confirmed 

and performance levels validated for a large range of potential standard and LHV combination 

geometries in the EU. The gaps in knowledge that existed in 2008 have largely been filled. The 

potential of innovations such as steering axles has been confirmed and additional innovations 

around dollies, locking mechanisms and lift axles have been identified.  

The main remaining gap in knowledge relates to the use of LHVs at increased heights consistent 

with UK double deckers. Some information is now available and appears to suggest that the effect is 

mainly confined to the static roll stability issues that are already seen with standard length 

articulated HGVs. An extreme example of a vehicle much longer than 25m at a height of 4.6m 

suggested it could still get quite close to meeting Australia’s PBS level 4 requirement with a low 

density load and that the height did not have a strong influence on the dynamic test results. 

However, this is an area where further validation may be required to gain sufficient confidence. If so, 
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it would involve track testing and/or computer simulation before any such vehicles were to be 

permitted in service. 

Another possible gap in knowledge could be considered the performance of Electronically Controlled 

Braking Systems (EBS) and Electronic Stability Control (ESC). There is strong evidence that these 

improve the performance of standard vehicles, and many countries make them a mandatory 

requirement for using an LHV. However, most of the studies of vehicle performance on the basis of 

the performance based standard approach were undertaken using simulation. Advanced control 

systems like these and steering axles were typically excluded from those simulations. In principle, 

these fundamental simulations show the B-double is the most stable vehicle but least 

maneouvrable. Tests in the UK have shown that steered axles can make a B-double perform very 

similarly to a standard articulated vehicle in terms of swept path. So, in theory this vehicle would be 

both stable and manoeuvrable and would represent the highest level of safety, particularly if also 

fitted with EBS and ESC. However, it is not known from the literature, to what extent these 

technologies can be an equaliser. For example, a rigid towing two drawbar trailers has been shown 

by the literature to be much more manoeuvrable than a B-double but also to be the least stable 

combination evaluated. Does ESC improve the stability of that combination to an acceptable level, 

or even to the same level as the B-double with ESC?   

When considering benchmarking safety to current vehicles, an approach relative to regulated 

standards or relative to collision probability could be taken. The dominant vehicle in the UK is a 6 

axle articulated vehicle at 16.5m length. It is directionally very stable but only just achieves minimum 

manoeuvrability standards. Regulation also permits a rigid towing a full trailer via drawbar coupling. 

This combination, although longer, tends to be more manoeuvrable than the articulated vehicle but 

is quite directionally unstable. It undertakes a very small proportion of the freight task in the UK. If, 

for example, it was decided that LHVs must match the performance of standard articulated vehicles, 

then a similar crash rate would be expected to the current level, but stakeholders could argue that 

LHVs were held to a much higher stability standard than was already permitted (as represented by 

the drawbar). However, if you benchmarked against the existing regulation, then LHVs would need 

only match the stability performance of the drawbar vehicle. This is significantly worse than the 

dominant vehicle today, so it would be expected that there would be an increase in the number of 

casualties related to instability, despite being able to say LHVs were no less safe than other vehicles 

already permitted.  

The consideration of these aspects is mainly associated with policy options that the DfT can choose 

in terms of, for example, the level of safety they wish to achieve and how far they wish to maximise 

economic and environmental benefit by maximising the accessible routes. Optimisation could 

potentially be achieved by implementing an option based on performance-based standards. 

 

4.1.8 IMPACT SEVERITY 

Most of the factors considered in this report focus on the probability of a vehicle becoming involved 

in a collision. This section considers how severe the impact is when a collision has occurred, which 

can be expressed for example as the proportion of those people involved that are fatally injured. 

(Knight, et al., 2008) identified the mass ratio between vehicles as being very important in this 

regard. For most collision types, the change of velocity experienced by a vehicle or person in a 

collision is strongly correlated to the severity of the outcome. In a collision between two objects, the 
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heavier object will see a smaller change in velocity than the lighter object. When the mass ratio 

between the objects reaches around 10 to 1, then the lighter object sees almost all of the change of 

speed and the heavier object barely changes speed at all. Thus, as the weight ratio increases 

beyond this, the severity of the collision does not get significantly worse. As a simple example, a 

standard 44-tonne truck is already 440 times as heavy as a heavy (100kg) pedestrian. As such the 

increase in severity of being hit by a 60-tonne truck instead is negligible (for the same impact 

speed). When a 2 tonne car is considered, the weight ratio is still 22 to one, so again an increase in 

truck weight would have a tiny increase in risk. 

Exceptions to this principle that did result in a risk of increased severity were highlighted by (Knight, 

et al., 2008): 

 Collisions where more than 2 parties are involved, the most common example being where a 

truck hits the rear of a stationary queue of traffic. In this case, increased mass of the truck and 

increased kinetic energy means that the impact will extend to vehicles further up the chain of 

traffic ahead, risking an increase in the number of casualties. 

 Collisions with other heavy vehicles (e.g. mass ratios less than around 10). 

 Collisions with rigid fixed objects (e.g. bridge supports). 

These are fundamental physical aspects of mass, energy and momentum. No literature has been 

identified to contradict these findings. 

Since 2008, automated emergency braking systems have become common place thanks to being 

made mandatory on most new trucks from 2015. In front to rear collisions and possibly some 

collisions with rigid fixed objects, these systems can identify an imminent collision and apply braking 

to either avoid the collision entirely, or where that is not possible, to reduce the collision speed. This 

can reduce the severity of the key collision types identified. So, the overall issue of impact severity 

with HGVs will be less than at the time of (Knight, et al., 2008). However, it will reduce severity for 

both standard HGVs and LHVs. The energy lost in a collision increases in proportion to the increase 

in mass from 44 tonne to 60 tonnes with or without AEB effects. It should be noted that the 

regulation controlling the technical standard of AEB (UNECE Regulation 131) is currently in the 

process of being upgraded such that the minimum standard of AEB on new vehicles will become 

higher in a couple of years. 

 

4.1.8.1 Analysis: Impact Severity 

The impact severity issue with respect to other vehicles is well documented and a matter of 

fundamental physics and only a factor in a minority of collisions. The main mitigation is AEB which is 

already mandatory and improves the situation compared to the past, but not necessarily compared 

to standard HGVs of the same age. The issue of collisions with broken down stationary vehicles on 

Smart Motorways has the potential to make this a sensitive area even though these tend to be two 

vehicle collisions where the physics suggest negligible change in risk. If additional confidence is 

required, then requiring AEB on all combinations (to avoid the use of old or exempt vehicles in an 

LHV combination) and proving that it still works as well on an LHV could be very useful. This could 

be made more robust by quickly upgrading to AEB approved to the forthcoming version of the 

regulation.  
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4.1.9 JUNCTIONS, RAILWAY CROSSINGS AND OVERTAKING 

(Knight, et al., 2008) found that in each of these situations, increased length had the potential to 

increase risks, for example, by blocking junctions, by requiring longer traffic gaps to safely pass 

through junctions, or by misjudging space the far side of a railway crossing and getting stopped in 

traffic while the rear was still across the railway line. 

(Rakic, et al., 2011) reported that the NL trial prohibited LHVs from using railway crossings but also 

cited the views of experts consulted as part of monitoring that this should be relaxed if a distance of 

31m was available to ensure that the LHV could cross without ever becoming stationary on the line. 

Drivers and experts consulted also suggested that motorway junctions with short slip roads and no 

hard shoulder could be difficult. 

(Rakic, et al., 2011) investigated 19 collisions involving LHVs in the evaluation phase of the 

Netherlands trial. Overall, they found no direct evidence that the collisions were specifically related 

to the length and weight of the vehicle. However, they noted as a point of interest that other road 

users possibly insufficiently recognised LHVs whilst overtaking or merging. This was highlighted as 

a possible, but unproven, factor in a small number of collisions and also came up as a theme from 

interviews with drivers. They concluded that the same types of collision also occurred with regular 

trucks and although LHVs are even longer than regular trucks it is mainly the difference between 

passenger traffic and truck traffic that causes this type of driving behaviour, though the evidence for 

the latter point was largely qualitative rather than quantitative.  

Problems with recognising the extra long nature of LHVs and overtaking and merging on slip roads 

were also noted in the trial in Flanders, Belgium (Vlaanderen MOW, 2020). The Walloon authorities 

(Walloon, 2018) placed an observer and front and rear video on two trips by LHVs involved in their 

trial and also observed other vehicles attempting overtakes and aborting on two directional roads 

where HGVs are subject to lower speed limits. They also noted that driver feedback suggested this 

occurred similarly with standard HGVs. They reported that no incidents occurred during the 

monitored journeys where vehicles suddenly cut in or out in front of the LHV when other road users 

left motorways for slip roads or merged on joining motorways. LHV drivers reported that it hadn’t 

happened in their experience with LHVs but they had experienced it regularly in their general career 

as an HGV driver. A minimum motorway slip road length of 250m was recommended in both 

Flanders and Walloon and (Walloon, 2018) reported that this was based on initial findings of trials in 

NL. 

By contrast (Irzik, et al., 2016) found that in the German trial, with 25.25m LHVs limited to 40 or 44 

tonnes, there were no problem concerning traffic flow or road safety on motorways at grade 

separated junctions, and motorway entrances in particular or where vehicles were driving through 

roadworks sites. However, the German findings on overtaking were similar. They found only a small 

portion of LHV traffic was on single carriageway roads such that overtaking in the oncoming vehicle 

lane was rare. However, the manoeuvres were observed to be no more dangerous than was the 

case with normal HGVs. 

(Rakic, et al., 2011) also noted that the LHVs themselves were prohibited from overtaking but that 

drivers did not understand the necessity of this, particularly where they were stuck behind slower 

vehicles (e.g. cars with caravans) on a 3 lane highway. 

(Sandin, 2019) cited an earlier study that measured the collision rate when overtaking HGVs in 

Sweden (2003-2005) and found no evidence that the risk was higher for 25m vehicles than for 18 m 
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vehicles. Also considered were video based surveys of overtaking in the real world where time 

margins were derived based on the time between the overtaking vehicle completing the manoeuvre 

and an oncoming vehicle arriving at a point level with the front of the overtaking vehicle. It was found 

that the time margin when overtaking a 30m vehicle was only very slightly different (on average) to 

standard HGVs. 

An unpublished methodology document, provided by the HelmUK13 project team, highlighted that 

many of the same concerns existed in relation to the concept of a platoon of 3 standard HGVs 

following each other very closely. In the absence of definitive data, it was assessed that the level of 

risk was unknown, so risk mitigations were developed. For the motorway route to be used by the 

trial, each entry and exit slip was analysed in advance of the trial. The analysis calculated a worst-

case merge speed for vehicles using an entry slip, for the case of a single standard HGV in lane 1 

and the 3 vehicle platoon. Junctions where vehicles had to slow excessively to merge behind a 

platoon were considered unsuitable for use in the trial. Additional qualitative factors were also 

considered, including the length of acceleration space available, sightlines, the presence of 

unusually complex features, the presence of a hard shoulder or run-off area in case the merge 

couldn’t be completed. 

The merge speed analysis was based on the diagram in Figure 22, below, and the following 

assumptions considered to be worst case:  

• Both vehicles arrive at their limited speed of 56 mph. 

• The merging vehicle starts to brake when its back reaches the start of the nose. At this point, 

the front of the platoon is also positioned in the same position along the road. The rate of 

deceleration of the merging HGV is constant until the conflict point. 

• The platoon vehicles stay at their limited speed throughout. 

• There is no interaction between vehicles on the slip road (i.e. only one vehicle is merging at 

a time). 

• The length of all HGVs is 16.5m. The gap between platoon vehicles is 12.5m. 

 

Figure 22: Scenario modelled in merge calculation. Source: HelmUK project 

The results for the platooning analysis are shown in Figure 23, below. 

 

 

13 https://www.helmuk.co.uk/ 

https://www.helmuk.co.uk/
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Figure 23: Results of worst case merge speed analysis for a 3 vehicle platoon on a specific 

route. Source: HelmUK 

It can be seen that at most junctions, merging HGVs would (in the worst case) have to slow 

considerably more before merging when a 3 vehicle platoon was passing compared with a standard 

HGV. The analysis identified that where a length of merge of more than 255m was available, then 

the worst case for the platoon scenario was comparable to what seemed like accepted practice at 

other junctions with less space. This was used as a benchmark to identify junctions as candidates 

for platooning past in the trial, that were then subject to qualitative risk assessment, which further 

reduced the number of junctions that were deemed suitable to platoon past without breaking up the 

platoon to restore normal gaps. 

Although, at the time of writing, HelmUK has not formally reported, the project team have informed 

us that whether assessed qualitatively by the platoon drivers, or measured using instrumentation 

fitted to platoon vehicles to track other vehicles around the platoon, no significant difference was 

found in the behaviour of other vehicles around the platoon at junctions. This means that the level of 

risk accepted on the trial was found not to produce any undesirable behaviours or near miss 

incidents during the trial. However, it does not quantify what might happen if junctions initially 

deemed higher risk were to be passed in platoon formation. 

The helm UK project team kindly provided their spreadsheet model to the LHV team and the 

analysis has been repeated with a platoon length of 74.5m replaced with an LHV length of 25.25m. 

The results are shown below. 
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Figure 24: Results of an identical merge speed analysis for a 25.25m LHV on a specific route. 

Source: Adapted from the analyses of HelmUK 

As would be expected, the LHV results show a much smaller effect compared with a merging 

standard HGV. It is also apparent that the differences between different junctions (with different 

layouts and geometries) are substantially larger than the difference between the LHV and the 

standard HGV. Taking the same approach of benchmarking against the worst junction currently 

tolerated (orange line), then most junctions would have gone forward for the qualitative risk 

assessment undertaken by HelmUK. Most of those that would have been ruled out on the 

quantitative analysis, would have been so by only a small margin. 

4.1.9.1 Analysis: Junctions and overtaking 

Junctions, railway crossings, and overtaking issues are directly related to length and there are only 

minor mitigations available for the vehicle (e.g. warning signs). Overtaking bans for LHVs would 

prevent LHVs overtaking other vehicles very slowly and acting as rolling roadblocks but could also 

stop them moving lane to make room for merging vehicles at slip roads. Major mitigations are either 

infrastructure improvement, or route restriction. If a gap in knowledge exists, it is in the area of 

scientific evidence that could help identify specific junctions or stretches of roads where higher risks 

exist in order that they can either be excluded from the network or improved. The HelmUK project 

has provided a risk assessment method that has been shown to result in no significant change in 

behaviour at a specific sample of motorway junctions that were included in their trial. Application of 

the quantitative part of the method to LHV tends to concur to some degree with the LHV literature 

identifying that there is some element of increased risk around many junctions, but a lot of that risk 
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already exists with standard HGVs and is perhaps more strongly linked to the infrastructure design 

than the length of the LHV. 

4.1.10 CASUALTY ANALYSES 

(Knight, et al., 2008) undertook a predictive casualty analysis based on an assessment of the 

engineering effect in the areas above on the groups of casualties the performance would be 

expected to affect. The analysis was considered conservative and found that if no LHV specific 

mitigations were applied then the casualty rate per vehicle km would be likely to increase, but that 

the rate per unit of goods moved (e.g. per tonne km) would reduce slightly. It also highlighted that a 

range of vehicle technology and other mitigations could be used to minimise or even reverse the 

increased risk per vehicle km, if regulatory and operational constraints permitted them. 

(ITF, 2019) examined collision rates per million vehicle km travelled in countries where LHVs were 

permitted. Trials in Denmark, the Netherlands and Germany were reported to have been too small 

for a valid comparison of collision rates between LHVs and normal HGVs, but small numbers of 

collisions had occurred and had been investigated. In each case, it was reported that the 

investigation found that the cause or consequences of the collision were not directly related to the 

size of the vehicle, such that they considered that the LHVs had no adverse effect on road safety. In 

Sweden, Australia, Canada and South Africa where LHVs are permitted more routinely, analyses 

reported consistently that the collision rates per vehicle km associated with LHVs were lower than 

those of standard HGVs. Canada’s analysis varied considerably by specific vehicle type, but in 

Sweden a rate 21% lower than standard trucks was observed, in South Africa 35% reduction and in 

Australia a reduction of 48% to 77% depending on vehicle type and collision severity. (de Saxe, et 

al., 2019) found that the crash rate reduction in South Africa was reduced by 39% relative to 

baseline vehicles. 

(Balint, et al., 2014) undertook a comparison of short (≤12m), medium (12m - 18.75m) and long 

(18.75m – 25.25m) HGVs in terms of the risk of them being involved in a collision resulting in death 

or serious injury. Neither collisions nor the exposure data (vehicle km) are officially divided by 

combination length, so estimates were derived from recordings of factors such as axle configuration, 

number of trailers and individual vehicle or trailer length from registration data. It was estimated that 

between 2003 and 2012 there were 1,466 fatal or severe crashes involving a ‘short’ HGV, 390 

involving a medium HGV and 509 a long combination. However, 40% of vehicle km were travelled in 

long combinations so that the KSI collision rate per billion vehicle km for short, medium and long 

vehicles was 137, 56 and 44 respectively. This is the 21% lower rate referred to in (ITF, 2019). 

Several other parameters were also studied by (Balint, et al., 2014) and it was found that although 

the collision rate for short and medium trucks was decreasing consistently, for long trucks it 

decreased until 2009 and then increased again until 2012. It was also found to be quite strongly 

seasonal with a higher long vehicle crash rate in winter, while short and medium trucks were broadly 

the same rate throughout the year. 

The statistical reductions per vehicle km observed in some countries are the opposite of what was 

predicted by (Knight, et al., 2008) in respect of LHVs and (Knight, et al., 2010) in respect of LSTs, 

where increases in the collision rates per vehicle km were anticipated, albeit very small in the case 

of longer semi-trailers, with reductions expected only when measured per tonne km. In several of 

these countries, (ITF, 2019) noted that the analysis did not account for the fact that the LHVs were 

often subject to restrictions that meant that they were more commonly driven on safer roads, such 
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that comparisons of collision data were not a true, like for like analysis. It is possible that a true, like 

for like analysis, might see less difference in collision rates. 

(Risk Solutions, 2020) controlled for different usage in their analysis of the results of the LST trials 

by calculating collision rates per billion vehicle km on different types of road This analysis suggested 

that there was still a substantial reduction in the collision rate calculated for each road type 

considered (Motorways, major A roads, urban roads, minor roads), with the scale of the trial being 

sufficient to make all the main results showing reduced collision rate, statistically significant, even 

counting events that were not ‘LST Related’. For LSTs at least, it would suggest that usage on a 

safer network defined by road class was not responsible for the lower collision rate, but that 

operators were correctly assessing risk on an individual route basis, rather than treating all roads in 

one class as the same risk, while also adopting LST specific driver selection and training practices. 

(ITF, 2019) cited evidence from the Danish trial that other factors distorted the comparison, noting 

that the LHVs were often equipped with additional safety systems the conventional vehicles did not 

have as well as additional enforcement and monitoring equipment such that LHVs more often 

complied with existing regulations. It was noted that the companies that used LHVs tended to assign 

their best drivers to the LHVs and often gave them additional training. 

Similarly, in consideration of the Australian statistics, (ITF, 2019) noted the very positive effect of the 

PBS approach by comparing the crash rates of vehicles approved via the PBS, and some legacy 

high capacity vehicles approved outside of that scheme. They found that the PBS fleet’s safety 

performance was 56% better than the conventional heavy truck population. It is not clear whether or 

not these analyses accounted for factors such as differences in age or other demographic or usage 

factors that might influence results. 

(Balint, et al., 2014) also considered the type of collisions suffered by different length vehicles in 

Sweden. They found differences in the type of crash between the LHVs and the standard ‘medium’ 

length vehicles. A bigger proportion (42%) of the serious LHV collisions were head on or overtaking 

collisions (compared to 30% for medium vehicles). By contrast only 11% of serious LHV collisions 

were ‘single vehicle’ compared with 20% for medium vehicles. Although there is clear potential for 

length to be a factor in this, the authors noted it was also associated with the observed seasonality 

with the head on or overtaking collisions more likely to occur in winter as well as LHV collisions 

being more likely in winter. As such, there is also clear potential for other factors to be of influence 

too. A detailed study of fatal collisions suggested that where it was judged that length might possibly 

be a factor the collision was more likely to involving turning. In longitudinal crashes, collisions where 

length might be a factor was split between 9 loss of control collisions and 5 overtaking collisions. 

(Vlaanderen MOW, 2020) noted that it had been recommended that a good collision recording 

system was set up to monitor collisions involving LHVs but that this had proven impossible in 

practice at the time of the report and that reliance on the willingness of the parties involved to self-

report reliably did not seem sufficient. In Belgium, the trial is administered separately in Flanders 

and in Walloon and both trials are small such that even with good reporting systems, the numbers 

involved would be too small for statistically meaningful results. (Walloon, 2018) benchmark the 

collision rates per billion vehicle km of standard HGVs on different road classes and compare to 

passenger cars but at the time of the report no collisions involving an LHV had occurred (only 10 

vehicles in use). 
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Although reaching the same conclusion as reported by (ITF, 2019), (Rakic, et al., 2011) reported the 

Dutch evaluation in more detail. Data presented in that report showed some levels of uncertainty, for 

example, 11 of 19 collisions were initially judged to have possible factors relating to LHV 

characteristics. In 4 of 11, sideways motion of the LHV contributed to the cause and 3 of those 4 

were in adverse weather. It was also noted that 5 of the 11 collisions with possible LHV influence 

were at places where the infrastructure forced a lane change. The report acknowledged the general 

research suggesting LHVs may be more prone to lateral tracking and stability issues than regular 

trucks but also that similar collision types are common for standard trucks. The authors considered 

that these collisions couldn’t be attributed to an LHV characteristic. However, we note, particularly 

given the low numbers, this could be interpreted more as an absence of any evidence that any 

collisions were related to specific LHV characteristics, rather than conclusive evidence of an 

absence of such a relationship. 

(MoT Denmark, ND) noted that the number of collisions experienced in their trial between 2008-

2011 was only 4 and too small for meaningful statistical analysis. However, they reported that they 

had ‘rebuilt’ 150 junctions and roundabouts to allow LHVs to pass and that at those locations the 

number of all collisions involving all road user types (not just HGVs/LHVs) reduced by more than a 

third. This demonstrates that infrastructure improvements justified by LHVs can have a safety 

benefit for all road users. However, the study also noted that this collision reduction was slightly less 

than for all locations that had been subject to infrastructure improvements. This may suggest a 

slightly elevated risk for LHVs in that type of difficult location, but the difference could also be 

associated with other factors that were underlying the justification for improvements made at 

locations that were not intended to support the introduction of LHVs. 

(Castillo-Manzano, et al., 2021) took a different approach to quantifying safety effects, creating a 

complex multi-factor regression model of collision statistics in EU countries that had permitted LHVs 

compared with those that had not. The comparison was of the effect on all collisions and all 

fatalities, not only those involving trucks and the model controlled for a range of different possible 

explanatory variables related to the economy, the degree of motorisation and traffic and the quality 

of infrastructure (expressed as the density of superhighways). This is a highly statistical analysis and 

complex to understand with some apparent contradictions in the reporting. However, it appears to 

show that the authorisation of LHVs in a country is associated with a statistically significant increase 

in the number of fatalities of between 11% and 17%, once the large host of other explanatory 

variables are considered. The effect on collisions of all severities was small and not statistically 

significant. 

As with any ex post statistical analysis of collision data, it is important to remember that the analysis 

of (Castillo-Manzano, et al., 2021) demonstrates association not causation. Although an interesting 

approach, there are also several limitations in the data that would have a lot of potential to affect the 

results. For example, permitting LHVs appeared to be a binary element in the model that did not 

consider when they were permitted, what type were permitted and most importantly in what 

numbers. These elements were also not considered in order to quantify the general role of HGVs in 

each country, so no consideration of the size or type of the freight market. As such, the results 

should be treated very cautiously at this stage. 

Considering the analyses of (Castillo-Manzano, et al., 2021) from more of an engineering approach, 

collisions involving HGVs account for approximately 14% of all EU road fatalities (ERSO, 2017). So, 

for all fatalities to increase by between 11% and 17%, as a consequence only of collisions involving 
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HGVs increasing, would require the number of collisions involving HGVs to very approximately 

double. The proportion of HGVs in any given country that permits LHVs is not always known with 

precision but, based on the evidence we have identified, it is variable with relatively high proportions 

in countries with a mature LHV system such as Sweden and Finland but much lower in countries 

running trials (e.g. only 158 vehicles in Germany at the end of their trial in 2016). It is, therefore, 

difficult to reconcile the findings of (Castillo-Manzano, et al., 2021) with the findings of the other 

reported studies generally suggesting that no collision types specific to LHVs were identified and 

that where comparisons were possible, the rates per km were lower with LHVs. It is possible that the 

current authors have misunderstood (Castillo-Manzano, et al., 2021) and/or that some feature such 

as those mentioned above that is missing in the model does have a substantial effect on the results. 

4.1.10.1 Analysis: Casualty effects 

The experience with LHVs has grown substantially since 2008 with many more vehicles in use in 

Europe. Only one study has been identified that associates this with an overall increase in fatalities 

and this was a complex statistical model based on very high level data missing some key elements 

likely to influence results. It should be treated with a great deal of caution. On balance, it is 

reasonable to say at least that there is no evidence of LHVs causing any significant decrease in 

safety. Despite an expectation of an increase in risk per mile, outweighed by a reduction in miles 

travelled, the direct comparative analyses seem to suggest a strong reduction in risk even measured 

per mile travelled (much as has been seen on the GB LST trial, where it is attributed to careful route 

and driver selection). However, the quality of the evidence available is limited and possible 

confounding factors are regularly identified in the literature. For example, stakeholders in Sweden 

and Germany have said that direct comparison of collision numbers between LHVs and standard 

(e.g. 40 tonne) HGVs is not possible. In other countries, it is possible, but sample sizes are too small 

for meaningful analyses and very few if any analyses account for the effect of different usage 

patterns on the safest roads with the best drivers, that may have the effect of leaving the remaining 

standard HGV operations looking less safe even though nothing has changed. As such, more 

scientifically conclusive evidence of end safety effects remains a gap. If implemented, a robust trial 

and monitoring programme in the UK has the opportunity to fill that gap, but only if it is of sufficient 

size and duration with the appropriate measurements and controls. The use of case control 

methodologies and innovative telematics solutions has the potential to significantly advance the 

state of knowledge in the relatively short term even if the trial remains relatively small.  

4.2 ENVIRONMENT 

4.2.1 FUEL CONSUMPTION AND EMISSIONS 

(Morrison, et al., 2013) used a micro-simulation model of motorway traffic to estimate that a 

reduction in energy consumption of the freight fleet, of between 6% and 23%, could be achieved 

depending on the vehicle configuration. Most of this was attributed to the greater payload efficiency 

of the vehicles but it was found that effects on congestion also played a role and that power to 

weight ratio could be an important part of that secondary congestion effect. In dense traffic, LHVs 

would have a small beneficial effect on congestion which in turn would reduce the fuel consumed by 

surrounding passenger vehicles. However, in free flow traffic, where the LHVs travel at higher speed 

the aerodynamic effects increase the energy used by each vehicle such that only the payload 

efficiency offers a benefit. If LHVs were underpowered, perhaps in an attempt to minimise 

emissions, then this could cause greater congestion which would increase emissions. A power of 
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6kW/tonne was recommended as a minimum, which translates to an engine power of 360kW (483 

BHP) for a 60 tonne LHV (compared with 264 kw or 354BHP for a standard 44 tonne HGV). 

(de Saxe, et al., 2019) reviewed the implementation of LHVs in South Africa. They found that the 

project had generated more than 100 million truck km of data and that for every LHV operation data 

was also collected for the equivalent baseline vehicles (i.e. conventional combinations operated by 

the same company on the same freight task). It has been found that relative to the baseline vehicles, 

the LHVs have resulted in a 12% reduction in fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions per 

tonne km of freight moved. 

(Vierth, et al., 2008) estimated that reverting to standard EU weights and dimensions in Sweden 

would result in a 6% increase in diesel consumption after the effects on modal split were accounted 

for. 

(TML, 2008) found that LHVs would use 12% less fuel per tonne km and that after modal split and 

freight generation effects were accounted for this would translate to CO2 reduction of 3.6%. 

(Christidis & Leduc, 2009) cited 2008 research by the Fraunhofer Institute that acknowledge the 

reduction in fuel and CO2 per tonne km but estimated very substantial losses of rail freight to road 

(85% in the container market) if LHVs were permitted on a cross border basis in the EU. This level 

of mode shift was modelled to show an adverse effect on emissions. 

(Knight, et al., 2008) used sophisticated emissions modelling to predict that LHVs (from longer semi-

trailers to 33m A doubles at 82 tonnes) would produce reductions in fuel consumed per unit of goods 

moved of between 8% and 28%. However, 8-18% of rail traffic was estimated to transfer to road and 

at the high end of this range, with the larger vehicles, this risked a negative overall effect on 

emissions. 

(Aarts & Feddes, 2009) found, based on results from the early phases of the trial in the Netherlands, 

that 33% more tonne kms of goods could be transported for every litre of fuel used, with consequent 

reductions in CO2, Nox and particulate matter (PM). 

(Piecyk & Allen, 2020) cited evaluations of Norwegian field trial findings that CO2 and air pollutants 

were reduced per tonne km. They also cited results of trials in Sweden of the use of 32m double 

trailers (beyond the scope of consideration in this UK study) leading to a CO2 reduction per unit of 

cargo carried of up to 27%. 

There is a possibility that high powered towing vehicles will spend some time operating below the 

maximum weight or not as LHVs.  (Rakic, et al., 2011) reported on an exercise of monitoring the 

LHV trial in the Netherlands during 2010. In this, they noted during a study of collisions that a tow 

vehicle registered as suitable for towing an LHV was involved in 67 collisions. However, follow up 

investigations with the registered owners of the tow vehicles revealed that it was only being used as 

an LHV in 18 of those collisions. At face value this would suggest vehicles capable of towing 60 

tonnes were very frequently used to tow standard combinations (max 50 tonnes in NL). In fact, there 

were a number of possible explanations (including a temporary reduction of the GVW of LHVs to 50 

tonnes), so how often tow vehicles capable of powering a 60 tonne combination were used in 

standard combinations is not precisely known. It is often noted that a 60 tonne combination will 

require a considerably higher powered tow vehicle than a standard EU 40 tonne combination would. 

It would be expected that at 40 tonnes, an LHV tow vehicle would be over-powered and would use 

more fuel and emit more as a result, when compared with a tow vehicle ideally specified for 40 

tonne operation. However, the standard maximum weight in the Netherlands is 50 tonnes, so it may 
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be that the reduced difference there accounts for an apparent high prevalence of interchangeability 

that may be cost prohibitive in other countries. 

4.2.2 ELECTRIFICATION AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

The road freight industry is moving towards decarbonisation and vehicles that emit zero emissions 

at the tailpipe are a substantial part of the solutions proposed. The UK plans to prohibit the sale of 

petrol and diesel HGVs by 204014 and the expectation is that by that time all new vehicles will be 

either Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV) or Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles (HFCEV). It is 

possible to conceive of an argument that at the environmental benefit of LHVs compared to standard 

HGVs is eroded or eliminated because the emissions are reduced to zero. It is also clear that the 

challenges of electrification increase the heavier that the vehicle combination becomes because of 

the energy density limitations of the alternatives to diesel. 

There is considerable debate and controversy as to what the best solution for heavy duty vehicles 

will be, with the fundamental considerations being limited range and long charging time for BEVs, 

potentially impacting on logistics practices and the structure of supply chains, and the much lower 

energy efficiency of HFCEVs on a well to wheels basis and the low carbon credentials of the source 

of hydrogen. The vehicle industry itself is taking different approaches. All acknowledge BEV will be 

dominant in urban freight transport.  

Scania15 are also working towards direct electrification across all sectors that it supplies to, with only 

small concessions that FCEV may be interesting in some applications despite the inefficiency. They 

have announced that in 2023, they will launch a BEV capable of 4 hours of operation at 40 tonnes or 

3 hours at 60 tonnes and that in 2024 they will launch vehicles optimised for long haul with fast 

charging in the driver’s 45 minute break and operational times of 4.5 hours at 40 tonnes or 4 hours 

at 60 tonnes. They are also heavily involved in trials of the use of overhead catenary power lines for 

charging on the move in long haul transport. 

By contrast, Daimler states that FCEV is an integral part of their powertrain strategy16. They plan to 

start customer trials of their ‘Gen H2’ truck in 2023 and series production by 2027. They cite a 

1,000km range and quick refuelling times as major advantages17, making them just like diesel trucks 

when it comes to multi-day, difficult to plan, long haul transport where the daily energy consumption 

is high. 

The issues are explored in more detail in many papers and blogs18. These highlight that if it is 

assumed that the source of all primary energy is solar or wind electricity, then the BEV path is 

somewhere around three times more efficient than the HFCEV pathway. Thus, if all long haul freight 

was carried on HFCEVs then around 3 times more renewable energy would be needed to achieve 

zero carbon than if the same freight was transported by BEV. This would mean 3 times the land or 

sea area required to be used for the generation of the renewable energy used in long haul freight. 

 

14 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-confirms-pledge-for-zero-emission-hgvs-by-2040-and-unveils-new-
chargepoint-design 
15 
https://www.scania.com/group/en/home/newsroom/news/2021/Scanias_commitment_to_electrification_our_ini
tiatives_so_far.html 
16 https://www.daimler.com/innovation/drive-systems/hydrogen/start-of-testing-genh2-truck-prototype.html 
17 https://www.daimler.com/innovation/drive-systems/hydrogen/start-of-testing-genh2-truck-prototype.html 
18 See for example https://www.csrf.ac.uk/blog/long-haul-lorries-powered-by-hydrogen-or-electricity/ 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-confirms-pledge-for-zero-emission-hgvs-by-2040-and-unveils-new-chargepoint-design
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-confirms-pledge-for-zero-emission-hgvs-by-2040-and-unveils-new-chargepoint-design
https://www.scania.com/group/en/home/newsroom/news/2021/Scanias_commitment_to_electrification_our_initiatives_so_far.html
https://www.scania.com/group/en/home/newsroom/news/2021/Scanias_commitment_to_electrification_our_initiatives_so_far.html
https://www.daimler.com/innovation/drive-systems/hydrogen/start-of-testing-genh2-truck-prototype.html
https://www.daimler.com/innovation/drive-systems/hydrogen/start-of-testing-genh2-truck-prototype.html
https://www.csrf.ac.uk/blog/long-haul-lorries-powered-by-hydrogen-or-electricity/
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Given that in 2020, 28% of electricity generated came from wind and solar and another 15% from 

other renewables, then there is still a long way to go to decarbonise current electricity demand. 

Electric vehicles will substantially increase electricity demand, increasing the time taken to 

decarbonise the grid. If those electric vehicles were 3 times less efficient, as in the hydrogen 

pathway, then the time taken would be much longer still. 

It is clear that these same efficiency arguments will apply to consideration of longer heavier vehicles 

whether they are powered by diesel, BEV or HFCEVs. If they successfully improve transport 

efficiency they will reduce primary energy consumption, which will influence the decarbonisation of 

freight for many years to come as ICE remain within the new and then legacy fleet and as the grid 

becomes decarbonised. Even once the fleet is heavily electrified and the grid decarbonised, they will 

still influence cost and the other environmental issues associated with higher energy uses (e.g. 

cumulative battery capacity, renewable electricity generation etc.). 

Based on this type of thinking (Engasser & Wittig, 2020) described the development of a concept 

EMS truck employing a distributed powertrain concept that included additional power management 

control systems in the tow vehicle, use of an existing electrically powered semi-trailer and the 

development from scratch of a 2 axle eDolly. The powered dolly was specifically constructed as part 

of the aeroflex project and accommodated a 79-kWh battery with a peak 250 kW of power. It also 

had a hydraulically steered front axle and incorporated a remote-control function allowing it to be 

used without a tow vehicle to manouevre the trailer around a yard. As well as providing a plug in-

charge system, the eDolly alone would be capable of substantial energy recovery via regenerative 

braking, for example on downhill stretches of road. As such, it has the potential to be a mechanism 

of hybridising the powertrain of an otherwise diesel powered LHV, thus reducing its direct emissions 

considerably. The ability to provide additional power, for example when accelerating or travelling 

uphill, could also mean that the tow vehicle does not need to be so powerful, potentially making the 

tow vehicle more efficient when used outside of an LHV combination and making it a less 

specialised, more flexible tool for operators. 

Section 185 of the Road Traffic Act defines a motor vehicle as a mechanically propelled vehicle 

intended or adapted for use on the roads and a trailer as a vehicle drawn by a Motor Vehicle. In the 

context of this there may be risks that a trailer or dolly with driven wheels could be considered a 

motor vehicle rather than a trailer which may present difficulties with approvals and inappropriate 

requirements that could potentially present a barrier to the introduction of such technologies. It 

would appear that there may be room for interpretation within these requirements because it could 

be argued that a powered trailer could meet both definitions simultaneously if, for example, it always 

had to be drawn by a motor vehicle.  

Article 189 of the Road Traffic Act allows for certain vehicles not to be treated as motor vehicles, 

including vehicles that are controlled by a pedestrian and specified by Regulations made under 

Section 189. It is possible that a powered trailer being operated in remote control mode could be 

regulated under these powers. 

The issue has been raised by the International Association of the Body and Trailer Building Industry 

(CLCCR, 2021) at the UNECE vehicle regulation forum in Geneva, highlighting there that 

Consolidated Resolution RE3 defines a trailer as being ‘non self propelled’ and a road tractor as 

being “designed..to haul other road vehicles that are not power-driven”. Consideration is being given 

to changes to UNECE R100 on electrical powertrains to cover electric powered axles on trailers. 
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Section 54 of the Road traffic Act allows the Secretary of State to apply type approval requirements 

to ANY vehicle class. European Type Approval (Regulation EU 2018/858) is part of UK retained 

regulation and defines a motor vehicle as being any power driven vehicle that is designed and 

constructed to be moved by its own means that has at least 4 wheels and a maximum design speed 

exceeding 25 km/h. It could be argued that if the powered trailer or dolly could not be moved “by its 

own means” without a tow vehicle at a speed in excess of 25 km/h then it would not fall within that 

definition of a motor vehicle for type approval purposes. This would mean that many of the 

requirements of motor vehicles in type approval that would be inappropriate for a trailer could be 

avoided by still designating the vehicle as a trailer. However, in the case of a powered dolly or 

trailer, it could be desirable to apply some of the regulations for motor vehicles. For example, the 

requirements for electric powertrains and energy storage systems in R100 could be applied, as 

could the requirements for remote parking in R79. In the trial context, these could potentially be 

applied as a condition of granting the vehicle special order for exception from length and weight 

limits where powered trailers were used. In the longer term, a subcategory of powered trailer either 

in UK specific Regulation (GB Approval Scheme) or in international UNECE regulation would form a 

more robust solution. 

4.2.2.1 Analysis: Emissions 

The basic elements of the effects of LHVs on emissions are well documented and, in the absence of 

substantial modal shift, not in dispute. Capturing these in a real world trial can be done by several 

different means and the techniques used in the LST trial could be replicated. If vehicles are used on 

a modular basis, it will be particularly important to capture whether vehicles or trailers are being 

used in a standard or LHV configuration at any given time. Techniques involving telematics or trailer 

tracking may be able to offer advantages. 

Consideration needs to be given as to the degree to which any trial should limit variables to be able 

to more reliably attribute results to the main feature under investigation, or whether it should be a 

more general opportunity for experimenting with decarbonisation techniques. If assessing the effect 

of LHVs on emissions then it would be easiest to implement and most reliably attribute the effects if 

variables were limited and BEVs, or electrified trailers etc. were not permitted in the trial. However, 

BEVs suitable for 60 tonnes are expected to become available in 2023 and it would seem counter-

intuitive that a project aimed at decarbonisation would not permit their use. It would also be possible 

to pursue a more aggressive approach and take action to remove any regulatory barriers to the use 

of etrailers or edollies as part of the trial and/or actively promote their use in it (subject to 

availability). 

If DfT wished to permit the use of powered remote control dollies or trailers in any future trial, for 

example, to provide options in the event of problems parking or splitting the vehicle in the event of 

road closures or breakdowns, then a gap remains in how this might be done. The evidence suggests 

at this stage that there are regulatory risks around these vehicles and they are unlikely to gain 

approval currently. However, it does appear, subject to legal advice, that it may be possible to permit 

them without amending primary legislation. 

 

4.2.3 NOISE 

(Knight, et al., 2008) assessed the impact of LHVs on vehicle noise emissions. It was found that 

because regulation limited the maximum engine noise, the more powerful engines required would 
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not likely be noisier. The rolling noise would be expected to increase slightly with the number of 

axles such that each vehicle was slightly noisier than a standard HGV. However, the overall 

reduction in vehicle numbers expected to be associated with the improved efficiency would be 

expected to reduce total traffic noise where HGV exposure is common. 

(Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) cited a Danish evaluation of their trial of LHVs that stated that the effect 

of LHVs on traffic noise is very limited and estimated as unnoticeable to the human ear. 

 

4.3 INFRASTRUCTURE 

4.3.1 ROADS 

(Knight, et al., 2008) assessed the impact of 8 candidate LHVs on structural road wear using the 

long standing principle that the structural road wear attributable to vehicles is proportional to the 4th 

power of the axle weight. This was expressed relative to a ‘standard axle’, which means the road 

wear associated with a standard axle of 8.16 tonnes. So, the road wear of a vehicle can be 

assessed by calculating the number of standard axles it represents. 

Road wear factor (standard axles) = (axle weight in tonnes/8.16)4 

Based on this method, (Knight, et al., 2008) found that the only specific scenarios assessed that did 

not cause additional road wear per vehicle were the 25.25m combinations at a GVW of 44 tonnes, 

similar to those used in the German trial reported by (Irzik, et al., 2016). Although the analyses took 

account of different loading levels and patterns the result can broadly be explained by the GVW 

divided by the number of axles. A standard, fully loaded, 44 tonne vehicle on 6 axles would have a 

mean axle weight of 7.33 tonnes, whereas a 60 tonne vehicle on 8 axles would carry on average 7.5 

tonnes per axle. For 60 tonne vehicles, the significantly higher wear per vehicle km, translates to a 

much smaller increase per 100 tonnes of goods moved. The higher figures for longer or taller 

vehicles (e.g. double deck) at the same GVW is associated with the road wear caused when running 

empty or at states of load less than maximum, where the increased unladen weight of the vehicle is 

a factor. 

Table 2: Road wear factors for different HGVs and LHVs. Source: (Knight, et al., 2008) 
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(Knight, et al., 2008) also noted that the actual damage caused to the structures of the road 

depended on the standard of the structure as well as the load imparted by the vehicle. It was noted 

that a significant proportion of the trunk road network was at that time constructed of what was 

known as “long life” pavement. This is designed such that the underlying structure of the road can 

be considered essentially permanent provided defects in the surface layer are quickly remedied. The 

increase in the wear factors associated with the LHVs considered would have much lower effects in 

terms of structural maintenance and costs than would be the case on lower standards of road. The 

exact proportions of the network constructed to different standards were unknown. 

Although the 4th power law is a generally accepted indicator of the relative aggressivity of a truck 

towards a pavement, in actual fact the correct coefficient to accurately predict the road wear in any 

given surface also depends strongly on the characteristics of the road. (Breemersch, et al., 2021) 

identified appropriate powers from 2.4 to 6 for flexible pavements, 8 to 10 for flexible pavements with 

weak subgrade and up to 12 in the case of semi-rigid pavements (with a cement 

concrete/hydraulically bound base underneath an asphalt wearing course). 

(Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) assessed a range of HGVs and LHVs in relation to structural road 

wear, with the results as shown in Figure 25, below.  

 

Figure 25: Pavement vertical loading, based on heaviest axle fully laden. Source: 

(Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) 

Although this suggests that all of the LHVs are better than a standard articulated vehicle this needs 

to be treated with caution in a UK context. A full explanation of the method is not provided by the 

authors, but it appears as if the results presented are simply the mass of the heaviest axle when 

fully laden. Although this represents the worst case damage caused by a single axle, it is not 

necessarily representative of the cumulative damage caused per 100 tonnes of goods transported, 

considering the different densities of goods and trips taken at less than full load. In addition to this, 

the reference used by (Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) is the standard EU 40 tonne articulated vehicle 

on 5 axles. The UK market is dominated currently by 6 axle combinations at 44 tonnes which tend to 

have a lower maximum drive axle mass and lower average axle loads across the combination, thus 

reducing road wear (depending on the use of lift axles). (Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) also include 60 
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tonne LHVs with 9 axles whereas (Knight, et al., 2008) assumed 8 axles, and 9 axle vehicles will 

genuinely offer better performance in relation to structural road wear. 

In addition to damage caused to the underlying structure of the road, damage can be caused to the 

surface layers in terms of rutting. (Breemersch, et al., 2021) defined primary rutting as compaction 

and compression of the wearing course of asphalt. This was considered to occur mostly on main 

roads with thick bituminous layers and strong sub base. Secondary rutting is deformation of the 

base layers underneath the wearing course and mainly occurs on weak or think pavements where 

the subgrade is weak. (Knight, et al., 2008) found evidence to suggest that rutting was directly 

proportional to the axle load (rather than some power of the axle load). Thus, the effect of increased 

axle load was much smaller than for structural road wear but would still be of some influence. 

(Irzik, et al., 2016) found that the longer (not heavier) 25m trucks permitted in the German trial were 

unlikely to result in accelerated surface damage (rutting). This is consistent with the analysis of 

(Knight, et al., 2008) because the axle loads of the LHVs in the German trial (with a max GVW of 40 

tonnes) would have been lower than those of a standard (EU) 40 tonne articulated vehicle on 5 

axles. 

The Australian PBS has also included a pavement horizontal loading test to quantify the effect of 

braking, accelerating and turning forces on the pavement structure and road wear. (Bruzsa & 

DePont, 2021) stated that this standard was defined as prescriptive limits, for example where the 

spread of axles in a group exceeded certain limits (2m for twin axle, 3.2m for 3+ axle groups) then at 

least one axle must be steered to prevent excessive side force in tight turns. Braking and 

acceleration limits were rarely used, and the philosophy was that emergency braking should not be 

limited and drive forces should be spread equally among the driven axles. (Bruzsa & DePont, 2021) 

recommended this should be changed to a performance requirement focused on turning only and 

based on the stress applied to the pavement, effectively considering both the force at the pavement 

but also the area (tyre contact patch) over which that force was spread. This was to be 

approximated by the friction demand multiplied by the manufacturers rated pressure for the tyre. The 

principle was agreed but a change had not been implemented at the time of their report because of 

disagreement over the most appropriate limit value. 

In addition to this, (Breemersch, et al., 2021) identified other parameters that could be important 

across different areas: 

 Road design: 

• Number of lanes: if HGVs can use more lanes, it spreads the cumulative loading over more 

road surface. 

• Width of the lane: a narrower lane channels all of the trucks into a common lateral position 

increasing cumulative agressivity. 

 Vehicle design: 

• Axle spacing – reduced spacing between axles can increase the agressivity. 

• Dual/single tyres – Super single types have been shown to be much more damaging to roads 

than single tyres. 

• Suspension – wheel loads experienced while stationary (static) can be larger when measured in 

motion (dynamic), depending on how smooth the road is. Research has shown that pavement 

wear under steel sprung suspension can be at least 15% faster than under air suspension. 
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(Irzik, et al., 2016) reported that although the theory suggested that the 25.25m vehicles they 

permitted should be able to negotiate the junctions on the routes they were permitted on, it was 

found in practice that vehicles did use adjacent spaces in marginal areas. They found that it may be 

necessary to consider some form of paving to protect areas around junctions. 

4.3.1.1 Analysis: Roads 

The implications of LHVs on structural road wear from vertical loading are well documented and little 

has changed since 2008 in terms of the assessment of the vehicle. Analyses could consider the 

effect of increasing the number of axles to 9 instead of 8 previously modelled, which would help 

ensure reduced wear and the benefits of steered axles in reducing horizontal pavement forces could 

be considered. If different levels of vertical loading performance was permitted, then consideration of 

how to identify the matching capability of the infrastructure in the route network may be required. For 

example, routes where long life pavement, good smoothness, and wide lanes may be deemed more 

accessible than legacy concrete, narrower lanes or rougher roads. 

4.3.2 BRIDGES 

(Breemersch, et al., 2021) provided an overview of bridge design as it related to heavy vehicle 

loads. It stated that bridges must be designed to withstand several categories of loads, denoted as 

actions, including the dead weight of the structure itself, natural actions such as wind, water and 

earthquake loads, traffic loads, and accidental loads (such as trucks colliding with bridges). Since 

the evolution of modern vehicles and traffic levels, the traffic loads are often the dominant action in 

the design of the bridge.  

(Knight, et al., 2008) identified a risk that any vehicle exceeding 44 tonnes GVW would represent an 

increased risk to the structure of a bridge if it collided with the bridge supports but the magnitude of 

the risk could not be quantified. It was noted that design standards for bridges represented a 30-

tonne rigid HGV colliding with the bridge support at 40 mile/h at an angle of 20 degrees, such that a 

higher speed impact with the same vehicle or a 40 mile/h collision with a 44 tonne vehicle could 

already overload the bridge support such that significant risk was already tolerated. Increasing 

confidence in the real world collision loadings on structures would require physical testing or 

perhaps simulation. 

(Knight, et al., 2008) compared the load effects on a range of simply supported spans from 5 

different LHVs to the load effects caused by application of the HA and HB design load models 

defined in BD37 (DMRB) to the same simply supported spans. Several simplifications were used, for 

example not considering transverse positioning and only considering single vehicles not a stream of 

traffic. The sum of maximum axle loads was used as the Gross vehicle weight (overestimating GVW 

by about 10%), such that the analysis for a single vehicle was considered relatively conservative.    

Dynamic load factors of 1.8 were included and 40% overloading was assumed on short span 

bridges. 

For all but very short spans, the results from the 44t longer semi-trailer gave rise to less bending and 

shear than the standard 44t reference articulated vehicle because the same load was spread over a 

larger distance. The results for all 44t and 60t LHVs fell within the envelope of the HA and HB 

design load models from BD37. As such, a single 60t LHV might impose more load from each 

passage than a single 44 tonne HGV, which should be considered alongside the expected number 

of passages of each vehicle type for the assessment of fatigue and wear and tear on expansion 
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joints and surfacing. However, these vehicles were not expected to cause any risk of failure to 

bridges designed to the HA or HB load models.  

The 82 tonne, 34m LHV assessed did exceed the shear effects caused by the HA loading model for 

spans between 27 and 51m, but this vehicle is not in scope of the current feasibility study.   

Centrifugal and braking effects on bridges were reviewed by (Knight, et al., 2008) and found to be of 

concern only for the 34m and 82 tonne vehicle, considered beyond the scope of the current study. 

It was noted that not all existing bridges met the BD37 design standard, with 3.3% of (then) 

Highways Agency underbridges known to be designed for less than the HA loading model and, at 

the time, it was unknown what loading 12.6% of structures had been designed for. Stakeholder 

feedback suggested that bridges off the trunk road network were more often likely to be designed for 

lower loading than HA which may represent a risk for LHVs. It was noted that bridges designed for 

lower loading than HA were also unlikely to be suitable for current 44 tonne vehicles and, as such, 

should already be appropriately signed and restricted. However, designation of LHV routes would 

need to account for these limitations. 

So, in terms of the risk of damage or failure of a bridge, (Knight, et al., 2008) showed that 25m 60 

tonne LHVs were not a risk for bridges designed in accordance with (then) current design codes but 

there were several things it did not do: 

 Account for the cumulative wear and tear effect associated with both the change in loading per 

vehicle and the change in the number of vehicles associated with any productivity/efficiency gain. 

 Consider how the load effects from LHVs compared with those from the Eurocode model, which 

have become more relevant since 2008 because more UK bridges may have been designed in 

accordance with those codes. 

 Consider the difference between the design loads in BD37 and the assessment loads in BD21, 

which in the case of the analysis undertaken should only, remove the allowance for future load 

increase (as the adjustment for lateral bunching has already been made). The effect from this 

would be a reduction of the HA envelope that the LHV load effects are being compared against, 

by 10%.  

 Compare the load effects from the LHVs to those from the application of Assessment Live Load 

(ALL) model 1 and 2, from the current bridge assessment standard (CS 454).  

 Quantify the extent to which bridges that were not designed or assessed for loading which 

covered the effects of the LHVs would either constrain the routes available to LHVs or quantify 

the cost of upgrading them to remove those constraints. 

 Consider the change of risk of accidental actions such as pier impact, parapet collision, and 

bridge strikes due to the change in mass and length of vehicles. 

(de Saxe, et al., 2019) analysed the effects on a range of bridges of 27 different vehicle configurations 

considered representative of EU standard HGVs and LHVs that are already used, or may soon be 

used, in at least some EU members states. The aim of the analysis was to consider the development 

of some form of standard that could be used to permit cross border LHV traffic in Europe.  

The first analysis undertaken by (de Saxe, et al., 2019) was to assess the effects that each of the 27 

candidate vehicles would have on a range of effects on different vehicle types. Like (Knight, et al., 2008), 

they found that the biggest vehicles tended to produce larger effects in the bridge. However, they 

attempted to account for the efficiency/productivity effect of LHVs by normalising the effects induced in 
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bridges by factors such as the GVW and payload. On this basis they concluded that in general the LHVs 

were generally not more aggressive than normal HGVs per tonne of load transported across them. 

In considering the problem of cross border traffic specifically, (de Saxe, et al., 2019) considered two 

possible approaches: one is based on the type of analysis undertaken by (Knight, et al., 2008) to 

assess whether any given type of vehicle exceeds the loading demanded by the bridge design 

codes, the Eurocodes in the case of (de Saxe, et al., 2019). However, they noted that under the 

Eurocodes each national authority was allowed to vary one key parameter that meant that the ability 

of bridges to withstand the loads remained potentially different in different member states. As such, 

an international standard would need to identify the lowest standard used in any country. Significant 

analysis is also required to determine whether a given vehicle imposes higher loads than a design 

standard, which may limit innovation in vehicle configurations. As such, (de Saxe, et al., 2019) 

showed a result for all 27 vehicles based on the effect induced in a simply supported, single span 

bridge of 20m span length in terms of mid span bending moment. It showed that the results were 

variable between different vehicles but suggested that all were more than an order of magnitude 

(factor of 10) lower than the effect on the same bridge of the German load model 1 in the relevant 

Eurocode. 

An alternative approach considered was the bridge formula. This is where the GVW a particular 

vehicle can carry is determined by a formula that is related to the standard of bridges in a particular 

country or a given route. Significant analysis would be required to determine the correct formula, but 

once determined, it would be easy to apply to any given vehicle configuration and could simply 

mean different levels of maximum loading were permissible in different countries. 

(Efron, et al., 2021) analysed bridges in Uruguay and in that instance found that it was necessary to 

evaluate bridges on a case-by-case basis, dictating a route network that evolved in response to 

industry requests for route assessments. However, more generally they recommended the 

development of a bridge performance assessment database and a vehicle access comparison tool to 

enable more automated permit systems for vehicles permitted using PBS. 

Analysis 

(Knight, et al., 2008) showed that all the 60 t/25m vehicles with 8 axles that were assessed fell within 

the envelope of BD 37 HA and HB design load models, when considered as a single vehicle. 

However, this is only one of a number of design and assessment standards. Standards relating to the 

assessment of in-service bridges allow for increasing vehicle weights in future such that a bridge 

designed to BD37 can degrade in capacity without being downrated. As such, the number of bridges 

in the real world where it can be confidently stated that the LHVs could be accommodated may be 

limited by the assessment load models rather than the design load models. If LHVs, considered on 

their own and in convoy, were compared to all the current commonly used design and assessment 

load models (including BD 21/01, CS 454 and BS EN 1991-2 + UK NA) and were found to produce 

effects falling within the acceptable envelope, then they could be considered to be generally 

consistent with current normal traffic and many more bridges would have the required capacity.   

The literature identified all focused on vehicles that were both heavier and longer than standard 

vehicles. Several use cases have been identified in stakeholder engagements that identified potential 

for using heavier vehicles that were not longer (e.g. 48 tonnes at 16.5m for intermodal). Input from 

road owners has suggested that their analyses of these propositions showed that these would fall 

outside the relevant bridge load models. 
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The scope of this research was any LHV up to a maximum of 60 tonnes and 25.25m without 

increases in maximum axle mass. In theory, this could include a vehicle of 16.5m in length and 60 

tonnes. Based on the stakeholder analysis, and the literature describing the loading issues more 

generally, this would clearly fall outside the load models for normal traffic and that the number of 

bridges with sufficient capacity would be much more severely limited. 

If it is found that 60 tonne 25.25m vehicles fall within the load models for normal traffic and it is clear 

that 60 tonne vehicles at a length of 16.5m would fall outside of the load models, then one valid 

question is at what length does the load effect of a 60 tonne vehicle pass from outside to just inside 

that produced by the load models. This would be beneficial in identifying when vehicles need different 

treatment in terms of whether or not it is permitted and, if permitted, what road network these vehicles  

can access. 

In terms of accidental actions (collisions) on bridges, a more formal risk appraisal is required to 

consider the probability and severity of impacts with pier, parapets or superstructure.  

If a situation were implemented where many different configurations of LHVs were permitted at 60 

tonnes and it was not possible to consider them equivalent to normal traffic then a great many bridges 

may require assessment at significant cost. In some countries this problem has been countered by 

developing a simplified bridge formula that, instead of assessing whether a bridge has capacity for a 

set GVW, uses a simple formula to determine a maximum GVW for a specific vehicle geometry that 

will be safe for all bridges of a certain standard (e.g. all suitable for 44 tonne vehicles). Depending on 

implementation this may be beneficial in the UK but it may also be quite complex to design and verify. 

The feasibility of a bridge formula approach in the UK is not currently known with certainty. 

 

 

4.3.3 ROADSIDE RESTRAINTS 

(Knight, et al., 2008) identified a risk that if an LHV collided with a roadside restraint (crash barrier) it 

could overload it such that it failed and increased the consequences of a collision, if for example, the 

LHV subsequently collided with a bridge support. However, they also identified that the design 

standard for such restraints was also based on impacts with a 30 tonne vehicle so, by the same 

logic, may also be inadequate for existing 44 tonne vehicles. 

The European testing standard EN1317 considers testing restraints under impact conditions for a 

range of vehicles from cars to a 30 tonne rigid HGV and a 38 tonne articulated vehicle, both at an 

impact speed of approximately 40 mile/h at an angle of 20 degrees. 

(Irzik, et al., 2016) reported that fears that longer (not heavier) trucks used in the German trials 

would not be restrained by a standard of barrier (H4b) designed for standard 38 tonne articulated 

vehicles, proved unfounded. However, it was noted that it may be worth upgrading the requirements 

for containment to H4b from a lower standard, but this was considered beneficial for both 

conventional and longer trucks.  

This was supported by analysis in Belgium (Walloon, 2018) and this study also recommended 

routes for LHVs should incorporate ‘stop beds’ on steeply sloped descents. These are gravel and 

earth ‘escape roads’ at the side of long descending roads that HGV drivers can use to stop their 

vehicle in the event of brake problems. These stop beds may need different designs to those usually 

used to account for the increased length and weight of LHVs. 
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Analysis 

This issue is not widely discussed in the literature, at least specifically in relation to LHVs. Although 

a European standard exists it foresees a variety of test levels and variations in national approaches 

may still exist. In the case of Germany, the permitted weights may in any case mean that findings 

from other countries were not directly transferrable to UK. Stakeholder input from experts at National 

Highways was that several studies in the past have highlighted that whilst lower in mass, the rigid 

nature of the 30 tonne HGV means that imparts a greater load on the VRS than the 38 tonne 

articulated HGV, which essentially imparts two smaller impacts at the same location on the VRS. 

The extent to which this same behaviour would hold true for LHVs with two articulation points at 60 

tonnes is not known. If a sufficient concern, then some form of additional impact test and/or 

simulation may be required to quantify the effect more precisely. 

In addition to this, barriers tested to the higher levels with the 30 tonne HGV are only installed in a 

limited number of high risk locations (such as bridge parapets over railways). In most cases, the 

VRS required on the verge will only have been tested with a 1,500 kg car and concrete median 

barriers may only be tested with a 10 tonne HGV. National Highways stakeholders have reported 

incidents in service where heavily loaded HGVs have breached concrete median barriers. 

Although there is a clear risk that an LHV would breach many VRS, it is not clear how much this is 

an increase in risk compared with the existing situation with heavily loaded HGVs. 

 

4.3.4 PARKING 

(Knight, et al., 2008) found that existing HGV parking was already considered inadequate in some 

places. Motorway Service Areas were franchised under contracts that did not give Government any 

means to require operators to amend their existing HGV parking provision or to require them to 

accept vehicles longer than 18.75m. It was considered that, if LHV parking provision was not 

resolved by market forces or negotiation, then considerable investment might be required in 

additional, new provisions. Potentially the cost could be as high as the low £billions.  

(Vlaanderen MOW, 2020) cited a survey in Belgium where 50% of LHV drivers cited the availability 

of suitable parking spaces as a problem. 

(Rakic, et al., 2011) reported on monitoring of the evaluation phase of the Netherlands trial. They 

noted that there were insufficient parking spaces that could accommodate LHVs. They also noted a 

lack of areas where they could couple and uncouple trailers. This was also a concern highlighted by 

(Irzik, et al., 2016) in the German trial. It was noted that all apart from the longer semi-trailer were 

too long for existing spaces and had difficulties manoeuvring into bays without driving over adjacent 

bays. Re-marking bays to deal with longer trucks would entail a loss of parking capacity. However, 

(Irzik, et al., 2016) concluded that the problem was manageable while numbers were low and that 

there were a number of ways of improving the parking situation of longer trucks at rest areas. In a 

worst case, where this was not possible, the route could be excluded from the LHV network. 

The conclusions of (Irzik, et al., 2016) were on the basis of parallel work being undertaken within the 

same institution (German Federal Highway Research Institute) and later reported by (Lippold & 

Schemmel, 2017). This was a more detailed study based on surveys of the provision and usage of 

samples of parking provided for abnormal indivisible load vehicles, practical driving tests with LHVs 
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at rest areas looking at different uses of available space and simulating revised layouts and 

manoeuvres in Autotrack CAD software. 

(Lippold & Schemmel, 2017) reviewed the situation with LHV parking internationally. They found that 

in Finland and Sweden there were no special parking spaces for long trucks at service areas. They 

primarily parked in parallel bays alongside an access road with allocation shared with abnormal load 

vehicles.  

 

Figure 26: Longitudinal parking for LHV at a small rest stop in Sweden. Source: (Lippold & 

Schemmel, 2017) 

In the NL it was found that the opposite approach was taken with special LHV spaces required at 

rest areas and signed specifically for LHVs.  

In Germany, (Lippold & Schemmel, 2017) first considered accessibility of the sites using the access 

roads, they noted that German standards for rest areas were for a minimum radius of turn of 15m. At 

this radius, they found that the prescribed minimum width of access road for truck of 5.5m was also 

sufficient for the LHVs. The 4.5m width prescribed for access roads only for cars was not sufficient 

for either a standard HGV or an LHV.  

It was found that longitudinal bays at the side of the road could, if sufficiently long, be accessed by 

LHVs without modification. The length required also depended on the width available for 

manoeuvring in. With a standard lane width of 3.5m, then 40 m length was needed. However, at 

4.5m width, then only 34m was needed to enable a 25m LHV enough space to get fully straight in 

the parallel bay. A minimum standard for a 10m taper entry and a 30m length of bay was 

recommended where additional width could not be provided. 

Long bays parallel to a road are often what is provided at rest areas for abnormal loads and could in 

theory be repurposed to allow use by LHVs. (Lippold & Schemmel, 2017) stated that it was 

necessary to understand the spare capacity available at such spaces. They identified that abnormal 

load spaces were available at around 300 (13.5%) of the rest areas they considered. In an initial 

exploration, they studied random samples of such bays for 3 weeks using cameras. It was found 

that spare capacity existed at both day and night but also that such bays were most commonly used 

by vehicles that were not abnormal loads, especially at night. During their survey, they detected 

2,500 vehicles using the abnormal loads bays, of which only 2% were actually abnormal load 

vehicles. 

Angled parking bays were described by (Lippold & Schemmel, 2017) as conventional in Germany 

for truck parking and the analysis identified that these would often be 22m long and not long enough 
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for LHVs. They identified that angling them further along the road increased the length of bays but 

reduced the capacity, see for example the illustration in Figure 27, below. 

 

Figure 27: Illustrating the change between 3 conventional angled bays replaced by 2 longer 

LHV. Source: (Lippold & Schemmel, 2017) 

It was also highlighted that changing the angles adjacent to an island separating areas was often 

efficient because some of the additional space required could be achieved by narrowing the island. 

In the above example, it could be argued that the reduction in parking capacity is in line with the 

reduction in traffic that would be expected as a result of improved efficiency. However, where the 

bays were originally shorter than German ones or where the bays were at right angles to the access 

road, the loss of parking capacity may be greater than the reduction in traffic. To convert a 

perpendicular bay 18.75m in length (the minimum needed to fully accommodate a current HGV) to a 

25.25m long angled bay would require the angle with the road to decrease from 90 degrees to 47 

degrees. The distance along the road taken up by this diagonal line would be 16.9m, which means a 

single LHV bay would take the space of around 5 standard HGV spaces. Of course, additional 

spaces could be added alongside the single bay at an additional length along the road of just the 

standard 3.5m width. As such, runs of a large amount of LHV bays would be more space efficient 

than just adding one or two spaces at the end of a run. 

(Lippold & Schemmel, 2017) also identified a range of potential temporary solutions in the event that 

an area was at capacity. These included the fact that passenger peaks and freight peaks may be at 

different times such that LHVs could park across bays designated for cars or coaches. 

One of the problems foreseen by (Lippold & Schemmel, 2017) was that, as seen with abnormal load 

bays, bays designed for use by LHVs may be used by standard HGVs (and caravans etc) when the 

facility is full, or even when it is not full, but the LHV spaces are more convenient. They considered 

barriers and gates but thought they would be difficult and expensive and concluded that in the short 
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term, a specific vehicle category and sign should be created for LHVs so that LHV bays could be 

marked and then enforcement would be required to try to keep them free from other vehicles. 

(Lippold & Schemmel, 2017) also highlighted the potential of connected parking solutions (e.g. via 

telematics). With the use of technology to detect occupancy of parking spaces and broadcast that as 

part of the Internet of Things, then in-cab telematics devices could know in advance whether or not 

there was likely to be capacity at a given rest area or whether it was better to drive on to the next. 

(Lippold, et al., 2019) cited research that suggested that although 4.5 hours driving time was a hard 

legal limit, on average 45 minutes of driving time were left when drivers arrived at rest areas, which 

left scope for flexibility in the choice of area on many routes. They noted that some such systems 

were already in use in Germany. 

In addition to this, the addition of a dynamic 

slot booking system to the smart parking 

approach could be used to substantially 

increase capacity in many rest areas. 

Traditional parking bays are marked for a 

single vehicle and will require manoeuvring 

space on at least one side to allow entry 

and exit and often will have space at both 

sides to allow more safety in always driving 

forward through the space. It is critical to 

smooth operation that vehicles do not get 

blocked in by other vehicles.  An example 

was given of providing a longer parking bay, capable of parking 3 or more vehicles in an always 

forward travelling flow through arrangement so that one or more middle vehicles would be blocked in 

if full. However, bays were allocated to individual vehicles based on arrival times, required break 

duration etc to ensure in practice that vehicles were not delayed. This allowed usage of a greater 

proportion of the available space for parking. 

The final solution considered by (Lippold & Schemmel, 2017) was the highest cost option; actually 

extending parking areas or constructing new ones. However, the overall conclusion was that while 

this may well be necessary if large numbers of LHVs were permitted, there were many other 

cheaper solutions that could be tried first.  

A comparable study would be required to reach conclusive conclusions for GB. However, using 

similar techniques from aerial photography and randomly picking 3 GB motorway service areas 

shows that the situation will be very variable at different locations.  

At Chieveley services a mix of lorry parking types is used. Perpendicular bays, angled bays and one 

long parallel bay (partly obscured by the bush at the right-hand perimeter of the property.   
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Figure 28: Chieveley Services A34/M4. Source: Google Maps  

The long parallel bay could already be potentially used for 1 or 2 LHVs. The diagonal bay area could 

be remarked to allow a variable number of LHVs with some loss of capacity. The area of 

perpendicular bays would be harder to convert, though with an approach from the adjacent car area 

and removal of the island to the road behind (which appears unused) it may be possible to convert 

the perpendicular bays to longer angled bays with drive through ability.  
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 Figure 29: Membury Services M4. Source: Google Maps  

Membury services would appear much easier to modify. On entry to the car park, the standard 

length bays could easily be extended toward the approach road (top left of northern lorry park) 

without compromising any other capacity and with very low cost (paint). The same could be done at 

the exit area (bottom right). There would also potentially be opportunities for parallel parking at the 

side of some areas of the car park or access roads.  
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Figure 30: Northampton Services M1. Source: Google Maps  

By contrast, Northampton services would be considerably more difficult. On both sides of the 

motorway, the truck parking is very limited. On the north side it is perpendicular bays either side of 

the access and almost impossible to modify without adding tarmac or losing a lot of the existing 

small capacity. There may be some opportunity for a parking bay parallel to the access road 

depending on road width and/or the ability to pave some of the current wooded area. On the south 

side, the parking area is to the side of, and parallel to, the access roads and there are two bays end 

to end. In this case, an LHV could occupy two bays, but every LHV would take two standard HGV 

spaces, reducing capacity even after the efficiency gain is considered.  

The lack of contractual obligation for motorway service areas to make any changes or accept LHVs 

that was reported by (Knight, et al., 2008) is also significant, if it still remains. Considered at a 

national mandatory policy level, then it is difficult to make acceptance of LHVs mandatory at all 

MSAs because some will find it very difficult and may not be willing to make the change. However, 

others may be very willing to accommodate longer vehicles even though they are not required to. A 

policy of permitting routes on a case by case basis (without the motorway as a default ‘core area’) 

would not suffer this same limitation. Such a policy could include a requirement to prove sufficient 

rest facilities on the route had committed enough capacity to deal with anticipated LHV demand in 

order to gain the permit. Areas where insufficient parking existed could then be dealt with on a case 
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by case basis, perhaps with improvements becoming possible based on the size of the economic 

gain from operating LHVs on that route. 

A further alternative not considered at the time of (Irzik, et al., 2016) and (Lippold & Schemmel, 

2017) would be the use of vehicle technology to easily split the combination at parking facilities. 

(Engasser & Wittig, 2020) described the development of a novel dolly (suitable for the rigid truck, 

dolly, semi-trailer version of EMS) that was not only electrically powered and equipped with a 

steering axle, but also capable of remote control operation. In theory this could mean that a driver 

arriving at a rest area (or a depot) could stop in the parking area, uncouple the rear trailer, use the 

remote control to park it in one bay and then park the tow vehicle in a second bay. The authors state 

that they envisaged the ability in future for such dollies to be equipped with sensor and control 

systems enabling the parking function to be automated. However, as things stand, regulations could 

potentially form a barrier to implementation of such a system, depending on interpretation. If the 

dolly is powered it could be considered a Motor Vehicle rather than a trailer under the Road Traffic 

Act. However, the law was not written with this sort of vehicle in mind and there are other 

requirements which may, subject to legal advice, allow an interpretation that would permit them 

without amendment of the Road Traffic Act (see section 4.2.2 for more detailed consideration).  

4.3.4.1 Analysis: Parking 

It seems that this is now a problem more widely acknowledged than in 2008, being noted in several 

countries trial monitoring. If UK trial numbers were to follow the patterns in those countries, being 

initially relatively low, then it is quite possible that it may be possible to rely on the network of AIL 

spaces and/or minor reconfiguration of a few spaces at notable facilities on the route network. 

Where larger numbers are anticipated then more significant modifications may be required. 

The surveys of freight operators will provide some indication of demand for LHVs but will not allow 

precise quantification or allow for plotting the distribution of requirements by location or time which 

would all be required to estimate the level of demand at given facilities. This may require significant 

analytical effort to estimate if required to resolve centrally before a trial. Alternatively, if DfT choose 

an approach where permissions are granted route by route then assessment of parking 

requirements (perhaps for routes greater than a threshold distance where the probability of needing 

to park before reaching the destination is much greater) could be done as part of each route 

application. This has the potential to mitigate the risks of inadequate parking provision in the trial. 

However, it may also limit the quantity of viable routes. The quality of rest facilities for drivers is an 

issue across the HGV industry and it is possible that provision for LHVs could be economically 

incorporated as party of wider improvements under consideration. Improvements could either be 

national or led by demand for LHV routes where the economic benefit is considered high enough to 

justify the investment. 

4.3.5 DEPOTS 

(Rakic, et al., 2011) interviewed LHV drivers that reported that reversing LHVs could be particularly 

difficult and was a skill that needed practice. They also noted a lack of sufficient space for 

manoeuvring at some depots and welcomed special LHV bays at some depots. 

The GB LST trial identified some depots and in particular RDCs that could not be modified to 

accommodate LSTs (at only 15.65m trailer length) due to lack of space, or where changes were 

considered uneconomic. It was considered that, if LSTs were permitted beyond a trial, future 

infrastructure changes might become more economically attractive and reduce the number of these 
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cases.  Clearly 25.25m combinations are an even greater challenge, for maneuvering and 

decoupling space. However, the effect of any limitations will only directly influence the demand for a 

trial and (Brand & Smallwood, 2022) has shown that significant demand does exist. 

4.4 TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 

4.4.1 TRAFFIC LIGHT PHASING 

(Knight, et al., 2008) identified that the additional length of vehicles meant that they took longer to 

pass through junctions so that traffic light phasing may need to be changed to allow longer inter-

green for example. This would reduce capacity at those junctions. 

(Lippold, et al., 2019) provide guidance for road owners assessing suitability of roads for LHVs and 

state that in Germany inter-green times were for normal HGVs based on an assumed vehicle length 

of 6m on the grounds that as long as the front part of the vehicle was occupying the junction, when 

the lights went green for other traffic, then the hazard was clearly visible to other traffic so that no 

change was required to maintain safety. Thus, when an LHV actually used the junction in these 

circumstances as lights change, then capacity would be reduced. However, the reduction would be 

much smaller than anticipated by (Knight, et al., 2008) because the inter-green time would not 

change so the junction would operate normally whenever an LHV was not present. 

4.4.2 SMART MOTORWAYS AND MIDAS 

These schemes were not in widespread use during the development of (Knight, et al., 2008) and 

were not considered. 

(Rakic, et al., 2011) reported on monitoring of the evaluation phase of the Netherlands trial and 

noted that some “breakdown bays” were not suitable for accommodating LHVs. This is also likely to 

be a concern on UK Smart Motorways. However, no literature has been identified specifically 

considering the potential effect of LHV operation on Smart Motorways. This is a gap that will need to 

be considered with additional analyses and/or stakeholder engagement in the next phase. 

Although there is no literature on the issue, a concern has been raised by WSP specialists that it is 

unclear whether MIDAS would recognise an LHV as a single vehicle, or two, which may upset the 

system calculation of traffic levels. 

4.4.2.1 Analysis: Smart Motorways 

Smart Motorways are not common in other parts of the world so experience elsewhere in this 

respect is limited. Smart Motorways are also a sensitive issue in their own right. It was anticipated 

that consultation with stakeholders would provide significant input in this area but input from relevant 

stakeholders could not be secured within the project timeframe (Brand & Smallwood, 2022). 

4.4.3 NETWORK ACCESS RESTRICTIONS 

(Knight, et al., 2008) identified that restricting access of LHVs to certain parts of the network could 

mitigate problems caused by increased length and time at junctions and associated with any 

reduction in manoeuvrability compared with existing vehicles. However, at that time, it was also 

considered that the mechanisms available to achieve this were limited, potentially for example 

needing a string of Traffic Regulation Orders (TROs) to exclude vehicles from urban areas which 

would be burdensome to create and maintain. There was no legal definition of different road classes 

apart from Motorways and all other roads, which was considered a possible barrier to defining an 
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acceptable route network for LHVs on a top down, road category, basis. Enforcement of restrictions 

was also raised by stakeholders as a potential problem, citing problems at the time with satnav 

systems directing HGVs down inappropriate country lanes. However, it was also highlighted that in 

future, new technology may be able to manage enforcement of such restrictions much better. 

The implications of roadworks, or road closures, on vehicles subject to access restrictions was 

highlighted as a concern, with a possible need to ensure that vehicles were of a standard at least 

sufficient for occasional use on roads of lesser standards. 

There is now more experience of route restrictions generally in the UK. TfL have implemented the 

HGV safety permit for London19, using a series of Traffic Regulation Orders to prohibit HGVs from 

most of London’s roads if they do not meet certain safety criteria. Similarly, low emission zones 

and/or congestion zones are now proliferating20. 

In another context, the UK Government is making great efforts in supporting industry to enable the 

introduction of automated vehicles. Mainstream passenger cars can soon be equipped with an 

automated lane keeping system (ALKS)21 that will enable automated driving on motorways only at 

speeds of up to 60 km/h (traffic jam conditions). The restricted road use is enforced through vehicle 

regulations that require the operating mode to only be available when GPS/GNSS identifies that it is 

on a Motorway. 

(Vlaanderen MOW, 2020) reported on a survey of LHV drivers involved in the Belgian trial. It was 

found that most drivers knew what they needed to do in the event of a diversion. In 2019 most 

drivers had not yet experienced a diversion. In 2020, those that had experienced a diversion 

described it as stressful despite knowing what they were meant to do. Most chose to find a valid 

alternative route with only a minority choosing to disconnect the LHV combination. 

(Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) cited a UNECE definition on main international traffic arteries made in 

2008, where motorways (defined as not serving property adjacent to the road, barrier separated 

carriageways, without “at grade” crossings with other roads, rails, tramways, footpaths, special 

signage), Express roads (accessible from interchanges or controlled junctions only, no stopping or 

parking permitted, no level rail, tram or footway crossings) and ordinary roads (essentially everything 

else). This regulation is reported by (Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) to specify minimum bend radii and 

maximum gradients for the roads based on the design speed of the road (in the range 60 km/h to 

140 km/h). However, it acknowledges that different EU countries still have different national 

requirements and although it lists several countries, this does not include the UK. 

On the NL trial, LHVs were permitted to access the entire system of motorways and trunk roads 

(Rakic, et al., 2011). However, in some specific sections the GVW was limited to 50 tonnes in order 

to protect structures. In addition to this, certain other roads, mainly with 80 km/h speed limits were 

permitted. LHVs were also able to access ‘core areas’ defined as not being designated for 

agricultural or residential purposes where one or more companies are established and which form 

the origin or destination for an LHV journey. These core areas were permitted on a case-by-case 

basis (following a suitability assessment) and at the time of writing (Rakic, et al., 2011) recorded 

more than 450 permitted core areas, most concerning areas around the port of Rotterdam.  

 

19 Direct Vision Standard and HGV Safety Permit - Transport for London (tfl.gov.uk) 
20 Clean air zone charges: where are Britain's low-emission zones? | BuyaCar 
21 Government paves the way for self-driving vehicles on UK roads - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 

https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/deliveries-in-london/delivering-safely/direct-vision-in-heavy-goods-vehicles
https://www.buyacar.co.uk/cars/economical-cars/523/clean-air-zone-charges-where-are-britains-low-emission-zones#:~:text=Clean%20air%20zones%20and%20low-emission%20zones%3A%20current%20and,Fareham%20clean%20air%20zone.%20...%20More%20items...%20
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-paves-the-way-for-self-driving-vehicles-on-uk-roads
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The process is that an operator applies to the national authority (RDW) for permission to drive 

between a particular origin and destination. The local road administration then assesses whether the 

location and access routes are suitable, based on guidance from RDW. If it is acceptable the 

company is given a dispensation and the route is then added to a database of approved routes 

which can in future be used by any operator. In this way, the usable network increases slowly over 

time, in line with the economic need from operators. 

(Irzik, et al., 2016) reported that the longer trucks permitted in their trial were required to meet 

German national turning circle requirements, which are understood to be similar to the EU 

requirements. The longer semi-trailer was allowed on all routes but the longer combination vehicles 

were restricted to a network of routes approved by the route authorities. Each approved route was 

stipulated within a set of exemption regulations. In 2016, the approved route comprised a total 

11,600km of roads, 70% of which were federal motorways (only about 60% of all federal motorways 

in Germany, not all states agreed to the trial). 

Few of the studies reviewed provide much detail about how the suitability of routes for LHVs is 

assessed. The limitations of bridge loading is clearly a factor for all countries that implement them. 

Sweden have categorised their road network into 4 “bearing classes” in relation to its structural 

ability to withstand load. However, many other criteria could be considered. (Walloon, 2018) did 

review this issue, based largely on what they report as measures considered in the Dutch trial and 

those they considered or employed in their trial. These include a diverse range of considerations 

such as the: 

 junction density on motorways (junctions per x km), 

 avoidance of cross roads with a right hand priority rule,  

 favouring of junctions with two lanes of traffic for turning,  

 maximum distances off of the main or trunk road network,  

 avoidance of roads with cycling infrastructure or roads with significant cycling use more generally, 

 availability of suitable rest areas,  

 avoidance of known collision black spots, 

 avoidance of residential areas (identified in Flanders by length of building facades served by the 

road as a ratio of length of road section to calculate a threshold value of building density) 

 avoidance of urban centres 

 avoidance of (planned) roadworks where LHV operation might be affected 

 avoidance of level crossings with railways 

 Route specific expert hazard analysis 

 Minimum roundabout dimensions e.g. crown 5-7m width, turning radius 20/22m 

 Minimum turn radius 15/20m for a 90 degree turn and minimum road width 8.5m. 

 Checks of specific road geometries with standard HGVs and candidate LHVs using Auto Track 

software was recommended. 

 (Efron, et al., 2021) made reference to assessing road geometries for an LHV network in Uruguay 

using a mix of reviewing satellite maps, together with drone footage and go pro footage from field 

observations. 

After the completion of the trial in Germany, a guide was produced to help road owners assess 

whether roads were suitable for LHVs (Lippold, Schemmel, Suessmann, & Foerg, 2019). This guide 

shows that the route network was determined by State authorities, not the Federal Government, and 

that when roads were added to the network, all operators of LHVs could use them and that 
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individual companies could apply for a route to be added to the network. Routes are not divided into 

performance levels. If they are adopted onto the network they must be suitable for all variants of the 

longer trucks. There seems to be a recommendation that road authorities must inform LHV 

operators of roadworks etc. and that LHVs cannot start their journey if planned disruption affects the 

route. In the event of an unplanned disruption (e.g. a collision) then the detour route is at the 

discretion of the police. 

The guidance suggests that the ability of vehicles to negotiate the curve and junctions’ geometries 

as well as rest areas, emergency bays in tunnels etc. is checked using simulation, a road test, or by 

comparison with sample solutions from research. Scale drawing templates are provided showing 

swept paths for different angles of turn that could be manually applied to scale drawings of junctions. 

Special permits for a single test drive on a route can be granted. Guidance is given to the geometry 

of roundabouts that are suitable. Collision black spots, the extent of cycling and cycle infrastructure 

should be considered by the authorities at their discretion. Passing through sensitive areas such as 

schools, hospitals or care homes, 30 km/h (20 mile/h) zones etc. should be avoided wherever 

possible. 

4.4.4 OTHER RESTRICTIONS 

(Rakic, et al., 2011) reported that the conditions of the NL trial meant that they were not permitted to 

drive during extreme weather conditions. Drivers found this problematic due to a lack of detailed 

definition of what was meant, and the degree of interpretation required. 

(ITF, 2019) states that weather restrictions may be applied to permits for adverse weather conditions 

in Canada for vehicles that fall outside the normal envelopes and are assessed by PBS. This was 

the only reference to weather in that document covering the global use of LHVs. (Fransplass, 2017) 

made mention of the potential to restrict use in adverse weather conditions but this was not 

attributed as an actual policy in any individual country. (Sandin, 2019) noted the wide range of 

weather conditions in Sweden but did not refer to any documented collision problems specifically in 

terms of LHVs or any restrictions in use. (Vlaanderen MOW, 2020) noted that it would be desirable 

to clarify what was meant in the regulations of LHVs when referring to unforeseen circumstances, 

which was considered to possibly include weather conditions alongside roadworks and diversions 

etc.) 

Weather was not mentioned at all in (Vierth, et al., 2008) (Kural, et al., 2012) (Balint, et al., 2014) 

(Irzik, et al., 2016), (de Saxe, et al., 2019), (MoT Denmark, ND), (Steer, et al., 2013), or (Walloon, 

2018)22. 

The use of weather restrictions in relation to LHVs appears to be rare in other countries, and not 

tightly defined. 

 

4.5 OPERATING COSTS 

(Knight, et al., 2008) estimated that operating costs per km of 60 tonne 25m LHVs would be around 

20% higher than for standard HGVs, but that, based on average load conditions remaining the same 

for LHVs, costs per tonne km would reduce by around 25%. (Aarts & Feddes, 2009) report a similar 

 

22 Except in the context of collision data for standard HHVs. 
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cost saving in relation to the trial in the Netherlands. This calculation was before the consideration of 

any external costs (e.g. collisions, emissions, road wear) or any effects of induced demand or modal 

shift was considered, that is, it was an input to the subsequent economic model. The model, which 

incorporated all of the externalities, the take up rate and the mode shift, predicted an overall annual 

transport cost reduction (for 60 tonne 25.25m vehicles) of £0.22billion to £0.57billion (1.4% to 3.6% 

of all HGV transport cost). 

4.6 CONGESTION 

A simplistic and most common supporting proposition in relation to the effect of an LHV on 

congestion is that per square meter of load carried, they take up less road space because 3 vehicles 

are replaced by two vehicles that occupy a smaller total space because one of the ‘gaps’ between 

vehicles is eliminated. 

(Knight, et al., 2008) showed that the principle above might mean that using LHVs instead of 

standard length vehicles would result in 36% more pallets being carried per metre of road length. 

However, overall it was found that the effect of LHVs on congestion was quite uncertain and 

depended strongly on the type of roads they were used on as well as on the appropriateness of 

power levels. In general, it was considered that there would be minimal impact on major multi-lane 

roads, particularly where they were flat. Traffic would be dominated by light vehicles such that the 

benefit of consolidation was small and overtaking would be easy so any disbenefit associated with 

that would be small. It was expected that congestion effects would become adverse if vehicles were 

used on roads with more steep hills and where overtaking was more difficult, and particularly if used 

in urban areas where overtaking would be near impossible and difficulty negotiating turns and 

junctions would substantially reduce speeds. 

(Morrison, et al., 2013) examined this issue in more detail using micro-simulation of traffic on a two 

lane motorway specifically. They found that the issue was complex. As would be expected, in free 

flowing traffic conditions, the use of LHVs would make no difference. At average traffic levels it was 

found that LHVs would reduce congestion by between around 0.25% and 1%. In dense traffic this 

would become 0.7% to 3.5%. The reason for the small magnitude is because HGVs are only a small 

proportion of all traffic, so replacing even a relatively high proportion of these with LHVs can only 

have a limited effect. 

 

4.7 DRIVERS 

(Rakic, et al., 2011) noted that the NL trial required strict driver training and certification to drive an 

LHV. Feedback from driver trainers working with drivers for LHVs that suggested that companies 

were specially selecting candidates for LHVs such that the candidates the LHV trainers saw had 

good driving skills, drove defensively and did not just learn the rules, but understood what they were 

meant for and how best to apply them. They had very high pass rates. However, they did also note a 

significant decline in the pass rate as the application of LHVs was broadened out. Anecdotal 

evidence suggested a number of LHVs were illegally operated by uncertified drivers. 

(Irzik, et al., 2016) found no evidence of any higher levels of psychological stress or strain on drivers 

of LHVs. 

(Vlaanderen MOW, 2020) stated that research had shown drivers of LHVs drove more slowly than 

HGVs and this was backed by a survey where drivers reported driving more defensively. Belgian 
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drivers were, at the time of (Vlaanderen MOW, 2020) required to complete the Dutch driver training 

and certification process, as described above by (Rakic, et al., 2011). 
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5 IMPLEMENTATION 

5.1 THE USE OF TRIALS, PILOTS AND STAGES 

There are many options for how to design a trial and there is evidence that some countries have 

taken a staged approach. In Australia, the move towards LHVs was implemented as a 

comprehensive programme of change rather than being called a trial, but this occurred in six phases 

spanning a total of 12 years (de Saxe, et al., 2019). 

(Aarts, et al., 2010) showed how the Netherlands had implemented the policy in stages 

 

Figure 31: Development stages of the NL trial. Source: (Aarts, et al., 2010) 

(Irzik, et al., 2016) described the situation in Germany where there were only 3 stages. A desktop 

feasibility study was followed by a scientific trial and then vehicles were legalised. However, the low 

numbers at trial stage was a consistent finding, with just 158 combinations permitted at the end of 

the 4 year trial. This will also have been influenced by the restriction that only length could increase 

not GVW, meaning vehicles were only useful in the low density goods markets. Direct 

correspondence with the author reveals that since legalisation after the trial, there is no mechanism 

to track LHV numbers, so it is not known to what extent the usage may have grown. 

One of the recommendations of (ITF, 2019) was that well monitored trials on a limited road network 

with well-structured independent evaluation was the most effective way to consider introducing 

LHVs. However, (Efron, et al., 2021) showed that a staged approach may not always needed. They 

described a project undertaken in Uruguay that appeared to skip the trial stages completely. They 

moved from the start of an initial feasibility study, to developing recommendations, developing and 

implementing the regulations in a period of 2 years and the result was a system based on a hybrid of 

prescriptive and performance based standards, drawn from what they considered the best elements 

of the traditional approach in the region, the Australian and Canadian approaches and the work 

done by (de Saxe, et al., 2019) considering a PBS approach in the EU. 
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5.2 REGULATION, COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT 

5.2.1 VEHICLE DESIGN AND CONFIGURATION 

(Knight, et al., 2008) described the legal constraints associated with weights and dimensions 

regulation. At the time, the UK was a member of the European Union and Directive 96/53/EC set out 

the in-use requirements for weights and dimensions of goods vehicles that would guarantee free 

circulation throughout the EU. This set out requirements for the maximum length of tractor semi-

trailer combinations at 16.5m and drawbar combinations at 18.75m, both with a maximum weight of 

40 tonnes on 5 axles and a maximum height of 4m. Directive 97/27/EC governed the weights and 

dimensions of new vehicles prior to 1st registration through the system of type approval. Type 

approval applies individually only to individual vehicles sold. Thus, 97/27/EC did not apply the 

combination length limit of 16.5m or 18.75m because any individual vehicle could be used with any 

individual trailer. Thus it sets limits for individual components or modules that, when used together in 

standard configurations, will result in a combination that complies with Directive 96/53/EC. Both 

regulations set a minimum manoeuvrability standard based on being able to complete a 360 degree 

turn between concentric circles of 12.5m and 5.3m. 

Directive 96/53/EU permits deviations from its requirements where it doesn’t influence international 

competition. This can be because they are specialised operations/vehicles not normally undertaken 

by vehicles from other member states (e.g. forestry). Where that is not the case, it is acceptable to 

permit bigger vehicles if the member state also permits standard vehicles to be used in longer 

combinations so as to achieve at least the same loading length. This has become known as the 

European Modular system. (Knight, et al., 2008) highlighted the risk that if the UK permitted a longer 

semi-trailer where the loading length exceeded the 15.65m achievable with a standard 18.75m 

drawbar combination, then the EMS rule could be seen to require the UK to accept 25.25m vehicles, 

the next modular length that could achieve at least the same. It also highlighted that it was possible, 

subject to legal interpretation of the regulation, that the UK could not permit 25.25m vehicles only if 

they complied with existing turning requirements and exhibited better standards of stability (e.g. the 

characteristics of the B-double proposed by Denby Transport). That is, if it permitted such vehicles, 

it had to also permit any standard modular combination achieving at least the same loading length. 

Although it was concluded that the law was unclear in these respects, it was considered that a legal 

challenge could be possible in these circumstances. 

(Knight, et al., 2008) also highlighted the risk that on the same basis, it could be considered that it 

was not possible under Directive 96/53/EC to implement an Australian style PBS approach to LHVs 

However, there was also a general exception allowing member states to trial new technologies or 

concepts that could not completely comply with the requirements in certain local transport 

operations for a trial period. However, in 2018 Sweden introduced a PBS approach to permitting 74 

tonne vehicles at 25m and, at the time of writing, no record of any legal challenge to this approach 

has been made. 

In 2020 the UK left the European Union. In theory, this frees the UK from the constraints imposed by 

Directive 96/53/EU. However, if the requirements of Directive 96/53/EC have during the Brexit 

process become part of “Retained EU law” then it will not be possible to amend the requirements 
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until new legislation grants the Government the power to do so, which it has consulted on doing23. It 

is not known to what extent, if any, the UK trade deal with the EU will constrain developments in this 

area. Similarly, a GB type approval scheme now exists, but currently relies on retained EU laws 

which cannot yet be changed.  

The Road Vehicles (Construction and Use) Regulations 1986 (as amended) govern the standard of 

vehicles in service on Britain’s roads. Compliance with GB Type approval standards, which are 

applied to new vehicles before their first registration, will ensure compliance with the construction 

and use regulations. However, C&U also accounts for vehicles that may be approved outside normal 

type approval limits, often specialist vehicles, and also for older vehicles still in use that complied 

with earlier versions of type approval limits. Importantly for LHVs it also governs how multiple 

vehicles are used together in vehicle combinations. 

Several such requirements are relevant to the use of LHVs. C&U makes an exception to the 

standard EU requirements for car transporters, low loaders, showman’s vehicles etc, generally 

under the clause that they are specialist operations not influencing international competition. 

However, C&U also includes aspects that are barriers to LHVs. For example, C&U regulation 7 

paragraph 4 states that where a motor vehicle is drawing two trailers then only one of those trailers 

may exceed an overall length of 7m. This could be a limiting factor for an EMS combination 

consisting of a tractor, semi-trailer and drawbar trailer, as well as a B-Double. 

Construction & Use Regulations apply very similar turning circle requirements as those required by 

EU law, requiring an articulated vehicle to be able to turn between 2 concentric circles of 12.5m and 

5.3m. The only exceptions are made for car transporters, low loaders and vehicles intended for the 

carriage of abnormal indivisible loads. The same turning manoeuvre is required for semi-trailer car 

transporters but the front portion of the trailer (above the roof of the cab of the tow vehicle) is 

excepted from the requirement not to protrude beyond 12.5m. 

Variations of the PBS approach are in use in a number of countries, including Canada and South 

Africa. (Knight, et al., 2008) highlighted a risk that EU legislation could be interpreted to prohibit the 

use of this approach to regulating weights and dimensions because of the clause that you must 

permit any combination of standard approved units reaching at least the same loading length. Since 

that time Sweden has reported that it has implemented a PBS approach in its trial of 74 tonne 

vehicles, implying an interpretation that 96/53 does not restrict the approach. In theory, the UK’s exit 

from the EU could free the UK from any such constraints, subject to the ability to amend retained EU 

law and any agreements as part of the trade deal. 

(de Saxe, et al., 2019) assessed how relevant the Australian PBS approach was to European 

vehicles and roads networks. Simulations of 27 vehicle configurations considered to span an 

existing and possible EU market for standard HGVs to the largest likely LHVs at up to 36.5m length 

and 92 tonnes. The results were a proposal that was an amended version of the Australian 

standards. For example, it was proposed that tracking ability on a straight path should be replaced 

by dynamic load transfer ratio and the addition of a low friction braking requirement for winter 

conditions. 

 

23 https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/future-of-transport-regulatory-review-modernising-vehicle-
standards 
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One key aspect of the approach of PBS in comparison to geometric design standards for HGVs was 

also illustrated by (de Saxe, et al., 2019). An ‘A-double’ combination was analysed based on 

standard EU geometries for tractors and semi-trailers. However, this and several other vehicles 

considered ‘representative’ of the EU fleet fared relatively poorly compared to Australian equivalents 

in the PBS. Relatively minor geometric changes were able to ‘optimise’ the combination to greatly 

improve performance. The changes illustrated in Figure 24, below, were sufficient to improve 

performance in about half of the PBS, albeit at a cost of a slightly worse performance in low speed 

manoeuvrability (in the absence of steering axles). 

  

 

Figure 32: Design changes allowing optimisation of vehicle performance against Australian 

PBS. Source: (de Saxe, et al., 2019) 

The current design based approach to weights and dimensions in Europe does not promote this 

form of optimisation of configurations. In fact, because low speed manoeuvrability is tightly regulated 

and high speed stability is not regulated at all (except for the roll stability of tank vehicles, or the 

requirement for stability control), design may be biased in a direction that is not optimal across all 

conditions. 

Overall, (Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) took a similar conclusion from their review of both the logistics 

needs and standard loading units as well as the vehicle configurations and regulatory systems. They 

found that there was no single ‘correct vehicle combination’ for all transport tasks. The right vehicle 

would be different for weight constrained and volume constrained commodities and for different 

industries and different geographies of supply chain where different standard loading units (pallets, 

ISO containers, swap bodies etc) were used. They highlighted that governing safety, infrastructure 

loading and potentially environmental performance via PBS was much better able to support the 

optimisation of vehicles to the transport task than a set of prescriptive design requirements was. 

(ITF, 2019) also supported this view, recommending that LHVs should be configured for the specific 

applications and the dedicated road network in which they will be operated. This can certainly be 

taken as a recommendation that there may be a configuration that is right for the UK, rather than 

simply copying configurations from other countries. However, it could also be considered a 

recommendation that a more differentiated approach would be beneficial, for example to allow the 

UK aggregates industry in the southwest to configure LHVs differently to the same industry in the 

midlands because of the different road networks they will operate on as well as considering different 

configurations again for different industries. 
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5.2.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS 

Significant bodies of literature consider the environmental advantages of using LHVs and in addition 

to this, the potential to use alternative fuels or zero emissions vehicles within an LHV combination is 

increasing (see section 4.2.1). In the EU, Regulation 2019/1242 controls the average emissions of 

the vehicles sold by manufacturers and is expected to reduce CO2 from certain classes of vehicle 

by 15% by 2025 and 30% by 2030 compared to a 2019/20 baseline. 

There is no specific emission regulations that would directly influence LHVs differently to standard 

HGVs and the nature of the combinations means that vehicles will tend to be at the higher power end of 

the available spectrum, so it is not clear how the market will react. (Sjogren, 2021) and (Wandel & Asp, 

2021) both suggest adding a measurement of the CO2 emissions per tonne km as a requirement. This 

could be implemented as a requirement whose limit value reduced over time or could also be 

categorised as a performance based standard where greater access was enabled for vehicles with 

better emissions in order to provide a positive economic incentive for better performance. 

5.2.3 COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT 

(Knight, et al., 2008) stated that many stakeholders had expressed a great deal of concern about 

current HGVs that were found to be defective, speeding, exceeding drivers’ hours, overloaded, or 

travelling on inappropriate roads, particularly with reference to vehicles operated by companies from 

outside the UK. The risk presented if this behaviour was carried over to LHVs was considered high, 

particularly because some enforcement facilities such as weighbridges or portable weighpad sites 

may not be accessible to LHVs and additional compliance elements associated with route 

restrictions would be added. 

(Breemersch, et al., 2021) highlighted that overloaded HGVs were responsible for an extremely 

disproportionate amount of damage to road infrastructure and that they represented a significant risk 

to bridge structures that was complex to assess. 

(Walloon, 2018) also identified related issues in specific relation to LHVs, noting that they had their type 

approval authority assess the vehicle combinations proposed by operators for compliance with their 

rules. They found that initially only one of the 10 combinations complied with the rules. They found that 

the operators generally did not have the technical expertise in respect of the detailed technical 

requirements (e.g. brake reaction time, ESC etc) and often had not undertaken a detailed assessment 

of the vehicle before submitting the combination for approval. There were a variety of reasons for 

vehicles not initially complying and needing modification but one common factor was a lack of air 

suspension on the front axles and (Walloon, 2018) did recommend considering if this could be relaxed 

on the front axle only. 

Consultation with GB stakeholders involved in certification and enforcement (e.g. DVSA, VCA, OTC) 

has suggested that there are few concerns with the ability to weigh vehicles from a technology 

perspective because most solutions now weigh axles not whole vehicles. However, access to some 

sites may still be of concern, depending on the vehicle manoeuvrability and the required space 

either side of the weighing device(s). 

(Knight, et al., 2008) also identified that many stakeholders considered that modern (at that time) 

technology may help solve the problems, in particular citing the potential of GPS and telematics 

solutions. 
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As reported earlier, Australia has developed the Intelligent Access Programme based on the 3rd 

party monitoring of telematics data on the movement of vehicles subject to their PBS approvals. (Hill 

& Gordon, 2021) state that the founding concept of this approach was to provide strong public 

assurance that the right truck was on the right road, effectively ensuring compliance with the route 

restrictions applied to that truck. It was first conceived in 1999, first used in a regulatory context in 

2005 and fully operational in 2008. At the time of writing (Hill & Gordon, 2021) 8,000 vehicles were 

enrolled in the programme. 

(Breemersch, et al., 2021) provided a detailed review of overloading of vehicles and identified the 

prevalence and extent of overloading was traditionally a function of the economic need (i.e. high 

demand for limited freight capacity), the economic gain to shippers and operators, the chances of 

getting caught and the penalties incurred. That is, most enforcement penalised bad behaviour but 

where the economic gain from non-compliance is high and/or the chances of getting caught is low 

and/or the penalties low, then non-compliance can remain the more profitable choice for operators. 

Enrolment in the Australian IAP can be voluntary but can also be a condition of permits granted for 

additional access for LHVs to the road network. In either case, the aim is to see it as an enabler of 

greater use of LHVs such that for operators it means that showing high levels of compliance can 

enable the use of a more productive vehicle, meaning increased profit for carriers and shippers. 

That is, the normal situation is reversed, and the system aims to add to the incentives to comply with 

regulations by rewarding good behaviour. However, the system does use both the ‘carrot’ and the 

‘stick’ and it will also allow for more effective traditional enforcement. The telematics data is 

monitored by certified independent 3rd parties and where these organisations detect that a vehicle 

has not complied with conditions, they will send a non-compliance report to the relevant authority. 

The organisation Transport Certification Australia is responsible for certifying the private monitoring 

companies and acts as a trusted 3rd party providing a secure repository and gateway for sensitive 

industry data. (Hill & Gordon, 2021) stated that a review of the IAP in 2018 identified significant 

benefits from the implementation of IAP. 

Initial concerns that the system could be used by Government as a surveillance system were 

alleviated by ensuring the reporting was exception based. That is, the authorities have no access to 

data related to compliant driving, only to reports of non-compliance. The system was initially 

designed with a ‘gold standard’ of assurance processes that would mean that the non-compliance 

reports were sufficiently robust and reliable for enforcement action in a single incident to be based 

upon them. This involved, for example, hardware that was tamper proof, hardware and systems that 

were approved to rigorous standards and very robust auditing of technology suppliers. This led to a 

substantial cost of subscribing to the service. The same concerns around privacy led to the 

distancing of the IAP from Government by the certification of private companies and the creation of 

TCA as an independent non-profit organisation, overseen by, but not directly part of, Government. 

(Hill & Gordon, 2021) note that the very high levels of quality assurance, the limiting of data and the 

distancing was initially viewed as a positive by the authorities as well but that this is changing as the 

potential for additional data to help in other areas becomes apparent. This led to a comprehensive 

review of the IAP involving extensive stakeholder engagement across all parties and the public 

across the whole of Australia. Stakeholder feedback identified a view that the concept of intelligently 

granting access to parts of the road network should not rely only on digital technologies and several 

possible use cases were identified. Ultimately this led to the evolution of different variants of the IAP. 
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The Road Infrastructure Management (RIM) option is a variant of intelligent access that collects, 

aggregates and anonymises data from participating fleets and telematics providers and can map 

parameters of interest to road authorities, for example the average speeds across roads on their 

network or the numbers of different classes of vehicle using the network. This level is applied with a 

minimum of cost and TCA will work with any technology supplier that can output the data in the 

required standardised form. This is adequate for many asset management and research tasks that 

road authorities and others want the data for. 

The Telematics Monitoring Application (TMA) option provides identifiable vehicle movement data to 

regulators. All data collected by participating fleets and telematics providers is transferred to TCA, 

who control access to the data providing analyses and visualisations of it to authorised people within 

the authorities. TMA has similar quality assurance standards to the full IAP, but with a much lighter 

touch audit that significantly reduces the cost. This was considered sufficient to be taken to court or 

used for other sanctions (such as removal of a permit to operate LHVs, potentially a much larger 

penalty than criminal fines) where it was based on a pattern of behaviour and supported by expert 

analysis. 

(Hill & Greenow, 2021) shows that these variants are still used as enablers of greater access to 

more productive vehicles. Vehicles which authorities see as lower risk may be required only to 

subscribe to the anonymised form (RIM) while higher risk vehicles may be required to subscribe to 

the more intrusive identifiable form (TMA) and only the highest risk vehicles are subject to the 

original directly enforceable Intelligent Access programme (IAP). One example of the usage was 

that in Australia, LHVs are often not permitted on routes that have long and steep descents because 

of concerns that they would build up excessive speed on the descent. Authorities can now permit 

LHV use on these stretches on condition that operators sign up to the more intrusive identifiable 

monitoring system (TMA) that allows authorities to see reports on average speeds on those sections 

and also to identify individual movements for enforcement purposes. Whether the permission as a 

whole is safe and whether or not one specific operator or even driver is abusing it can be identified 

and remedied. 

A number of similar applications could be envisaged in a UK context, for example, TfL could use the 

system to permit vehicles that could not comply with the HGV safety permit if they provided a 

positive economic benefit. Several countries do not permit vehicles carrying dangerous goods, but 

these could be permitted with suitably strict and bespoke limitations, enforced through a requirement 

to subscribe. 

(Hill & Greenow, 2021) consider a further advantage to be that the increased data provided by these 

new variations of the IAP enable and encourage an increase in the amount of ex-post analysis of 

changes to heavy vehicle policy, which strongly contributes to alleviating stakeholder concerns over 

introductions of LHVs and better optimising the solutions over the longer term. 

The approach pioneered by Australia is now spreading and being adapted in other areas. (Sjogren, 

2021) states that a similar approach was piloted in Sweden in 2017/18 and included the use of on-

board axle weighing devices to allow the IAP to monitor compliance with weight limits. However, 

Directive 96/53/EU reportedly prevents Member States from requiring vehicles from other EU states 

to be equipped with on-board weighing and Swedish operators were not satisfied with a situation 

where they were required to comply, but foreign operators were not. So, wider rollout of the scheme 

has been mothballed for now with two further pilot applications in Abnormal Load transport and in 
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large construction projects in the city are being trialled. Post Brexit, subject to the ability to amend 

retained law and the constraints of the trade agreement, the same limitation may not apply to UK. 

(Sjogren, 2021) also identifies a range of variations in the overall model in terms of self certification 

or central body, the types of permit (e.g. permanent, limited time, single trip) level of support 

provided to drivers in the cab, what is reported to authorities and how identifiable the information is. 

Reference is made to implementations or experimentation with the concept in Australia, South 

Africa, Sweden, Estonia, The Netherlands and (Walker, et al., 2021) also note interest in Italy and 

Spain. Both papers also highlight the potential for the same approach to be used for compliance with 

congestion and low emission zones in cities. Although it is acknowledged that the Urban Vehicle 

Access Regulation recently developed in the EU is not specifically aimed at HGVs or LHVs, it was 

noted that there were many parallels. 

Although there are many advantages to intelligent access as a means of providing high assurance 

of compliance and helping to enable the safe use of LHVs, there are also a number of barriers. 

These drivers and barriers were summarised for a range of different stakeholders in Sweden by 

(Wandel & Asp, 2021). Many related to the cost and complexity of the initial creation of the system 

but the need for road owners to maintain digital maps, the cost to telematics providers to design 

systems only for Sweden, and the concern among vehicle manufacturers (who often offer telematics 

services) about incriminating their customers were all cited. It was also noted that these barriers 

may vary in different countries. 

(Walker, et al., 2021) highlight the importance of the ‘facilitator’ of IAPs (e.g. Transport Certification 

Australia). They consider that it is essential they can gain trust of all stakeholders and it is important 

that they are independent but with a solid mandate from policy makers and Government. Good 

governance and data integrity is essential, the scheme must be cost effective and there needs to be 

a business case to help telematics providers to develop the necessary platforms and services. 

Privacy is also a key consideration and should be designed in from the start. 

(Walker, et al., 2021) note that the Conference of European Directors of Roads (CEDR) is working 

with Piarc (the World Roads organisation) to map the opportunities and barriers associated with 

intelligent access. National Highways are members of both bodies. 

Discussion with GB stakeholders as part of this feasibility study identified the existing DVSA ‘earned 

recognition’ scheme as having significant potential within a trial of LHVs. Operators participate in this 

scheme voluntarily passing compliance information to DVSA, via a DVSA validated IT system in 

order to gain the status, which in turn reduced the frequency with which vehicles from their operation 

were likely to be stopped at the roadside. It was considered that making earned recognition a pre-

requisite for trial participation would share many of the same the values of the Intelligent Access 

scheme in both providing a reward for operators that already showed high compliance and further 

encouraging participation in the scheme. 

5.2.4 OTHER REGULATORY CONTROLS ON VEHICLE USE 

(Knight, et al., 2008) found that the UK regulations on speed limits for multi-trailer combinations 

would also be likely to require amendment, even if such vehicles were to be permitted by a Vehicle 

Special Order, when the towing vehicle was operating an LHV combination, because their speed 

would otherwise be limited under STGO to 40 mile/h on motorways and 20 mile/h on all other roads. 

This is defined in Schedule 6 of the Road traffic Regulation Act (1984) and appears to be a uniquely 
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UK regulatory artefact. Amending primary legislation to remove this barrier would require 

parliamentary approval. 

However, Part IV of Schedule 6 states that the schedule does not apply to vehicles being used as 

part of a trial under Section 283 of the Highways Act 1980. So, it is possible that this power could be 

used for the purposes of an initial trial, with amendments to the Act only undertaken later if the trial 

proves successful. 

5.2.5 ANALYSIS: REGULATION & ENFORCEMENT 

Design prescriptive approaches are simple for operators and easy to comply with but may be sub-

optimal in terms of outcome and will require significant up front development to decide and specify 

the permissible configurations, changes to which can be challenging depending on the performance 

outcomes that need to be achieved. 

PBS approaches are much more complex and expensive for operators to design their vehicle 

configuration and prove compliance. They will also require significant up front development to 

determine the right performance measures, safety benchmarks and subsequent limit values for the 

UK, though much work in this area is already done by (de Saxe, et al., 2019). A gap in the existing 

work is the lack of consideration in PBS of more sophisticated safety systems such as ABS, EBS, 

ESC, AEB etc as well as steered axles.  

Although potentially more complex and costly up front, a PBS approach would be expected to yield 

higher productivity in the longer term through better optimised vehicles, more ability to accurately 

match route restrictions to risk, potentially to allow greater road access and through avoiding wasted 

effort by being led by industry demand in terms of approving vehicles and routes that represent 

those offering industry the biggest savings. 

A hybrid approach would be possible by considering one or two tightly defined design prescriptive 

configurations that are acceptably safe but allowing deviation from that (potentially with greater road 

access if better performing) based on PBS. 

There is extensive new evidence to support both the high levels of effectiveness of intelligent access 

programmes in helping to facilitate trials and implementations of LHV, whether by regulated by 

prescriptive or performance-based standards. There is also substantial information available on how 

to implement it. The gap here is potentially the creation of a scheme that works for the UK, which 

may require significant effort in terms of stakeholder engagement to resolve concerns, the 

identification of telematics companies and the development of the technical platforms and business 

cases to make it work. Other EU countries have already started with pilots of systems and it may be 

that the creation of a platform for harmonisation could aid in the quick development of a scheme. 

However, DVSA’s earned recognition scheme shares many characteristics with intelligent access 

but applied to compliance with driver’s hours maintenance. It is possible that monitoring of 

location/route compliance could be added to earned recognition and/or only allowing access to the 

trial for operators that have achieved ‘earned recognition’. 

 

5.3 TAKE UP RATE AND USAGE 

Based on analyses of CSRGT data and assumptions about the characteristics of operations that 

would benefit from larger vehicles, (Knight, et al., 2008) estimated that at maximum about 30% of 
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articulated vehicle trips could be suitable to move to an LHV. The extent to which LHVs were able to 

access the network would strongly influence take up in the market and it was estimated that around 

5% - 10% of tonne kms currently carried by articulated vehicles would move to 25.25m 60 tonne 

LHVs. 

Based on the findings of the German trial, (Irzik, et al., 2016) estimated that the take up of longer 

25m vehicles at 40 or 44 tonnes would be low, with a modelled maximum scenario of 100 million 

vehicle km in Germany by 2030. Even on motorways, it was estimated that longer vehicles would 

represent only 0.5% to 1% of all HGV traffic. It is not explicitly stated how much of this conclusion is 

because of the limitation in Gross weight, meaning only the lowest density goods could benefit from 

the vehicles. 

(Irzik, et al., 2016) reported on the trial of longer vehicles in Germany and found that the average 

length of haul was 240km with a range spanning 10km to 800 km. 83-91% of the trips were between 

warehouses and/or production sites as shuttle services or the main leg. The commodities carried 

ranged from automotive industry through to domestic appliances, air cargo, clothing and food to 

packaging material. 

It was also found that 25.25m EMS combinations typically resulted in efficiency gains of between 15 

and 25% compared to the use of standard vehicles. For the German longer semi-trailer this was 

around 7% on average with a maximum of 13.5%, almost identical to the measure of standard trailer 

journeys save in the GB longer semi-trailer trial of 8% on average (max 13-14%) (Risk Solutions, 

2020), although the average haul length on the LST trial was only ~120 km 

(MoT Denmark, ND) reported that in their 2008-2011 trial of 25.25m 60 tonne LHVs that they were 

primarily used in long distance trips of 200 km or more and that more than 60% of total goods 

transported by the LHVs were relatively light individual goods such as flowers and certain types of 

food. The average total weight of loaded LHVs was reported as being around 40 tonnes with an 

average axle load of 6 tonnes. This was reported to represent a utilisation of load capacity equal to, 

or better than, regular HGVs. From 2009 to 2010 the share of total tonne kms that was carried by 

LHVs increased from 1.9% to 3.6%. 

(Vlaanderen MOW, 2020) stated that only 2 companies were involved in phase 1 of the Flemish trial. 

Phase 2 saw increased involvement. In 2020 103 permits were issued, mostly to Dutch companies 

(90) rather than Belgian. However, it was noted that many of the Dutch companies were only active 

on an occasional basis and that in terms of total transport undertaken using LHVs, most were by 

Belgian companies. There were responses to a survey suggesting that there was a desire to expand 

the use of vehicles, but that leaders found the regulatory approach too fragmented, complex and 

strict and that the limited available road network needed particular attention. The trial in Walloon 

(Walloon, 2018) had authorised 14 applications from 7 carriers in relation to 10 vehicles at the end 

of its first year and these vehicles completed 112,000km. Seven of the 10 vehicles were pictured in 

the report and included 4 rigid vehicles with dolly and semi-trailer, 2 B-doubles and 1 tractor, semi-

trailer and drawbar combination. 

(Kindt, et al., 2011) analysed the Dutch trial and found that in 2011 there were 513 LHVs 

transporting more than 4 million tonnes and more than 2 billion tonne kms of goods. The largest 

market was described as ‘retail’, responsible for almost 40% of LHV tonne kms, fo llowed closely by 

‘containers’ at around 30% of LHV tonne kms. Ornamental horticulture was listed as 3rd biggest at 

around 14%. This represented around 0.8% of domestic road goods transport (tonnes) at the time. 
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(Liimatainen, et al., 2018) revisited the economic modelling parts of (Knight, et al., 2008). They used 

a more detailed analysis by commodity type and then studied factors such as the take up rate and 

average load in Finland (where 25m and 60 tonnes had been permitted for some time) for those 

same commodities. In some cases where known differences existed, modifiers were introduced into 

the analysis. The basis of the modelling was the operational cost reduction in each sector. This was 

based partly on an operating cost increase per vehicle km of 10% for the LHVs. This was about half 

the increase estimated by (Knight, et al., 2008) and although a like for like comparison was not 

made, would translate to a significantly greater base input of cost reduction per unit of goods moved 

(tonne km, pallet km etc). 

Based on the practice in Finland, (Liimatainen, et al., 2018) found it likely that more commodities 

could potentially benefit from LHVs than had been found by (Knight, et al., 2008) and that the 

proportion of some of those commodities that could be transported by larger vehicles could be 

greater. The authors acknowledged that this could at least partly be because of the long term 

evolution that had taken place in Finland, so it may take time for the UK to develop to similar levels. 

In the best case analysis, it was assumed that no mode shift would take place, in line with findings of 

some studies that suggested empirical evidence showed mode shift was much lower than 

suggested by desk studies. In the worst case analysis it was assumed that mode shift would be 

aligned with the mid range estimate from (Knight, et al., 2008). Overall, the results suggested a total 

economic benefit of LHVs of between £0.7billion and £1.5 billion, around 3 times greater than 

suggested by (Knight, et al., 2008), who reported £0.22billion to £0.57billion per year.  

In (Knight, et al., 2008) these figures were converted to investments that would produce a benefit to 

cost ratio of one over a defined time period. It was found that, on that basis, an investment of 

£1billion to £2.7billion would break even after 5 years and an investment of between £2.2billion and 

£5.9 billion over 15 years. 

Finally, the availability of tall (4.9m) double deck trailers in GB - capable of carrying double the 

number of full-height pallets of a single deck trailer of the same length – provides a competitive 

alternative to LHVs which is not available in Europe due to the lower height limit.  This needs to be 

considered in any comparison of possible European take-up outcomes with GB. 

5.3.1 ANALYSIS: TAKE UP AND USAGE 

Although the evidence varied widely from different countries and from predictive studies ahead of 

trials, during trials and in full operation, it is possible to generalise that the take-up of LHVs will start 

at a relatively low level in trial and early legalisation phases but can then grow to be quite substantial 

over a prolonged period (several decades) as the operators, authorities and public become familiar 

with it.  

(Brand & Smallwood, 2022) has demonstrated that significant demand does exist, but only on the 

basis of a potentially biased source in terms of the companies involved in the longer semi-trailer trial. 

Additional respondents to the survey from outside of that cohort are required to assess whether the 

demand once those biases are not present will result in a higher or lower level. The LST operators 

are already those interested in increased capacity and with the willingness to invest. This may tend 

to bias the outcome to a higher level of interest than a more general population of operators would 

indicate. However, there was no increase in GVW with the longer semi-trailer trial so the population 

may exclude operations that would benefit from the weight increase. This may lead to an 

underestimate relative to a more general population of operators. 
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The initial size of any trial will affect confidence in the measured effects but may also affect how to 

best determine acceptable route networks and permissible vehicle characteristics. If initial interest is 

small, it may be more cost effective to assess routes and vehicles on a case by case basis. A larger 

trial may dictate an increased up-front effort to develop vehicle and infrastructure access standards 

more generally, encompassing the needs of the interested sectors. 

5.4 MODE SHIFT 

(Knight, et al., 2008) estimated that introducing 60 tonne, 25m LHVs could result in between 8% and 

18% of rail tonne kms transferring to road. This was based on a combination of feedback provided 

by rail and road industries and a simple econometric analysis identifying cross price elasticities of 

around 1.3 in the bulk rail market and between 2 and 5 in the deep-sea container market. It was 

noted that these estimates of cross price elasticity were not empirically derived. 

(K+P Transport Consultants, 2011) assessed the impact of an unrestricted introduction of LHVs 

across Europe on single wagonload rail freight and combined transport. The assessment was based 

on an analysis of 5 cross border transport corridors. They found that 25.25m LHVs would cause a 

shift of between around 8% and 13% of combined transport and between around 14% and 35% of 

single wagonload freight. It was noted that the highest mode shift was predicted for 25.25m LHVs at 

a GVW of 44 tonnes, which was linked to a better cost advantage over rail for that vehicle 

configuration, though it was not clear why that was the case. 

(Christidis & Leduc, 2009) reviewed 4 of the main studies of LHVs in Europe that had been 

undertaken at the time and several additional studies. They found results that varied from around 

1.4% mode shift to the 18% upper limit in the UK analysis as a total across rail freight but also 

highlighted studies suggesting a shift of more than 50% in certain sectors of rail freight. However, 

they also found the quality of the evidence varied considerably. They reviewed evidence related to 

the elasticity values underlying many of these estimates, found significant variation and noted that 

many were not empirically based. It was also noted that elasticity values differed strongly depending 

on length of haul, with low sensitivity at relatively short distances less than 800 km.  They undertook 

a Monte-Carlo economic simulation study based on the ranges of findings in the studies and critical 

appraisal of their qualities. The findings were that LHVs would come to represent a share of 0.5% to 

5% of road freight and they would decrease rail freight by between 1.2% and 1.8% in terms of tonne 

kms. 

(Aarts & Feddes, 2009) reported on assessments of mode shift as a result of the early phases of the 

trial in the Netherlands. They found that at the time there was still uncertainty but noted that the 

studies done pointed toward marginal effects. Inland shipping was thought to lose between 0.2% 

and 0.3% of cargo tonnage to road while rail would lose between 1.4% and 2.7 %.  

A larger study of modal shift was undertaken as part of the later ‘experience phase’ of the Dutch trial 

(Kindt, et al., 2011). This study monitored 51 terminals, seven shipping companies, 30 container 

transports and 10 logistics service providers. It found that in practice, no mode shift had occurred 

following the introduction of LHVs. They found that although the cost had reduced, the terminal 

operators and shipping companies both preferred inland shipping and rail to LHVs because it 

remained cheaper but was also easier to manage. They noted limitations in the possibility to create 

combinations of 40 foot and 20 foot trailers (or three 20 foot container) as well as more complicated  

monitoring movements.  
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In consideration of transferability of findings to the UK it is worth noting that the focus was on 

containers and port traffic because that is where the Dutch data suggested the main competition 

between road and rail was. Dry bulk and liquid bulk categories form a much larger part of the Dutch 

market but LHVs were not thought to be strong competition here because of the density of loads. 

The standard weight limit for 16.5m/18.75m HGVs in the Netherlands is 50 tonne. An increase of 10 

tonnes to 60 tonnes would fill only a small proportion of the extra length of an LHV, and that extra 

length implies significant extra unladen mass, such that their use was not considered efficient in 

those sectors. These arguments will vary in the UK with a current weight limit of 44 tonnes, but also 

in particular if the ability to carry higher loads on vehicles of between16.5m and 25.25m were 

selected. 

(Ortega, et al., 2014) identified that in Spain in 2010, road accounted for 93.5% of freight tonne kms 

compared with rail accounting for 2.7% (pipeline 3.8%). They stated that the imbalance between 

modes meant that improvements in the efficiency of road freight could produce greater social and 

environmental benefits than marginal changes in the transport modal share.  

(Irzik, et al., 2016) used a transport demand model based on the empirical observations from the 

German trial of LHVs to estimate that there were hardly any intermodal loads shifted from the 

railways or inland waterways. However, it has to be noted that the GVW was limited in their trial 

such that only low density goods could be carried. This type of goods is less frequently carried by 

rail or inland waterway. 

(Palsson & Sternberg, 2018) reported on a detailed analysis of the mode shift effects of LHVs in 

Sweden, where the authors noted that the longer distances, the reliance on bulk industries (e.g. 

forestry and mining) and a well developed rail network made consideration of modal shift more 

relevant than in many smaller EU countries. They cited studies in 2009 and 2010 that attempted to 

derive relevant cross price elasticities. One study presented a range of between 0.3 and 2.0 for 

different distances and product types. Another recommended a value of 0.4 generally for EU 

countries. A study in Sweden calculated a value of 0.44. All are substantially less than the values 

used by (Knight, et al., 2008). The results of the study estimated that moving from 64 tonne to 74 

tonne 25.25m LHVs would, in the long term, reduce rail freight on average by 6.4% and if 34m 

vehicles were permitted this would increase to 8.7%. They also noted that this reduction was relative 

to a situation where freight traffic on both road and rail was forecast to increase, such that even if 

the LHVs were permitted the absolute quantity of rail freight would still be expected to increase. 

(Kraaijenhagen, et al., 2014) reviewed the findings of (Knight, et al., 2008) alongside 3 other studies, 

two for NL and one for EU as a whole. This suggested the estimate in (Knight, et al., 2008) was 

much higher than those in other countries which ranged between 1.4% and 5.0%. 

(Vlaanderen MOW, 2020) found no direct evidence for or against modal shift in the Belgian trial. 

However, based on indirect evidence (such as different commodities carried, relatively short 

distances within Flanders, experience in the NL) they found it unlikely. 

(Walloon, 2018) implemented direct measures to prevent mode shift from rail to road in the trial in 

that region of Belgium. For example, transport of intermodal units was only authorised to and from 

Walloon multi-modal terminals to avoid head on competition with inland waterway and railfreight for 

transport to seaports. Their early conclusion was that mode shift from rail and inland waterway in 

Walloon could occur if LHVs were used unconditionally. They considered that it should be assessed 

on a case by case basis for each authorisation. 
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In specific reference to GB road-rail modal shift, (Risk Solutions, 2017) analysis concluded there 

was no modal shift from rail to road as a result of the introduction of the Longer Semi-trailers 

because the market had responded by developing the technology to integrate extended ISO 

containers to make use of LSTs in conjunction with existing unused length on certain rail carriers.  

However, the point made earlier in relation to the availability of tall double deck trailers in GB also 

has relevance to the modal shift discussion. 

(Piecyk & Allen, 2020) reviewed many of the same studies in consideration of the effect on modal 

split and emphasised that many were based on theoretical exercises with a range of weakeness. 

They separately identified the Netherlands study as reported by (Kindt, et al., 2011), the German 

trial (Irzik, et al., 2016) and the UK trial of longer semi-trailers as being based on observation of 

actual effects around a trial and all had reported zero or negligible affect on mode shift. (ITF, 2019) 

also make the same case that there is no “ex-post” evidence that LHVs have caused a modal shift 

from rail and that some positive effects have been identified. 

The European Commission recently issued a call for evidence24 in relation to the effectiveness of 

Directive 96/53/EC and specifically included consideration of the permission granted to member 

states to use the European Modular System. Many responses (224 at the time of writing) have been 

received in multiple languages and no systematic review of the responses has yet been published. 

However, several responses from rail or intermodal organisations also expressed concerns about 

the effect of EMS on rail freight. Key concerns were maintaining compatibility between modules 

used on road and rail wagons so that load units and whole semi-trailers could be efficiently 

transferred between road and rail and avoiding shift of freight to road. Recommended policies 

included further standardisation of trailers and the use of LHVs only in intermodal transport. 

One respondent (ASTOC – Tågföretagen) provided a graph showing a decrease in rail modal share 

following an increase in the permitted weights and dimensions in Sweden, reproduced in Figure 33 

below, showing a decrease in modal share, which they attributed to the increase in truck weights. 

 

24 https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/13278-Commercial-vehicles-weights-
and-dimensions-evaluation-_en 
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Figure 33: Modal split in Sweden. Source: ASTOC – Tågföretagen25  

However, (Vierth, et al., 2018) studied the same data as both a percentage and a growth index, over 

a longer time period, reproduced in Figure 34. It can be seen that the decline in rail modal share had 

been ongoing over several years prior to the weight increases and there was not an obvious 

deviation in the trend. (Vierth, et al., 2018) also pointed out that overall freight volumes were growing 

very strongly during the most of the 1990s, stabilising again from around 1997. During the period of 

strong overall freight growth, the tonne kms transported by rail did also grow significantly, just not as 

rapidly as road transport did. It was this slower growth (however caused) in rail that led to the 

decline in modal share. Growth rates reached parity with road again around 2000 and subsequently 

exceeded road growth such that the modal share was restored by the late 2000’s. It was also noted 

that the weight reforms coincided with the 1990-93 economic recession in Sedent, the de-regulation 

of the Swedish rail freight sector in 1996 and the replacement of a distance based road tax but a 

diesel fuel tax in 1995, which all may also have had an effect. This highlights the problems with a 

purely time based association of a complex issues such as modal share with any particular single 

policy. 

 

25 https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/13278-Commercial-vehicles-weights-
and-dimensions-evaluation-/F2886503_en 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/13278-Commercial-vehicles-weights-and-dimensions-evaluation-/F2886503_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/13278-Commercial-vehicles-weights-and-dimensions-evaluation-/F2886503_en
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Figure 34: Modal Split in Sweden. Source: (Vierth, et al., 2018) 

5.4.1 ANALYSIS 

(McKinnon, 2012) stated the predicting the impact of LHVs on freight modal split is fraught with 

difficulty. Most studies have tried to represent the problem by econometric modelling within a narrow 

set of parameters. However, numerous studies have shown that the mode choice decision is multi-

dimensional, with cost representing just one factor influencing choice. For this reason, no effort has 

been attempted to estimate the mode shift as part of this literature review. In the following analysis 

we have sought only to highlight some of those difficulties and to consider the relative weight of 

different evidence.  

It would be expected that more empirical studies of actual change should be more accurate than 

theoretical modelling based on elasticity values, as considered by (Piecyk & Allen, 2020). However, 

it should also be noted that such studies do also still require some theoretical or qualitative 

elements, for example a range of assumptions or reliance to some extent on surveys of opinions 

(Kindt, et al., 2011). It is also the case that neither the LST trial nor the German trial permitted any 

increase in GVW and in the Netherlands trial, the benefits of LHVs in the market for dense goods 

was considered very small in part because of their existing 50 tonne weight limit for standard length 

vehicles. As such, the conclusion of (ITF, 2019) and (Piecyk & Allen, 2020) that there is no evidence 

that LHVs cause any shift in practice, may not necessarily translate to that outcome in the UK, if DfT 

chose to implement any specific policy option relating to 60 tonne LHVs, particularly if an increased 

weight were permitted at lengths less than 25m or if taller (4.9m) LHVs were permitted. A more 

precise characterisation of the evidence from the three selected trials might be that where increased 

capacity through longer heavier vehicles has predominantly benefited medium to low density goods 

transport, no significant effect on the modal split has been found. 
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It is clear at least that there remains significant concern around modal shift. However, even 

accounting for the theoretical analyses reported since the 2008 report (Knight, et al., 2008), all the 

subsequent studies cited here have reached a lower estimated effect (up to around 5%) than 

previously estimated for the UK (8-18%). The modelling undertaken by (Knight, et al., 2008) 

estimated a net improvement in emissions of greenhouse gases when mode shift was at the low end 

(8%) of the range assumed. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

Since the last UK review of the feasibility of LHVs in 2008, there is now considerably more 

experience in the use of these vehicles around the world, but particularly in Europe where those that 

were already trialling or using them now have 14 years more experience, growth and evolution and 

more countries have started trialling them. 

Much more is now known about the low and high speed dynamic performance of European vehicles 

with several comprehensive comparative analyses of standard EU HGVs against a variety of LHVs 

that have been or are being considered for use in the EU. In the absence of innovations such as 

steered axles, there is a general trade off between low speed manoeuvrability and high speed 

stability. Without steering innovations, only one 25.25m combination can potentially achieve the EU 

turning circle requirements (rigid towing 2 centre axle drawbars) but this is the least stable 

combination at higher speed. The B-double is very stable but is the least manoeuvrable 25.25m 

combination, with EMS combinations between the two. 

Several innovative approaches are now available or near market and can potentially manage these 

trade-offs. These include traditional steered axles, more sophisticated actively steered axles, 

combinations of lift and steered axles, and lockable dollies. In addition to this, more generally 

applicable safety technologies are now available or more common, for example, EBS, ESC 

(directional and roll stability) and AEB. These further mitigate risks for LHVs, although they also 

often mitigate risks for standard HGVs, such that they don’t necessarily introduce a gain when 

comparing HGV to LHV. 

We have not yet found any explicit published data regarding the performance of 25.25m vehicles if 

they were permitted the same 4.9m maximum height that standard HGVs are allowed in the UK. 

However, a PBS assessment of very very long 4.6m tall vehicles gives some limited suggestion that 

the issues with such vehicles may be limited to issues with static roll stability of a similar magnitude 

to those already suffered by standard length double deck vehicle. 

Even with much greater experience of LHVs, there is no significant evidence suggesting any 

increase in collision risks. Where direct comparative figures are available, these all suggest a 

significant improvement in safety very similar to the findings of the GB longer semi-trailer trial. A 

caveat is that some of the trials were too small for statistically significant analysis and there have 

been difficulties in some areas with monitoring implementation such that there may be an absence 

of evidence in some areas and it can be hard to directly compare like with like. 

In general, the evidence around the effects on roads suggests much the same as was found in 

2008. Vertical loading effects are easily managed through appropriate controls of axle weight. 

Criteria have been developed to allow consideration of horizontal loading (e.g. around damage 

caused by sideways scrub in tight turns). 

The bridge loading analysis from the 2008 study appears to remain valid, however more detailed 

review is required. The analysis only considered design codes and not the codes used to assess in-

service bridges and convoys were not considered. There have been changes in both design and 

assessment codes. It is, therefore, essential to confirm whether the load effects caused by LHVs on 

bridges would also be consistent with current traffic when assessed against these other controls. A 

formal risk appraisal of the potential for increased collision loading on structures is also required. 
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The outcome of these analyses will very strongly influence the number of routes that would be 

suitable for LHVs. 

Considerable work has been undertaken in the development of PBS for safety and infrastructure 

protection. However, this does not yet go as far as a simple bridge formula to allow quick and easy 

assessment of whether any given vehicle configuration would be suitable for a given class of 

bridges. 

The concept of restricting access of certain vehicles to the road network is much less alien now than 

it was in 2008. Since that time, several cities have implemented congestion or low emission zones 

and TfL has introduced the HGV safety permit for London. Across Europe, attempts to harmonise 

conditions for this sort of restriction are captured in the Urban Vehicle Access regulations. In 

addition, automated vehicles are in the process of being legalised only on certain classes of road 

(e.g. Motorways, defined urban routes). Combined with enormous improvements to digital mapping 

this means the ability to define an LHV route network appears much more feasible, though may still 

take considerable effort. 

The ability to enforce route restrictions and other aspects of LHV operation (e.g. hours or weights 

rules) were a significant concern in 2008. At that time, Australia were just implementing the world’s 

first intelligent access programme based on independent monitoring of telematics devices in-

vehicles. Since that time, the presence of those devices in vehicles has become almost ubiquitous in 

HGVs, Australia has more than a decade experience with IAP, it has proven highly beneficial and is 

now under consideration in several other jurisdictions including several countries in Europe. The 

concept has been demonstrated as an effective way of reducing barriers to introducing LHVs but it 

also helps set the market such that the most profitable behaviour is also the safest most compliant 

behaviour. This concept can clearly extend into other areas such as urban access restrictions (e.g. 

London’s HGV safety permit) or the control of abnormal indivisible load movements. 

Experience in other countries, suggests that most of those using LHVs successfully have 

implemented them in a carefully managed and staged approach using different forms of trials ahead 

of full legalisation and involving close monitoring to provide public assurance of safety. The evidence 

suggests take up among the industry is initially low, with only some companies willing or able to 

make the first move. However, a consistent finding is that the take up increases over the years as 

familiarity grows for industry, regulators and the public. Those with a longer history of permitting 

larger vehicles such as Sweden and Finland have achieved quite high take-up. 

Mode shift, mainly from rail, was one of the major concerns in the previous UK feasibility study with 

many stakeholders predicting high elasticity values and impacts. Since that time, a range of other 

studies in specific countries and on an EU wide basis have suggested that at least the upper range 

previously predicted for the UK was an outlier. Concerns remain in some other countries and some 

trials have been set up in ways to deliberately avoid the potential for mode shift. Others considered 

the overlaps in commodities and distances to be small such that competition was very limited. 

Others still see potential for LHVs to be complementary to other modes in reducing the cost of the 

end to end intermodal journey. 
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8 GLOSSARY 

 

Acronym Title Description 

AIL Abnormal Indivisible Loads 
(AIL) 

An Abnormal Indivisible Load (AIL) is any load that cannot be 
broken down into smaller loads for transport without undue 
expense or risk of damage. 

BEV Battery Electric Vehicles  A type of electric vehicle (EV) that exclusively uses chemical 
energy stored in rechargeable battery packs, with no 
secondary source of propulsion 

CEDR Conference of European 
Directors of Roads  

A non-profit organisation established as a platform for the 
Directors of National Road Authorities. 

CMS Chinese Modular System  A concept of allowing combinations of existing loading units 
(modules) in longer vehicle combinations to be used on 
predefined parts of the road network. 

DfT Department for Transport The Department for Transport is the government department 
responsible for the English transport network. 

EBS Electronic Braking System  EBS and its components reduce the build-up times and 
response in brake cylinders. 

EMS  European Modular System  A concept of allowing combinations of existing loading units 
(modules) in longer vehicle combinations to be used on 
predefined parts of the road network. 

EC European Commission The EU governments administrative branch (similar to the UK 
civil service). 

EU European Union The political association of 27 Member States. 

GB Great Britain The United Kingdoms of England, Wales and Scotland. 

GVW  Gross Vehicle Weight The total weight of large trucks, hauling trailers and other 
large vehicles. 

HCT High Capacity Transport Bigger than conventional road freight vehicles, able to 
transport a larger weight or/and volume of cargo in one trip 
than a normal vehicle would. 

HFCEV Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric 
Vehicles 

Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicles Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicles (FCVs) 
are similar to electric vehicles (EVs) in that they use an electric 
motor instead of an internal combustion engine to power the 
wheels. However, while EVs run on batteries that must be 
plugged in to recharge, FCVs generate their electricity 
onboard. 

HGV Heavy Goods Vehicle A goods vehicle in excess of 3.5 tonnes GVW but in the 
context of this report used to denote a standard legal vehicle 
of up to 16.5m length for an artic or 18.75m for a drawbar. 
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IAP Intelligent Access Programme  A telematics based monitoring system used to monitor 
compliance with route restrictions and other conditions 
attached to permits to operate vehicles. 

ICE Internal Combustion Engine The internal combustion engine is a heat engine in which 
combustion occurs in a confined space called a combustion 
chamber.  

IVU In-vehicle Unit An item of technology fixed into a vehicle. 

LHV Longer Heavier Vehicle A vehicle combination that is both longer and heavier than the 
standard current authorised weights and dimensions (e.g. 44 
tonnes and 18.75m). 

LST Longer Semi-trailer A semi-trailer that is longer than the standard EU length of 
13.6m. 

PBS Performance Based Standards  Rather than assessing a vehicle based on prescriptive limits, 
PBS focuses on how well a vehicle behaves on the road, 
through a set of safety and infrastructure protection 
standards. 

RIM Road Infrastructure 
Management   

An application that provides a way of collecting road use data 
from vehicles to inform and optimise the management of road 
networks. 

STGO Special Types General Order The Special Types order allows special types of vehicles some 
concessions from the standard Construction & Use 
regulations. 

TCA Transport Certification 
Australia  

TCA has oversight on the role of service providers to deliver 
telematics applications through the National Telematics 
Framework in Australia. 

TEU Twenty Foot Equivalent Units  A TEU or Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit is an exact unit of 
measurement used to determine cargo capacity for container 
ships and terminals. 

TMA Telematics Monitoring 
Application 

A platform provided by the TCA in Australia to interface with 
companies’ telematics systems. 

TRID Transport research 
international documentation  

An integrated database that combines the records from TRB’s 
Transportation Research Information Services (TRIS) Database 
and the OECD’s Joint Transport Research Centre’s 
International Transport Research Documentation (ITRD) 
Database. 

UK United Kingdom The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 

ZEV Zero Emissions Vehicle A vehicle that does not emit exhaust gas or other pollutants 
from the onboard source of power. 
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